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HISTORY
The history of the lands of Dawn of Legends is quite similar to the history of these lands of our world. However, there are
some rather critical differences. The following outlines these.
Ancient Times
In the centuries B.C.E. (Before Common Era), the Celtic peoples populated much of Europe. Although the ancient Celts
varied in description, they had a reasonably similar culture. The religion of the Celts in particular helped to unify tradition. The
ancient druidic faith held the sum of all the Celt people’s knowledge and laws.
The ancient druids generally maintained a neutrality in politics and gained impartiality in as judges of important social matters
among the Celtic peoples. It has been said that a druid could stop a battle between warring tribes in these ancient times
simply by walking between the armies. None challenged the authority and power of the druids.
Coming of the Romans
The conquests of Julius Ceasar targeted the druids as the nerve center and unifying force of
the Gallic Celts.
Ceasar was able to use politics to divide the Gallic Celts and eventually subdue them. Later
emperors repeated this tactic in Britain and eventually drove the druids to the Isle of Mona,
called Anglesey today. Soon the Roman governor moved to destroy the great druid sanctuary.
It is at this time, the year 63 Common Era (c.e.) a new development occurred. The great
warrior-queen of the Iceni tribe, Boudicea, outraged by her torture, the rape of her daughters,
and the confiscation of her people’s lands at the hands of the Romans after the death of her
husband, lead a great uprising. Armies of British war chariots, cavalry, and infantry descended
upon the greatest of the new Roman cities in Britain and slaughtered the garrisons and
Romans there. The Romans seemed unable to withstand the furor of the enraged
warrior-queen.
It is here the history of Dawn of Legends splits from the time line of our world. Historically, the
Roman governor did not hear of the rebellion until after he had destroyed the last druid
stronghold. Yet, in the world of Dawn of Legends, the Roman legions never made it as far as
Anglesey before word of revolt reached them! The governor, concerned he may loose his
grasp of Britain, brought his legion about to face Queen Boudicea. The tale of this
confrontation is told and retold as a proud story of the strength of the British. Yet, it is also a
tragic one. The army of the Queen of the Iceni was defeated and chose to poison herself
rather than submit to the Romans in defeat. Boudicea perished with her army in the final
confrontation with Rome.

Boudicea, A Bard’s Tale
The Romans line every hill,
Spears bright and deadly still,
Blood red with silver shields,
Leaving behind only bloody fields,
Grass green and alive before their advance,
Oh, Boudicea, we need your dance,
Our children killed and women raped,
Only the gods allow escape,
Death follows the Roman March,
Lifeless eyes watch from every arch,
Grass green and alive before their advance,
Oh, Boudicea, we need your dance,
Chariots of fire led the way,
Pulled by steeds of the fey,
Armed with spears and deathly frowns,
They descended on the Roman towns,
In the valley of death, the Romans staid,
Oh, Boudicea, do not fade,
Mounted druids upon their steeds,
Armed with might and righteous deeds,
Made the Romans pay their due,
In the name of all that were lost, even the few,
In the valley of death, the Romans staid,
Oh, Boudicea, do not fade,
On foot they came to defeat the Red,
Vowing to fight until their enemies were dead,
The men of the green and nature’s own,
Destroyed the Romans in name of the Stones,
In the valley of death, the Romans staid,
Oh, Boudicea, do not fade,
The final battle was a glorious fight,
As Britains and druids clashed at night,
Fire wafted from many a torch,
As the valley of death was burned and scorched,
We will not forget the price you paid,
Oh, Boudicea we will remember, you will not fade
†

The Druids’ Salvation
The druids used well the gift of time given to them by the sacrifice of the tragic queen. Knowing the Romans would return to
destroy Anglesey and any fragment of British power there, the druids were able to use the distraction to retreat into hiding.
There they could prepare for the day when they might return to guide the British once more. They remained hidden for nearly
350 years.
The Roman Withdrawal
There finally came the day when the might of Rome settled fitfully into the throes of its own twilight. The end of the fourth
century c.e. saw the removal of the Roman troops from the western and northern frontiers of Roman Britain. This force
represented one third of the entire Roman military, such was the pressure to keep Britain protected from her enemies and
uprising. Now Rome needed this strength to protect herself from rampaging barbarian tribes.

It was during the fifth century when there arose one Macsen Wledig, called in Latin Magnus Maximus. He was a powerful man
who gained the support of thousands of Romano-British (Romanized British). Macsen Wledig conquered the Western Roman
Empire and finally was stopped in the east by Emperor Theodosius. Still, it was a proud time for the British, for it was said that
the power of Rome rested upon the shoulders of British soldiers. With him died the combined military might of Britain and
dreams of a new empire.
After this time, there was a period of dark days when a weakened Britain reeled under the attacks of the Picts and the Irish.
Yet years later, during the reign of Vortigern, Rome called to Britain for aid. The British, under the war leader Riothamus
responded and came to Rome’s aid once more. Although Riothamus and his army fought the Visigoths valiantly, he was
betrayed by Rome in the end. Soldiers of Riothamus conquered and settled in the area of mainland Europe known as Brittany,
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while Riothamus himself disappeared in the lands of the Burgundians.
The First High King
In the power vacuum left by Rome in the first few decades of the fifth century, there arose a powerful King who claimed
authority over all the British. His name was Vortigern.
Vortigern was faced with Irish raiders in the west and Picts invading the north. To defend his kingdom, he chose to emulate
the Romans in employing federates. He hired foreign Saxons as had the Romans before him, to guard the north and in
payment gave them the Isle of Thanet in the Thames estuary, and an area in north eastern Britain called Deira. King Vortigern
used the Thanet settlers to intimidate Ambrosius who was an influential Roman descendant and was his chief rival among the
British.
To his credit, Vortigern respected the old ways of the British. However, he alienated the Romanized British who followed the
Roman Catholic Church. Ambrosius, who was of a strong Roman line, inspired trust in the Romano-British far more than a
High King who gave portions of his own land to the hated Saxons. Vortigern stationed Saxon mercenaries on Thanet to
remain a threat to Ambrosius. To this end, Vortigern’s gambit worked. In fact, Vortigern was even able to stop the invading
Picts with the aid of the Saxons.
High Kings of Britain
Vortigern (Powys)
Vortimer (Powys)
Abrosius Aurelianus (Brittany)
Uther Pendragon (Dumnonia)
Arthur Pendragon (Domnonia)
Cuneglasus (Gwynedd)
(none currently)
Druids Resurfaced
The druids came out of hiding in this troubled time. Druid teachings forbade interference in internal Celtic politics. However,
the Archdruid also known as the Merlin and who led all the druid circles, foresaw the grave threat the Saxons could represent
to all British. High King Vortigern, in his pride, would not listen to the Merlin and soon there was war with Ambrosius.
Although Ambrosius was eventually defeated by the High King, Vortigern’s British forces were depleted and his wealth
drained. Ambrosius’ sons, Ambrosius Aurelianus and his younger brother Uther, were taken into hiding in Brittany. Finally,
Vortigern was unable to pay the price the Saxon mercenaries demanded.
Much to the chagrin of the then king of Ceint, Vortigern attempted to mollify the Saxons by giving them this kingdom. The
Saxons, thrilled at their success in negotiating a major gain without a fight, invited their brothers and sisters from across the
Channel. The Advent of the Saxons, an event foreseen and feared by the druids had arrived.
The druids approached King Vortigern’s son, Vortimer. Here, they found a more sympathetic ear. At the Archdruids urging,
Vortimer proclaimed himself High King and was able to quickly and bloodlessly remove Vortigern from his throne. High King
Vortimer was soon joined and supported by his younger brother Catigern, and together they put into action a plan to remove
the Saxons from Britain.
Meanwhile, the leaders of the Saxon forces, Hengist and his brother Horsa, received boatloads of warriors from their
homelands. Battle raged back and forth across the lowlands of eastern Britain as Vortimer drove the Saxons back to the Isle
of Thanet and finally the Continent. In a dramatic battle with the Saxons in which both Horsa and Catigern were killed, a
stalemate was reached. For three decades from the middle of the fifth century there was a shaky kind of peace.
All to soon after the battle that ended the lives of Horsa and young Catigern, Vortimer was ousted by his own father. High King
Vortigern orchestrated the murder of his own son. Aged and desperate, Vortigern arranged a parlay with the Saxons, who
were by now threatening a renewal of hostilities.
Night of the Long Knives
Vortigern and his nobles agreed to a meeting at Stonehenge. No weapons were to be brought to the parlay. Yet the Saxons
under Hengist, whose vengeance for the death of his brother Horsa still burned in his heart, came armed. The weapon for
which the Saxons earned their name, the Seax, did its terrible work. The great nobles of the British were murdered and
Vortigern held captive.
The British were forced to pay a high price for the return of their High King. The Saxons gained wealth as well as territories
comprising what became Essex (East Saxons), Sussex (South Saxons), and Mercia. High King Vortigern died an old man
soon thereafter.
The hope of Britain in the last thirty years of the fifth century, and that of the druids, now lay in the hands of the Roman,
Ambrosius Aurelianus who returned from Brittany and managed to consolidate a hold on the High Kingship. Ambrosius
Aurelianus fought a number of inconclusive battles across Britain against the Saxons. The danger mounted, and the druids
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fretted. For Aurelianus was more disposed to listen to his Roman Catholic advisors than the druids themselves, or even the
Christian Celtic Church. Sadly, Ambrosius Aurelianus was mortally wounded in battle and passed into the Underworld before
Britain could be made strong again.
Uther, King of Britain
Finally, it was left to Ambrosius Aurelianus’ brother, Uther. To the relief of the Celtic Church and the druids alike, Uther was in
the beginning a more practical man. It was precisely this openness to all the religions of Britain which caused him trouble in
the beginning. King Uther was forced to war with the southern Romano-British to force their support. In addition, renewed Pict
attacks in the north demanded attention. Finally, there was the ever-present danger of the Saxons who were all too willing to
test the mettle of the new High King.
Eventually Uther managed to solidify his hold on the British throne. The druids sent the mightiest among them to advise the
king. He was, of course, the Merlin. Merlin and the druids had faith in Uther in the beginning, but Uther's reign was not meant
to be. The story of Uther and his passion for Igraine, wife of Gorlois and the ensuing struggle is the stuff of legend now. These
legends very much parallel those same legends of our own world.
In the end, a union between Uther and Igraine occurred and Gorlois was killed by Uther’s men. The child of this union was
taken by Merlin to be trained in the wisdom of the druids. Uther’s reign began to slip from his grasp and ended in civil war.
Uther himself was mortally wounded. He set a geas (pronounced GESH) upon the throne of the High King of Britain: Only one
who could draw Uther’s sword from the stone would become King. So it was that for a time, the kings of Britain were not
united and continued to weaken. The Saxons consolidated their gains and prepared to launch a new war.
King Arthur
The stories of Arthur’s life and times have also become legend and strongly parallel many of the Arthurian legends of our own
world. Some of the stories are true for Dawn of Legends and some are not. It is left to the reader’s discretion which of these
legends have influenced his own Dawn of Legends campaign and which have not.
As it is well known in legend, Arthur was the one; the boy who would be king of all Britain for he alone could draw the sword in
the stone. His famous story has been told and retold many times. Arthur won the confidence of the Cetls of Britain, beat the
Saxons in twelve great battles and secured peace for a generation. Arthur was the king that all the British since have most
loved... and most mourned.
Arthur’s illustrious reign ended on the fields of Camlann where he faced the treachery of his own son, Mordred, in battle.
Arthur and Mordred were each mortally wounded in this final confrontation. It is said that father and son, finally reconciled,
were taken by three fairy queens to the Isle of Avalon, a place steeped in the mystery of the Otherworld. There, Arthur would
be mended of his wounds and await a time when Britain needed him once more.
The Years After Arthur
The passing of Arthur ended many British hopes, and the High Kingship was badly weakened. The next man to claim the
position of High King was named Cyngen, or Cuneglasus in Latin. He made a strong effort to curb the ever growing power of
the Saxons, but was never able to gain the support of all the British Kings. After Cyngen’s reign there were no more High
Kings for a couple generations.
The Saxons
During this time, the Saxons learned from both their successes and their failures in their wars against the British. The Saxons’
culture encouraged warfare and expansion at the expense of their enemies. To this end, they mirrored their British
counterparts and placed in power their own over-king. He was called Bretwalda, meaning King of Britain. Such a position put
the Saxons on a more equal footing with their British counterparts. It also gave them a strong leadership which they wielded
like a sword against their sworn enemies.
Bretwaldas
Aelle (Sussex)
Ceawlen (Wessex)
Ethelbert (Kent)
Redwalk (East Anglia)
Edwin (Deira)
Oswald (Bernicia)
Edwin(Deira & Bernicia, current)
The Saxons’ return after the death of Vortimer gained them all the land they had lost to Vortimer, and after the Night of the
Long Knives, they gained a great deal more territory. Yet, the campaigns of Arthur curbed the expansion of the Saxons until
the mid sixth century.

† Poem by Paul Comstock.
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RELIGION
Religion
There are four major religions active in Dawn of Legends: Druid, Celtic Christian, Roman Catholic, and Saxon. Here we’ll
attempt to describe how they interact and perceive one another.
The Druid Religion
Since the dawn of the Celtic people, the druids have been there. They are the teachers, the learners, the judges and the holy
men. It is true that the druids went into hiding when the Romans came, but they did not die away. They kept the faith alive,
and in their hidden places, passed on their knowledge from teacher to student as they always did.
Now the Romans are gone, the druids have returned. Their people never forgot them, and the resurrection of the druid religion
was to many a joyous and miraculous event. Their return is not so easy as they might have hoped, however. Even now, a
century after the death of the great hero chosen by the druids, High King Arthur, the druids do not find universal acceptance.
In the four hundred years of the druids’ absence, many of the British people took faiths brought by the Romans. The primary
faith of the Romans eventually become that of Christianity, and these Christians were not eager to loose their faith to return to
the old ways. The Celtic Christian church welcomed the learned druids and their brothers the poets and bards. The druid
ways, rich in wisdom, law and ancient tradition are thought to be kindred in spirit with these folk. Although the Celtic Church
did not encourage anyone to convert back to the druid religion, they at least respected it.
With their acceptance by the Celtic Church, the druid religion’s return was made easier in the north and west of Britain, where
this church was strongest. However, the druids found the east and south of Britain to be quite resistant to their return. These
portions of Britain are controlled by the intolerant and powerful Saxon rune priests, as well as a strong Roman Catholic
Church which dreams of the return of Roman power.
The Roman Catholics have tended towards fanaticism. The are totally committed to the belief that their religion is the only true
religion. This has made dealing with the Catholics difficult for the druids. The Catholic priests do not practice any form of
magic, and go out of their way to illustrate the evils of practicing magic to their followers. Some priests are so devoted, they
can actually convince themselves there is no such thing as magic – even when presented with direct evidence! This delusion
often applies to the existence of creatures of the Otherworld as well, much to the amusement of the druids. Although the
Catholics hate the druids and their practice of “evil” magic, the druids continue to perceive the Catholics as simply misguided.
The Saxons hold their beliefs above all others. The druids understand the Saxons to be dangerous and fanatical people. Its
priests wield strange powers not well understood by the druids, and they do not treat conquered people well. The druids can
not tolerate the mistreatment of Celtic people, and move to oppose the Saxon priests at every opportunity.
The Celtic Church
The Celtic Church has the distinction of being the first, original Christian church in the British Isles. During the twilight of the
western portion of the Roman empire there lived a British monk known as Pelagius. In the year 391, he made a pilgrimage to
Rome but was appalled by the lax morals of the church leaders. Pelagius believed that man was not born with original sin and
that humans could merit heaven by leading good, righteous lives. Thus, he even reasoned that baptism at birth was not
necessary. The Celtic Church even allows its priests to marry! The Roman Catholic Church heavily criticized these views and
by the year 416ce had declared this doctrine heresy. The Celtic Church in Britain, for the most part, did not accept the Roman
Catholic view that man could gain entry to heaven only by the grace of god, and instead embraced what became known as
Pelagianism. The schism was made all the easier when Rome finally withdrew the last of its legions from Britain around the
year 410.
The Celtic Church has never been given reason to oppose the return of the druids. In fact, the Church greatly respected the
knowledge and the good the druids did for the Celtic people. Some druids even were open to the idea that there might in fact
be one single god above all others.
Dealings with the Roman Catholics on a civil level have been nearly impossible, however. Since the declaration of
Pelagianism as heresy, the Catholics have done everything in their power to drive out the Celtic Church where ever they
could. Pelagianism has been nearly wiped out in southern and central Britain.
The Celtic Church has another foe in the pagan Saxons. The Saxon Rune Priests and their Masters delight in capturing
members of other faiths. For druids, the punishment is usually death. For the Christians, the Saxons delight in “turning” them
to the pagan religion. If they do not convert, captured Christian priests are usually killed in public religious sacrifices meant to
illustrate the power of elder rune priests called Rune Masters to their people. Celtic monks are certain the Saxon Rune
Masters are spawn of the devil himself, and the Rune Priests soldiers in his army.
The Roman Catholic Church
The Roman Catholic Church in Britain still manages to retain strong ties to Rome, in spite of the withdrawal of the Roman
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legions 220 years ago and the decline of Roman civilization in Britain since that time. Couriers and traders bringing messages
to and from the Mediterranean keep the line of communication alive for the Catholic Church in Britain. The Catholics see their
religion as the only true religion here, and are not shy about stating it as fact.
The Catholics are quite conservative when it comes to magic and things magical. Convinced that their god is the sole provider
of miracles, and that he would not provide miracles to the unfaithful, the Catholics view any other magic or magical creature
demonic. Since Saint Augustine, the Catholics have taken a pretty colorful view of hell (to put it mildly) and have determined
that those unworthy of God’s Grace, are sent here to spend eternity. This is in sharp contrast with the druids who believe in
reincarnation within one’s family line and the Celtic Church who believes in salvation through man’s works. Ironically, the
pagan Saxons under the religious leadership of the Rune Priests and Masters also believe that a good afterlife (with Woden)
could be obtained only by obeying the Rune Priests and being a good warrior. Obviously, the Roman Catholics do not get
along with the pagan Saxons or the druids.
As shepherds to the faithful of the one true god, the Catholic priests remain rather intolerant of all other religions, and sternly
opposed to heretical beliefs.
The Saxon Religion
The Saxons belief in the afterlife dictates that essentially only great warriors and those who remain obedient to the priesthood
will gain entrance to the afterlife in the army of Woden. Their culture glorifies warfare and heroism. But it is not the Saxon
people who are so virulently opposed to other religions. In fact, it is the Saxon Rune Masters and their hierarchy of Rune
Priests who view the other religions as a potential threat to their power.
The Rune Masters retain their power by virtue of the fear and respect they can instill in the masses. To do so, the Rune
Masters and Priests employ Rune Magic (see the chapter on Magic for more information) to destroy their enemies, protect
their allies, and impress the people. The druids, being of the only other magic-wielding religion, pose a direct threat to the
Rune Masters in their view, for they are the only ones who can challenge them in terms of magical power. Whenever they
can, the Rune Masters will send squads of priests and warriors to seek out and destroy druids, druid priestesses, poets, and
bards. The Rune Masters will also seize any holy place or shrine belonging the druid religion and consecrate it for their own
use.
The Rune Masters and Priests view both the Christian churches as being lead by weak fools. The Rune Masters have access
to powers that terrify the Christian priesthood and generally use these supernatural abilities to good effect. However, this
tactic can backfire if the Christians can manage to stir up a fanatical host to crusade against the Rune Masters’ aggressions.
To the Saxons’ surprise, the Christian churches sometimes manage produce some pretty effective war leaders, due to training
in the Roman arts of war.
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THE DRUIDS
In many places throughout Britain, the old religion has returned. Magic and
superstition flourish. The people’s belief and trust in the old ways have returned
with the departure of Rome, and the adversity they face. Although many have
been converted to Christianity, the reality of magic in the world of Dawn of
Legends has helped to provide hope for the Celtic people across the Isles.
Sacred Places
The Celtic people have a rich mythology, filled with hero-gods and goddesses of
terror and serenity. Mystic places abound, inhabited by the spirits of the gods in
which the very laws of nature pay homage; no wind will blow here, no rain will fall.
No ice will touch these powerful sacred places. Sometimes these gods will
demand an awful price for their intervention and aid. Yet, the Celtic people always
believed in the soul’s immortality and ability to be reborn. Such eternal places
remind them of this. These places are venerated across the Isles, and even
priests of other religions remain respectful at such magical places.
The sacred place might be a special oak grove of ancient trees. It might be a
natural formation, wrought of time and erosion. Or it might be a deep well, spring
or river. Often, a particular deity will be venerated at a holy place, giving rise to a
special cult of priestesses who serve the needs of the sacred place. Usually, the
cult is not widespread and is still under the authority of the Merlin , Lady of the
Lake, or one of the priestess Queens.
The Dryads
The Dryads are an example of a powerful cult that has risen within the Celtic
religion. This all-female cult seeks to protect nature from the depredations of any
creature; be it human or Otherworldly in nature. Sects of the cult, tied to particular
groves of ancient oak, actively recruit Magically Gifted women, and those who
have fey blood or ancestry. Lead by a Dryad Queen, each sect is independent
and acts on its own accord and purpose. However, these Dryads receive training
similar to bards, poets, and priestesses and have a similar hierarchical system. In
fact, Dryad cults will work in cooperation with the druids and priestesses to satisfy
common goals. The Dryads view themselves as a separate but equal cult. (Some
druids and priestesses may feel otherwise, but they generally keep this to
themselves.)
The cult has few members, as those of Fey lineage and magical talents are
exceedingly rare. It is known to the priestesses of Avalon that there are scattered
Dryad sects in Britain and Ireland, but they are not known to exist in Pict land.
Dryads prefer hidden oak groves in the hearts of old growth forests, just as the
druids do. They may sometimes gather for a Dryad Court in a rounded hollow
near a river or a hidden spring. Here they may work powerful magic in
cooperation.
One cult is known to exist not far from the isle of Avalon in Glastening. It is
located in an old grove four or five days travel northeast of Avalon. Lead by a
mysterious figure known as Queen Adwen, the Dryads here often work in
partnership with the aims of the Lady of the Lake, the High Priestess who
ostensibly maintains authority over the female side of the druid tradition. See the
section on Famous Figures for specific information on the Queen of the Dryads.
Who Are the Druids?
The druids (which refer to the male priests of the old Celtic religion) and
priestesses (referring to the females) are the keepers of the Old Ways. They
venerate the old gods, and act as preservers of the Celtic culture. They have
memorized all the laws, stories and knowledge of their ancestors and act now as
judges, religious leaders, and advisors. They travel the lands in search of
knowledge and stories. This they share with other druids and priestesses. The
more a druid learns to contribute to the combined storehouse of knowledge, the
greater his ultimate standing shall be.
One of the most noble things a druid can do is to undertake a quest to solve a
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Nemetotatio
The Gods Gathering
Excerts From Poet Hafuen’s Journal
by Paul Comstock
Moons 290, Suns 12
I awoke this morning to a revelation the likes of which I have never
had before. I have had a vision in a dream so clear that I find it difficult
to put into words. As I write this I know that I have experienced
something so great, that I must write it down, only now that I attempt
to do so, it evades me. I shall try to capture it again by meditating
throughout the day.
Moons 290, Suns 13
The dream has come once more, but once again, I can not remember
it to write it down. This I find to be very unconcerting and frustrating,
as dreams are the doorways into realms that mankind can not enter
without invitation. They contain the sum of all thought, wisdom, and
truth. I have written of these dreams many times in the past, trying to
capture their message so that I may study them, but as of this entry,
this dream was not to be writen of.
I remember the dream with unbelievable clarity, but when I attempt to
write it upon paper or to tell of it to anyone, it escapes me completely.
I have no choice but to believe that the gods are behind it. I must
follow the dream to the ‘Grove Of The Gods’ or I will never be free of
it, this I know to be fact.
I know where the grove is, and the path is quite clear. Today I leave.
Moons 292, Suns 22
Traveling along the river Tamar for many suns I have finally reached
the ‘Grove Of The Gods, Nemetotatio. My dreams alone have driven
me here as I have heard many tales of horror and very little else of
this dark land, but alas, I was destined to be here.
The dream has lead me to the lands of the Dumnonii who reside here
and tend to the grove. They are a simple people, much like other
Druids, but appearances are decieving, and a terrible and unearthly
nature rules them.
They are an industrious people, tending farms, building and repairing
their meager shelters, and have unmatched craftsmanship with wood
shaping, an art well regarded. Even with these traits, these people, the
Dumnonii, lack a spark of life. Their faces are slaken and grayed, as if
they are but a husk, and do not engage in conversations with each
other. The deathly silence of the village causes chills to race along my
body. It is unnatural to have so many people about, but hear not a
single human utterance. The only sounds are those of tools as they
work the wood or tend the land.
Moons 292, Suns 26
I have now spent four days among the Dumnonii. On each sleep, the
dream has returned, but the details of the dream are getting clearer. I
have also found that I am almost able to remember the details, but still
not quite enough to write them down. The writing of the dream still
evades me.
I have attempted conversation with the people here, but find that while
they can speak, they only do so to answer a direct question, and will
not give anything more than the barest of answers. If a nod or gesture
will suffice to answer the question, that is all that is done.
Moons 292, Suns 27
Tonight is the night of the full moon, and another cycle is almost
complete. I know that tonight the reason for this dream will be
revealed to me. The Dumnonii have created four man sized carvings
from trunks of trees that were piled in the village center. Each is
remarkable in it’s uniqueness and its life-like appearance, for the skill
of these people with carving is beyond human abilities. Truly, the only
explaination is that the gods give them their skill.
If I look long enough at any of the carvings, they appear to come to
life. Surely they are Golems, but for what purpose I can not say. When
I ask a villager what these golems are for, they simply stare blankly at
me and walk away. It seems I am not to know, or perhaps, only the
gods are allowed to answer such questions themselves.
Most of the day was spent as the rest, and I have nothing to write of it,
but as I write now, dusk is aproaching and I am preparing for a journey
with the Dumnonii. As they prepare for the trek, I see four small
Dumnonii, fragile and small, each approach one of the Golems in
exact unison. Each bows its head slightly for an instant before turning
their backs to the massive wooden statues, and lift them off the
ground. I have no explaination for this sight, and now know that should
I survive, I will never forget this day.
Only the four carrying the Golems leave the village, and somehow I
know that I too must follow. I now remember that this was part of the
dream, but a part I was not allowed to remember until now. The four
walk in step as if they are but a single person with a single mind, as
perhaps they are. Each places their feet in the same spot as the
villager they follow. I attempt to examine the tracks left by each, but
not even detect a blade of grass has changed by their passage, as if
they were not ever there. My own tracks, however, are clearly

riddle. In fact, riddles are of key importance to the druid way of thinking. This kind
of problem-solving ability has earned them a reputation of incredible wisdom
amongst all the people of the Isles, but sometimes it's very difficult to get a
straight answer out of them. Druids wish to encourage thinking at all times, and
will prefer to guide people to find their own answers, rather than simply provide
them with the answers.
Youngsters wishing training to become a bard, poet, or ultimately a priestess or
druid can come from all levels of society, except slave. In addition, this training is
generally only open to those of Celtic descent, although exceptions may be made
if a proper sponsor is found. Training almost always begins at the age of seven.
Girls are taken to the isle of Avalon in Glastening and remain there until the
desired level of training is received. Boys are taken to the isle of Mona (Anglesey)
in Gwynedd. These children are usually, but not always, from the noble class. It is
very possible for a child of low aptitude to be refused by priestesses or druids.
Bardic training is generally less intense (and therefore takes less time) than
training as a poet, which is less than the training to become a druid/priestess.
If the young student show an aptitude and desire to learn the mystical arts,
special training is arranged. Any number of skills and spells can be taught at
Avalon, Mona, and within cults. Cults tend to follow a cohesive theme which
matches the aspects of the deity celebrated.
Druid Hierarchy
The topmost position of the druids is that of the archdruid, referred to as the
Merlin. This title is theoretically bestowed upon the foremost druid by a council of
druids. When the title is assumed, that druid forever takes the title, Merlin, as his
name and casts away his old name. This serves not only as a badge of honor and
recognition among the druids, but also to create the sense of an immortal mystical
being at the head of the eternal order of druids. It is true that the high levels of the
druid priesthood do not know for certain if the Merlin has been the same man
throughout the ages, or if there have been many. His seat of power resides at the
venerable, ancient isle of Mona which has always been the focus of druidic
knowledge and power since the earliest arrival of the Celts to the British Isles.
The Lady of the Lake’s position is similar. Her place among the priestesses is
said to be chosen in the same way by the high priestesses, as the Merlin was
among the druids. Where the Merlin will often hold his own council, mysterious
and separate from the greater druids, the Lady of the Lake claims three advisors,
styled as queens.
The first, titled Queen of the Fey (known on the Continent as Le Fey) traditionally
presides over the nine maiden priestesses who care for the body of the fallen
King Arthur and his son. It is said they watch for the Once and Future King to rise
again. The Saxons fear the prophesy means that their terrible enemy will rise
from the sleep of the dead to lead the British. But the truth may be even stranger;
the druids believe Arthur will be reborn. This Queen’s domain is prophecy and
maintains strong connections with the Otherworld. It is the Lady of the Lake’s
hope that the Fey Queen can predict when Arthur’s soul returns once more.
The second, referred to as the Queen of the Northgales, has dominion over the
priestesses of the north of old Hadrian’s wall. This roughly includes all the Celtic
lands north of Rheged, but including the Isle of Man. The domain of the Picts and
islands of strange sea creatures and giants are included in this.
Finally, there is the Queen of the Wastelands. Although this position also has
Otherworldly connections, it also refers to the lands controlled by the Saxons. In
this way, the Lady of the Lake can maintain contact with conquered Celts and still
provide aid for them.
More information about the Isle of Avalon and the Isle of Mona can be found in
the kingdom descriptions of Glastening and Gwynedd, respectively.
Bards
Bards are highly respected, even though they officially occupy only the lowest
levels of the druidic hierarchy. Although the Merlin of the druids is widely known,
especially in the tales of High King Arthur, famous bards have made their mark
upon the hearts and minds of the British people. For instance, perhaps the
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noticable in the soft soil behind me.
The four move through the grove with ease, weaving around trees
without toil, and able to avoid even the smallest of branches. They
walk at a normal but unchanging pace. They walk without effort, and
after an hour I am extremely weary, but the villagers never change
pace, nor seem to need to stop for rest, for they never waver. I can not
stop to rest as I am afraid of falling behind and losing this opportunity,
whatever awaits me.
Finally, after hours walking, we reach a clearing, brightly lit by a silvery
full moon overhead. I am now fully exhausted, sore, and wounded due
to falling several times as the last hour of the trek has taken place
after dark with nly the moon to see by.
I notice when emerging into the clearing, that there are four newly
felled tree trunks standing around the center of the clearing, one for
each of the Dumnonii. They each allign their golems next to one, set it
down, and then pick up the newly felled trunks. They lift them on their
backs again without effort, and walk back out of the clearing the way
we entered.
I admit that I am frightened and excited, but I am unable to move. It
was a mistake to rest, and now I fear that I may never regain the
ability to walk. I am so exhausted that the pen is falling from my hand,
and I can not hold it any longer than to finish this sentence.
Moons 293, Suns 1
I am writing this entry not as it occurred, and not even shortly after.
The fact is that after falling asleep, I awoke in the clearing on the next
morning, not sure whether what I remembered to have happened was
real or dream. Either way, the Golems had vanished, and the day was
beautiful.
Somehow I knew I was not allowed to stay here, and being more
refreshed than ever in my life, left the Grove as quickly as I could. I
made every effort to follow the path I had followed through the grove,
which was not difficult as my tracks were the only human signs of any
kind I noticed.
Upon emerging from the Grove, and looking to the exact spot of the
Dumnonii village, I was startled to find nothing there but a large glade.
It was the spot, I have no doubt, but upon examination, I found nothing
to indicate human settlement, now or in the past. Sighing, and unsure
of myself, I now sit down and write what I remember of the night
before.
The night was calm and cool. I opened my eyes, not knowing how
much time had passed. The silvery full moon was still overhead, so it
couldn’t have been long. The moonlight was very bright, perhaps the
brightest I had ever seen. It caused shadows to fall across the golems
in the clearing.
As I watched the shadows, they began to move. It was unnerving, but
somehow it did not frighten me, for a calm washed over me. All four of
the Golems placed there had suddenly come to life, and each was a
god or goddess.
They were easily identifiable, and I knew each and every one of them.
Andraste, beautiful and frightening , Cernunos, who had sprouted
horns, Cerridwen who smiled at me with knowledge and wisdom, and
Rhiannon, who was behind my dreams. They all were more than alive.
The carvings had been a way for them to take form and shape so they
would be more real to me.
They had a message they wished the other Druids to hear, and had
chosen me as the deliverer of that message. I was flattered.
Cernunos spoke first, “A dark day is dawning, for on the horizon there
is danger and death to be dealt from the Red Ones.”
“And death shall be our revenge, for I will see to that!” Andraste
continued.
A short pause followed, with Cerridwen picking up the chorus, “It will
be better to hide from the oppressors and let time do it’s work, than to
face them now.
“For in the dreams of men such as you, Hafuan, lies the strength of
the Druids. Show them the way,” Rhiannon concluded.
And in one chorus, “For the Druids will be beaten but not destroyed
and be returned as leaders of mankind in Britania.”
With this, the four carvings walked into the grove, disappearing from
my sight.
That was the last I remember of the Grove and that night, for I must
have fallen asleep again, only to have awakened this morning. I find it
a great honor and also a curse to have this responsibility of knowledge
and fore-warning. If I am to believe the statements told to me, there is
nothing I can do to stop this terrible thing from happening, but perhaps
there is something to be done.
The gods said that the Druids would return, and that is why this
message was given to me. Yes, all men return to life again after
passing, but what and how they return is of most importance. A man
may return as a slave or as a master. As a lord or as a commoner.
There is no telling.
If the Druids are to be beaten, then it is how we will return that is
important, and that is the purpose behind this message. On my word, I
will give my message to as many as I can contact, and I will see to it
that the Druids will return, not as slaves, but as masters!

greatest bard ever known, Taliesin was not only a man of great poetry and musical talent, but he was extremely powerful in
the magical arts, as well. In Britain as well as Ireland and Brittany, bards are venerated.
When traveling, bards can expect hospitality. Even the poorest of farmers will attempt to treat the bard with respect and
provide food and shelter. In return, the bard is expected to honor his hosts with tales and song recounting the glories of the
British people.
Skilled and famous bards are often asked to the courts of kings or powerful princes and nobles in order to record their deeds
(which will bring the noble fame) and to remind them of the old stories. Bards, with access to centuries of experience and
wisdom, are excellent choices as advisors.
The bardic profession is not gender-specific. Either sex may hold the title of Bard, and both are expected to be treated with
the same respect. After all, it can be lethally unwise to insult a bard. A scalding tale describing such an ignoble act can quickly
erode even a king’s power — even costing him his throne. A man who has much, has much to lose, as it is said.
Poets
Poets have received further training. They can recount even more epics, and are more skilled in devising poetry. They often
have abilities which allow them to serve as seers, or prophets. Their ability in shaping words lends itself well to shaping magic.
Poets receive the same recognition and respect bards do. They are somewhat less known to perform song and music than
bards, although they tend to have even greater skill. Their quest lies ultimately in becoming recognized as a druid. To do so,
the poet must complete the training and then travel abroad to learn the final lessons from life itself. The final challenge facing
a poet before becoming recognized as a full druid is to find the answer to a riddle assigned him by his superiors.
Often, poets are often to as druids by outsiders; the difference is usually lost on the common people. Indeed, the difference is
merely a point of technicality within the order itself. Like bards, poets have no obligation to move further through the ranks. As
with bards, poet is the title given to both male and female adepts.
Druids
Druids tend to be quite rare. Even on Mona, much of the teaching is often done by elder poets. The Merlin himself is rarely at
his seat of power on the isle, preferring instead to roam the lands following his own mysterious agenda. Circles of druids will
gather at sacred places, and sometimes a few will appoint themselves guardian of an open air shrine. This is especially
common for older druids who, though possibly quite magically powerful, find extensive travel too uncomfortable at their age.
Still, these elusive mystics tend to be surprisingly well informed and meet often. They gather from time to time based on the
time of year and meaningful astrological events at sacred places. When and where this occurs is a secret rarely revealed to
outsiders.
Note that even this high position in the old religion does not require magical gifts and knowledge in spell casting. Instead,
sheer knowledge and intelligence is what is needed. Often, druids will have a particular area of expertise and endeavor to
expand this knowledge in order to pass it on.
Unlike the title of poet and bard, the title of druid is male-specific. There are no female druids. Instead, they are referred to as
priestesses.
Priestesses
Priestesses are those women who have moved through the ranks of bard and poet to gain the highest positions of respect
and power. Priestesses have the same amount of independence as the druids do, however, they tend to attach themselves to
a location more often. As the druids specialize in a particular field of knowledge, priestesses specialize in a particular god or
goddess. Priestesses capable of spell casting will specialize in knowledges favored by these deities and can be granted gifts
of knowledge and spellcraft by these deities. Often a powerful and learned priestess can form a cult of her own at a sacred
place.
The Role of Good & Evil
The Celts have a neutral view of the world. To them, good and evil are entirely subjective concepts. In other words, what is
good for one individual may or not seem “good” to another individual. All these things have their place in life. Gods of death
represent a basic force of nature. A goddess of healing and nature represents other forces of nature.
Heroes and hero worship is common in Dawn of Legends, even among non-Celts. The Celtic heroes and heroines, like their
gods, are never perfect. The greatest of heroes still have an important lesson to learn, and a fatal flaw.
Their view of spirituality often influences how the druids handle appeasement of the gods and balancing of nature. Rites
considered bloodthirsty by outsiders are considered merely balancing the score between the Otherworld and the Middle or
physical world. Sometimes sacrifices of animals must be made to soothe an angry god, or to cause the land to become fertile.
Sometimes a god of war for instance, will require a willing human sacrifice to be made to him to prove the faith and loyalty of
his followers. For the benefit of the community, a man or woman may be honored to make this sacrifice. In exchange for this
heavy price, they shall have a boon in their next life or old soul-debts forgiven. Death is only temporary. A strong belief in a
true form of immortality in reincarnation gives them the strength and ferocity to confront the worst hardship and the hardest
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battles with spirit and vigor. This is not to say human sacrifice is common among all the Celts. In fact, it is rare and done in
only the most solemn of circumstances. When the odds are against the people, the faithful always have the druids to call upon
to find the answer and if necessary, perform the rites.
Some Important British Gods and Goddesses
Andraste
Realm: War, battle, and death.
Associated Tree/Knowledge: Alder, Elder
Description: This is the war goddess to whom the legendary Boudicea offered sacrifices in a sacred grove when she lead the
revolt against Rome. She is said to be both mysterious and terrible. Some cults which revere her use the bear totem to
manifest her power.
Beli [BEE-lay]
Realm: Father god. A king of the Underworld.
Associated Tree/Knowledge: Ivy/contacting spirits of the dead
Description: This god is the husband of Dôn, the British father god. It is said that he lights a bale fire upon the Tor of Avalon
to purify the entrance of the domain of the god of the dead, Gwyn ap Nudd.
Cernunos (usually simply, the Horned God)
Realm: The Underworld, land of the dead. Also reigns over animals, hunting and fertility.
Associated Tree/Knowledge: Oak/Holly
Description: This antlered god has been pictured holding a ram-headed snake in his left hand, a symbol of Otherworldly
wisdom. He is the master of hunting, whose purpose it is to gather the souls of the living to take to the Underworld. He is also
guardian of the Otherworld’s gates, prince of the animal kingdom, and god of the woodlands and male fertility. Many Celts
believe their people are decendended from him.
Cerridwen
Realm: Wisdom & prophecy
Associated Tree/Knowledge: Willow/Shape shifting
Description: This powerful but dark goddess is known for her ability to brew a potion from which all knowledge may be
ingested. In Celtic lore, the great bard Taliesin gained his powers of knowledge and magic by accidentally imbibing three
drops of the potion. After taking many shapes and fleeing his pursuer, he eventually became a single grain of wheat which
was gobbled up by Cerridwen. She then became pregnant upon resuming her natural form and bore the child. He was so
beautiful, that Cerridwen could no longer bring herself to simply kill him. Instead, she sewed him into a bag and threw him in a
river. It is said that he was found by a boy fishing, and when he opened the bag he first saw the baby’s forehead. So beautiful
was the child, the boy named him Taliesin, which means “beautiful brow”. Thus the great bard, Taliesin entered our world.
Lugh [Loo]
Realm: God of the Sun and Harvest
Associated Tree/Knowledge:
Description: This is the god for which one of the major Celtic holy days was named. Lughnasadh, also called Lamas in
Britain, is a celebration of the grain harvest. He is the patron of bards, money, arts and the sun. He is the most widely
celebrated of the Celtic gods.
Gwyn ap Nudd [gwin ap neeth] “white son of darkness”. Also known as Arawn, Lord of Annwn.
Realm: War, death, the Wild Hunt. Patron of fallen warriors.
Associated Tree/Knowledge: Ivy/when attempting to communicate with the dead.
Description: This god’s domain lies within the Underworld. The portal is said to lie beneath the Isle of Avalon. This is the ruler
of Annwn, land of the dead. The Christian are coming to view the underworld god as the Devil himself because of these
associations.
Manannan [mawn-AWN-ahn]
Realm: God of the sea, son of Llyr
Associated Tree/Knowledge: Alder, Ash, Sea
Description: A chameleon-like god who roams the sea between Britain and Ireland. He is said to often visit the Isle of Man,
which was named for him, as well as isles near Dal Riada to the north. His arms consist of a yellow and red spear and a
magic sword called the Retaliator, which is said to never miss. His armor of chain with a breastplate is invulnerable, and his
helmet is bejeweled. He wears a mantle which provides him with invisibility. Finally, he is said to have once ruled an
underwater kingdom which serves as a sanctuary for water-fairies and the monstrous Fomorians, formerly of Ireland.
Rhiannon (great queen)
Realm: Goddess of horses, Otherworld goddess of dreams
Associated Tree/Knowledge: Willow
Description: She is symbolized by a white horse, and in legend she is depicted as riding one. She is also the goddess of the
moon and bringer of dreams. Rhiannon is a goddess of death, though, and sometimes takes the lives of fishermen and sailors
who are lured by her beautiful singing.
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Sulis
Realm: Wisdom, goddess of Bath, hot springs, and the Sun
Associated Tree/Knowledge: Silver Fir/clear vision & knowledge
Description: This goddess is often pictured wearing a bear’s head, representing her strength and power. She is respected for
her clear sightedness and knowledge. It is said that bathing in her spring at Caer Baddan in the land of Bath can cure disease.
Many gods and goddesses exist in the Celtic lore and these are but a few of the most famous. In fact, many different local
deities exist in immense variety. Game Masters (GMs) should feel free to pull in there own favorites, or make up new ones, as
they wish or as the campaign develops.
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THE SAXON RELIGION
When the Angles, Jutes, and Saxons arrived, they brought their religion with them from their homelands. Fueled by the power
of the Rune Priests and their ominous Masters, the faith has burned bright in the hearts of most of the Anglo Saxon people in
spite of some recent conversions to Roman Catholic Christianity.
Sacred Places.
Like the British druids, the pagan Anglo-Saxons prefer meadows and groves in which to hold their ceremonies. Special natural
features are revered as holy sites or places where the gods have passed. The Anglo-Saxons believe strongly in fairy
creatures, just as the British do, and often relate special places with fairy activity. Goblins, elves, trolls, two-headed giants,
and dwarves all live in secluded places such as special caves, pools, mountains, deep forest, and swamps. Cults of particular
gods attached to particular places are very rare.
The Anglo-Saxon priests and priestesses encourage their people to worship more than one pagan deity in order to avoid
offending too many deities. It is common for some kinds of people to worship certain deities more often than others, however,
some tendencies have appeared. For instance, among the Rune Priests, Woden is the most popular since it was he that gave
them the knowledge and magic of runes. Among kings, Tir is very popular since he is the personification of law, order, and
glory in battle.
Who Are the Rune Priests?
These are the guardians of the Anglo-Saxon pagan faith. They are fierce protectors of the old ways and do not hesitate to use
the power of Rune Magic to prove their validity to any who may doubt. In Dawn of Legends, magic is very real, thus
conversion to other religions has been greatly slowed among the Angles, Jutes and Saxons.
As spiritual leaders, the Rune Priests are powerful and effective. They lead the pagan faithful in all ceremonies including
midwinter feasts, spring celebrations, midsummer celebrations, and harvest celebrations. They also perform any sacrificial
rites deemed necessary by the priests or demanded by the people. Most often, animal sacrifices are performed in November
in celebration of the harvest and the gods. This month is known as the Blood Month.
Training as a Rune Priest begins in childhood. Children of important Ealdormen and kings are usually preferred, but the Rune
Priests will also seek out particularly gifted commoners. Training includes learning the lore and history of the gods as well as
runes. Youngsters not yet grasping all of the concepts and lessons are usually referred to as acolytes and are trained by older
priests. Usually, acolytes become full priests by the time they exit their teen years.
Once they have learned the runes and become full priests, these graduates are fully capable of reading and triggering rune
spells. Only those priests endowed with the Magically Gifted talent are capable of actually casting and scribing runes. These
priests usually have special status within the priesthood and training is begun again under the watchful eyes of the Rune
Masters. Priests and Rune Masters capable of casting rune spells are collectively referred to as “rune casters”.
Rune Masters are experienced Rune Priests who have the ability to cast rune spells. The term “experienced” usually means
they know quite a few rune knowledge skills and spells. In fact, it is rare that a Rune Master would not be Magically Gifted. It
is the Masters’ task to watch over their pagan church and to give guidance and orders to the lesser Priests and Priestesses.
They will often dispatch Priests and Priestesses to perform tasks and complete missions which require the oversight of a
trained rune caster.
Rune Priest Hierarchy
There is no unifying hierarchy that stretches across the borders of nations, as there is for the Druids and the Christians.
Instead, each kingdom has its own sect of the religion. A circle of Rune Masters command Priests and followers only within
the bounds of the kingdom in which they have taken root. Sometimes, an elder or very powerful Rune Master will take
command of these councils and title himself Rune Lord. There are no more than three such individuals now in Saxon lands.
There may be a few exceptions to this, such as in cases where one Saxon kingdom has subdued another. In this case, there
is often an accompanying religious struggle to determine who will control the Saxon pagan church. Kings and Queens may or
may not participate in such religious struggles. It depends on how much they depend on the support of their church in terms of
magic power and happiness of their people.
Women in the Priesthood
The religion of the Anglo-Saxons is different from the other two religions in that the supreme deities are actually goddesses
rather than gods. This fact allows women to easily gain acceptance into the priesthood, and thus into positions of power. In
fact, since it is largely only men who control land and make war, entering the priesthood is a very attractive option for women.
For it is within the framework and teachings of this religion that they can have control and power. Ultimately, priestesses can
become Rune Masters controlling the destiny of the Anglo-Saxon church within a kingdom. In Dawn of Legends, more than
half of the Anglo-Saxon church is comprised of women in terms of Priestesses and Rune Masters. Perhaps due to the
influence of women in the religion, the chief Anglo-Saxon gods and goddesses have influences over fertility, well-being, and
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cycles of life and death.
The Role of Rune Masters
Rune Masters and their Priests, Priestesses, acolytes, and warrior faithful of the various Anglo-Saxon kingdoms will usually be
in adversarial roles in a Dawn of Legends game. It is certainly feasible for a Saxon-oriented Dawn of Legends game to be
played. Yet here, too, other Rune Masters from neighboring kingdoms may be in competition with the Heroes’ kingdoms. The
Rune Masters are meant to be played as cunning, menacing foes who are not above using any means necessary to achieve
their goals. They are just as dangerous and ruthless as Saxon warriors can be.
Important Saxon Gods and Goddesses
Nerthus
Realm: The Earth Mother. Female fertility and well being of all creatures.
Description: The chief deity in the Anglo-Saxon pantheon, Nerthus is the mother of the Germanic people. Her consort is the
minor god, Mannus who is known as the father of mankind. She is called upon for protection (especially in battle) and also for
good crops and fertility.
Friga
Realm: Childbirth, marriage, love, and friendship.
Description: Friga is the famous goddess of love, and is the consort of Woden. Because of her attributes, she is closely
related to the goddess Nerthus.
Eostre
Realm: Spring and new life.
Description: Eostre is the goddess of dawn and new beginnings. She is usually celebrated in April and her symbol is the hare
and the egg.
Rheda
Realm: Winter.
Description: This is a dangerous goddess believed to roam the land during the winter months taking lives at will. She is the
deadly counterpart of Eostre, and thus the two goddesses are in opposition.
Woden
Realm: Runes, rune magic, the Wild Army.
Description: Woden is the most important male deity. He hung on a tree for nine days to learn the wisdom of magic, which he
shared with his people. This illustrates gain through sacrifice. Woden commands an army of dead champions who await the
final battles. It is his valkyries who choose those who die in battle so that they may join the Wild Army.
Tir
Realm: Glory and honor. Battle. Law and order.
Description: this ancient battle god is older even than the current, reigning gods. Blood sacrifices are still made to him in the
hope that it will ensure success in battle. This god is most popular in Anglian kingdoms.
Thunor
Realm: Physical strength. Thunder.
Description: His symbol is the hammer or more commonly, the swastika. He is most popular with the warriors of the Saxon
kingdoms.
Ing
Realm: Male fertility and mankind.
Description: Ing is the sone of Nerthus and Mannus. He walks among men to do his parents’ will. Ing is often thought of as a
fairy lord, and this may well be the truth.

The Legend Of Alric: A Sample Saxon Cult
by Paul Comstock
As were many days in Britannia, it was damp, cold, and misty. But for some reason the cold was more penetrating, and the
chill seeped farther into ones bones, if that were even possible. Alric sat beside a great burned and scorched hearth in the
middle of the ram-shackle building that Hengist’s men had erected around what remained of a town meeting place. Ironically,
they were forced to erect this barest of protections because they had with malice burned and pillaged this village only a few
days before.
Alric should not have been uncomfortable. After all, they had lived in much worse accommodations during their stay in
Britannia. It was not uncommon, and even expected, to destroy everything in an enemy’s country, pillaging and destroying.
That was the Saxon way. Yes, Alric thought with a sigh, that was the Saxon way.
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A strong wind blew through some uncovered spot, and sent a cold chill through all those inside. Alric shivered, but not from
the cold. To show such weakness would lead any Saxon into perpetual solitude until proving themselves in their comrades’
eyes, and for priests such as he, to show cowardice or fear was irreparable. Yes, Alric shivered noticeably, which was not lost
to any that saw him.
Those around him were all leaders and commanders of Hengist great Saxon army. The only one missing was Hengist himself,
who made it a point to visit all of his men in the field on every morning. Hengist was the greatest of Saxon war leaders and all
those here would gladly die for him, as many already had, including his brother Horst.
Hengist had changed with the death of his brother, for the two were inseparable in spirit, as though together they made a
whole person, and apart much less. This was proving to be true, as Hengist was changing every day, becoming darker and
colder. Horst had been the compassionate and humanizing one. While he was alive, Hengist had been able to quell his dark
side and savageness. But Horst was no more, and Alric feared, neither was Hengist.
Alric shivered again, though there was no wind to cause it. Oswald, the youngest and most ambitious of the Lieutenants, spit
at the ground in front of him, sneered, and walked off toward a group of the younger and greener officers. Alric could not stop
shivering. Something was destined to go wrong, and Alric was not one to ignore signs from the gods.
Egbert, Hengist’s right hand and long time friend, was the only one to approach Alric. The other officers chose wisely to look
away, for Egbert was Hengist when Hengist was not present, and all knew it. Egbert placed his hand on Alric’s shoulder, “It is
unlike you to show such weakness. Are you well?”
Alric stopped shivering for a moment as the strength and confidence from Egbert’s voice and touch spread warmth throughout
his body, “No, I am well in body, but I fear not in spirit.”
Egbert sighed, “Yes, I have seen you become less sure of what we do here in Brittany, even though you have not spoken of it.
Now is the time to speak and be done with it, for tomorrow all things change.”
“Yes, they will change, but the gods have not foretold of good things. I have had visions in my dreams, and tonight…..,” Alric
paused, as if unsure whether to speakof it, “I have heard the word of the gods that treachery will be done, and with it we will
lose our spirit as a righteous country. All that will live in the memory of us will be deceit and villainy.”
Egbert’s face noticeably whitened as Alric spoke. Egbert was one of the few among the warriors that believed in the gods, and
very seldom that of mortal man. For that reason, he had always listened to Alric, who, even though only a Rune Priest, would
surely rise to great heights in the church and would surely have been a Master now if not for this campaign. Alric possessed
great abilities in the ways of magic, which he had demonstrated to all of those around him many times in the past.
Egbert was noticeably troubled, but was unable to probe deeper as Hengist entered the structure. All talk ended and there
was a noticeable change in their stature and demeanor. Alric had seen it before, as the men who followed Hengist had a
sense of pride, respect, and fear of their leader. Before the death of Horst, pride and respect were by far in the majority, but
now fear was clearly the prime motivator.
Suprisingly, Hengist was smiling and in more of the spirits Alric had seen when Horst lived. For a brief moment, Alric had hope
that for the first time in his life, the signs and portents he had experienced were wrong. Perhaps all would be well.
Hengist pulled out his great knife and slammed it through a thick oak table where the maps and other tools of war were kept.
The knife was always kept exceedingly sharp, and was once owned by Horst. It was made of the finest of metals, and given a
blessing by the Greatest of Rune Masters. No other blade looked like it, and surely no blade other than one possessed by
magic could have cut through that table, even by one as strong as Hengist.
“When the moon is high above the ring of stones, this blade will avenge my brother, for tonight when we talk of peace with the
villainous Vortigern, my brother’s soul will be in this blade and all but Vortigern himself will be slain by it. For that one, I have
special plans.”
The officers were quiet, but only for a brief pause before cheering. It was a glorious statement, and one that most found much
more palatable than the thought of peace. Vortigern was weak, and Hengist forces strong. This was no time for peace, and
peace was not the Saxon way.
Of all those in the building, only Egbert and Alric did not cheer. Hengist, though a ruthless and cruel leader, was also loyal to
those who had served with him for many years. Egbert had been with him and Horst almost their entire lives. Alric, though a
fairly new acquaintance was of the church, and no great leader could ignore the church, even if they desired to do so.
“Egbert, my friend, you show some lack of zeal. This concerns me. Tell me of your reasons for these thoughts,” Hengist said
somberly.
There could not have been a quieter room in all of time. No one moved, no one spoke, no one even dared to breathe. It was
unearthly, and several of the warriors shivered, though none would have admitted such.
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Egbert started slowly, “I have no misgivings of your plan, for peace is as disgusting to me as it is to you. For all of our lives, I
have followed you and Horst, and will continue to do so unto my grave, as long as you will have me.”
Hengist, showing a rare sign of compassion, stated, “Of all those here Egbert, you alone can say what you feel and think, for
whether I like what you say or not you are truly my brother, and as such, live in my heart as strongly and as lastingly as Horst.
I know you well, perhaps even more than yourself, for I see in your eyes still another misgiving, which I plead for you to say
here and now.”
Egbert hesitated, but finally stood very straight and announced, “The gods do not agree with the treachery we will do on this
day.”
With that, most of the men laughed, for most believed in themselves and that their destinies lied not in the gods, but in
themselves. Hengist, however did not laugh, and the rest soon stopped. “How do you know of this?”
Alric then spoke, “I have had visions and the signs are unmistakable. Tomorrow may well be a victory for you and Horst, and
these men here. It may also be a great victory for some time to come, but for what it will bring down upon us as a people, will
forever disgrace and dishonor us.”
Hengist was noticeably angered. “I will have my revenge and none will stop me! You speak of the gods and their greatness. I
spit on the gods for they allowed Horst and many of us to die, and for what? All the promises of the gods have meant nothing.
They are the ones who betrayed us. What the Britains get is justice not treachery, for treachery was done to us first!”
Alric hung his head low, “I am sorry, Hengist, for I honor and respect you in all but this. I can not support you in this, and the
gods can not go with you tonight.”
Hengist laughed, “I haven’t needed the gods at any time in my life, and I will not need them on this day, for today I am living
up to my vow. But you will go with us so that you will see that it is not treachery, but justice that we deliver. Now leave the
sight of true men as we have plans to make.”
Alric nodded, “As you wish, for I can not condone or support this just as you can not keep yourself from living up to your vow
of revenge.”
The next day went exactly as Hengist had planned, with the exception that Alric was not with the party. He had left the camp
the night before. The British lords were slaughtered, and Vortigern captured. The only casualty of the Saxons was Egbert, for
which Hengist grieved the remaining days of his life. Upon their return to the camp, on the very table where the night before
the knife had penetrated, there was a rune burned into it, which none of the men or other priests with Hengist understood or
professed knowledge of.
Hengist took it as a curse upon him, and ordered his men to find Alric and return him into his presence, alive or dead. Hengist
did not openly believe in curses and magic, but secretly, as previously known only to Egbert and Horst, he was terrified of
such things. He blamed the death of Egbert on Alric as well, knowing that Egbert had died because he truly believed the
visions and signs professed by Alric, and the fire of life had died within Egbert before the meeting.
For years, the Saxons searched for Alric, and many times priests matching his description and name were located, tortured,
imprisoned, and even killed, but Hengist never located the real Alric. It was and is said unto this day that the gods protect Alric
and that Alric now roams everywhere attempting to appease the gods and find a way that the Saxons can be forgiven their
treachery.
In that time, rumors abound that a cult of Priests walk all the world, all calling themselves Alric, and wearing a rune which can
not be deciphered by Druids, Catholics, Saxon Rune Masters, or any other church. It is believed that Alric lives within each of
these priests, and that he seeks redemption of his soul for not stopping Hengist from the deed that destroyed the spirit and
righteousness of the Saxon people.
The Cult Of Alric has never been found or proven to exist. Nor has any of its members ever been found, or if found, have
never admitted to belonging to any kind of secret cult. If the Cult does exist, it would have to be very secret, for to this day, the
edict of Hengist still lives in some of the more obscure places in the world, and Alric, whether the true one, or one of his cult,
are likely to be captured on site, tortured, and killed.
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LIFE IN CELTIC BRITAIN
The Celtic countries of Britain gained independence from Rome, for better or worse, by the beginning of the fifth century, c.e.
The loss of Roman legions was a jarring change for the nobility and people who, although once quite war like, had been
largely demilitarized and thus reliant on outside professional soldiers to preserve the peace. Failed attempts to employ
Germanic mercenaries to protect their borders against raiding Picts and Irish and internal feuding forced the Celtic kingdoms
to restore their ancient hill forts and try to rebuild a new military presence. Cities shrank and towns disappeared in the wake of
repeated raids, plagues, and the loss of regular trade and coins from the old Roman Empire. The Celts reverted in many ways
to their old customs, thus igniting a new cultural revival. However, in our own world, Celtic Britain began a long, slow descent
and eventual subjugation to invaders as the independent kingdoms were absorbed or conquered by new Germanic
immigrants.
Welsh or British?
In general, this book refers to the people of Dawn of Legends Britain as the British. However, the Anglo-Saxon invaders have
another name for them; wealas. Wealas is the Old English term for foreigner or slave, which gives you some idea of the
attitude of the newcomers toward the native British. This term evolved into the word “Welsh” that we are familiar with even to
this day.
If you are playing an Anglo-Saxon oriented game, your gaming group might refer to the British antagonists as “Welsh”. A Celt
based game in the Britain could use “British” instead, or even “Cymry” which is the Welsh term for their people.
British or Briton, Not Breton
You might ask why not refer to them as “Breton”. The reason is simple. This is because there exists in Dawn of Legends (and
in our own history) a land just across the channel called Brittany, or Less Britain, whose people are referred to as Breton. In
modern usage a Briton can refer to someone from the British Isles, while a Breton refers to someone from the Brittany on the
Continent.
Occupations
The British in Dawn of Legends hold a large number of different professions. What a person can do is usually determined by
his status in the community, and his or her status is usually determined by his heritage and/or his wealth. Class mobility, when
possible, is sometimes achieved by amassing wealth and property.
The Lower Classes
The lowest class of British include slaves and peasants. Slavery, common even before the Roman conquest, does not
necessarily mean a total loss of rights. Slavery may be imposed on those who break laws and are unable to pay the imposed
fines to the wounded parties. In Britain, this can also mean fines payable to both in the offended party as well as the royal
house. Slavery may also be imposed upon people captured in war. Slaves do have rights, too, although fines for stealing
from, injuring, or killing slaves is quite small in comparison to fines levied against those who wrong people of higher station.
Eventually, slaves can earn their freedom by working off their debt or by purchasing their freedom. In Dawn of Legends,
slavery is quite rare (unless the GM really wants to add a stiff dose of reality).
The peasants are a small step up. Although they are not slaves, they do tend to be tied to the land. They work land rented
from wealthier land owners (lords). The rent typically consists of a share of the crops or livestock produced by the farmer.
These two classes are the largest producers of criminals such as bandits. Desperate situations sometimes develop when a
people can not produce enough food to get by and they may turn to crime, just as will happen in any society.
In Dawn of Legends, however, banditry is becoming more frequent than it had been in the past. This is because the flow of
trade that once came to Britain has been damaged by a slow erosion of trade with the Eastern and Western Roman Empires.
Raiders on land and sea have hurt trade to and from the cities. Also, since the foreign demand for goods and crafts has been
diminished, there is little for these people to do. They become poor, move to the country to try their hand at farming, and if that
fails, they must resort to whatever means necessary to secure food and housing for their families.
Slaves and peasants do not generally act as soldiers or participate in warfare. That is left to heroes and powerful families.
Since warfare is left to the upper classes, army size has shrunk considerably since the days of the Roman legions. Dawn of
Legends resides in a time before the nobility drafted large numbers of peasants into an army. Warfare is the domain of noble
warriors.
The Middle Class: Warriors and Craftsmen
This group of skilled workers, although growing smaller, still occupies an important place in society. Craftsmen include people
skilled in the different types of smithing (such as blacksmith, weaponsmith, armorsmith, goldsmith and silversmith), pottery
making, stonework, and various other professions. Owners of small plots of land, free farmers who pay no one rent, also fall
into this class.
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It is also important to note that blacksmiths often reach near noble status. This is due to their position of toolmaker in the
community. Without them, there would be no tools for craftsmen and farmers. There would be no shoes for horses or oxen.
Therefore, a blacksmith can be the most important commoner in a community.
Most warriors, such as foot soldiers or archers, would also fall into this class. These are people who paid for their own
equipment, and much of their wealth is tied up in their arms. They have little else but to look to income made from duties such
as patrolling, guarding, capturing criminals and warring. Eventually, employers may run out of money or no longer require their
services. The common warrior can only hope that they were able to save enough from their pay and plunder to purchase
some land and settle. Otherwise, they may have to look to continue their career for another lord.
In matters of legality, it is less likely for someone of this class to be enslaved as a penalty for breaking the law. They have a
little more money than the poorer classes, and have a chance of being able to pay the fines to the king and the victim.
The Upper Class: Nobles, Clergy, Wealthy Traders
The nobles who make up this class are wealthy land owners who have moved into such critical roles in society such as
leadership in wartime, spirituality, and trade. The complex system of feudalism that is to appear in the centuries after Dawn of
Legends has not yet developed. However, because of the decline of trade and the British economy since the Roman
withdrawal, the noble class is quite sparse.
The upper classes play the largest and most critical roles in warfare. It is from these classes that the most skilled warriors are
drawn, since it is these men that can afford the best weapons and armor. The greatest warriors including swordsmen and
mounted troops exclusively come from this class. The extreme expense of battle ready horses puts them out of the reach of
everyone else.
This class, since it is wealthy, tends to have a lot of land, trade assets, livestock, property, etc. This class is more likely to own
slaves, particularly as spoils of war. Merchants can and often do manage to still do good business by trading with
Mediterranean and Continental states, providing they can afford to protect them. Exports include fine woolen goods,
agricultural produce, silver, and tin. Mediterranean pottery, gold, and art are highly prized for import.
Ironically, it it his same trade that exposes the British to plagues originating from the Medterranean region and weakens their
population while the Saxons suffer much less. Only swift action by bards and druids prevent catastrophes like the Yellow
Death from devestating British population as it did on our own history.
This class, as well as the ruling class, also produce Christian priests, druids, druid priestesses, poets and bards. Thus religion,
advisors, and leadership in matters of law are provided by this group. Since the clergy are made up of nobility, this earns them
even greater respect in the eyes of the ruling class.
This is undoubtedly one of the most dynamic of the classes. Attrition through war and internal power struggles ensures there
are always openings for people to move into this class. The requirements are low. An individual need only to have acquired
the necessary Wealth to be considered part of the nobility. Wealth can be purchased by beginning characters automatically
giving them some noble status. In the course of a campaign, characters may be able to acquire regular income in business,
property or land deals which allows them to gain or improve their Wealth and Status. Players should work with the GM in
achieving this goal.
The Ruling Class: Kings, Queens, Princes, and Princesses
"It’s good to be the King." Firstly, the ruler is boss because he or she has more money and/or power than anyone else in the
kingdom. By the law, the ruler is the most valuable person in the land. A crime against the ruler can be quite expensive to the
perptrator should she be caught. Additionally, tradition states that one part of the penalty paid for any crime is payable to the
ruler (this is in some contrast with the Irish tradition, which does not include reparations to the king). After all, if you hurt the
kingdom’s people, you hurt the King! Princes, Princesses, and extended members of the ruler’s family also tend to be at least
upper nobility and therefore wealthy. They also tend to be favored by the ruler who can lavish authority and power upon his
favorites.
Like the upper class, this class tends to be rather dynamic as well. There are a couple reasons for this. The first is the matter
of inheritance. King and Queens will usually divide up the kingdom and their holdings between the children in the old Roman
style. Daughters are usually given a dowry, so they are taken care of ahead of time. However, since all the sons might have
chunks of the kingdom, this has an overall weakening effect. Sometimes, one son will dominate the other, forcing the weaker
to recognize the stronger as his overlord. However, this easily turns into a civil war.
The second problem facing the ruling class is the matter of war. It kills people. Especially kings, queens, princes, and
princesses, unless they are very good tacticians. Some rulers will opt to have champions go in there place. This is an
accepted tradition. However, the ruler claims no glory for it, and no bard will sing praises of a king who hides at home. A ruler
should lead his people, and do so personally. This is what is expected.
So a ruling family has lots of wealth and a lot of power, but is also faced with a good deal of danger. Holes in the Ruling Class
can open frequently, and wise nobles will try to associate themselves with a ruling family through marriages and business
deals. With marriage comes dowry, and with dowry comes wealth, and with enough wealth comes a viable bid for the throne!
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As a ruler of a kingdom, certain duties are expected of you by the people. The ruler is expected to provide safety and security
to the kingdom. A British king is expected to be an excellent example of British Heroism. This includes a requirement of
having an unflawed physique. No man can remain king should he not have all his faculties and limbs.
The British Calendar
From the time of the Romans, the ancient British calendar has been replaced by the familiar (to us) Julian Calendar. To a
large extent, the druids have adjusted and of course there was no change at all for the Christians. The most significant
change was that the druids' new year began on November first, while the Christian new year began on January first.
The metephor for the changing of seasons during the course of a year is known as the Wheel of the Year. For the druids in
particular this has a dual role in that it also represents the universal cycle of birth, life, death and rebirth. The British druids
characterize the wheel as being turned by the great goddess Arianrhod whose fortress, Caer Sidi, is the hub.
Time
The druids are reincarnationists with quite specific ideas on how rebirth works. The druids, and those who follow them, believe
that after death, they will be reborn into their own clan. This follows in general with their non-linear view of the year and cycle
of the seasons. To the druids, there is no linear time at all. In fact, all things, past and future, life and death is a simultaneous
(and perhaps continuous) event. Therefore, we all live all our lives out at the same time!
While you try to wrap your mind around that one, let us note also that the druids keep very careful track of the seasons and
astronomy.
Holidays
The druids don’t celebrate the holidays of the Christians. Yet, often the holidays are close enough that celebrations for the
followers of Christ and the followers of the pagan gods close to the same dates. The following dates are the greatest of the
pagan Celtic celebrations of the year in Dawn of Legends.
Samhain (SAV-ayn). October 31. This is the most important day of the year. Also known as the Day of the Dead, the day
marks the beginning of the Celtic new year. The Celtic pagans believe that the veil between the physical world and the
Underworld, the world of the dead, is thinnest at this time. This is the day that the souls of their departed loved ones return to
walk among the living. This is the best time of year for druids and priestesses to contact the dead. It is common for Celtic
Pagans to disguise themselves as one of the dead so that the dead will think them one of their own and pass them by.
Feeding the dead by leaving food out for them is also common. Starting to sound like Trick or Treating? It should.
The Christians now also celebrate this day as All Saint’s Day which was introduced by Pope Benefice IV (seventh century, the
current century in Dawn of Legends) in order to supplant this pagan day of the dead. Besides, why should the Celtic pagans
have all the fun?
Imbolc. February second. This is a day of celebrating the return of the nature goddess, perhaps Brigantia in Britain, Brigid in
Ireland. Christianization has produced Saint Brigid, and to them this time is known as Saint Brigid’s Day.
Calan Mai. May first, also known as May Day. Called Beltaine by the Irish. This day is celebrated with bonfires, cakes, and
dancing. This day is a time to celebrate new life and as such is a popular day to have marriages.
Calan Awst. The First of August. This is a lesser celebration commemorating the ripening of wheat and grape vines. This
holiday is more widely celebrated among the Irish as Lughnasa. The Christians do not oppose this holiday and are more likely
to join the pagans in this celebration. In our real history, this celebration survives under a wide variety of names, obscuring its
pagan origins.
There is a fifth very popular holiday that is also celebrated in Dawn of Legends Britain. This day is known as Mabon and is
celebrated during the Fall equinox. The holiday is named after the British god Mabon. It is usually celebrating newly made
wine, vine harvests and apple harvests.
For the Christians, of course, Christ Mass and Easter are the most important holidays. However, there is disagreement
between the Celtic Church and the Catholic Church as to the correct date of Easter. However, in Dawn of Legends, unlike our
own history, the Christians have bigger problems to worry about in the spell-wielding druids and Saxon pagans. It is unlikely
the two churches will risk weakening each other in a direct confrontation over the issue. (In our own history, it was the Synod
of Whitby in 654 which settled the question once and for all. The Celtic Church was reabsorbed by Rome through a majority
vote by the leading bishops of Britain.)
The Role of Heroes
Heroes, heroines and their deeds make up an essential part of the identity of the various Celtic peoples. The great epics,
describing the lives and adventures of their most important kings, queens and other heroes of legend, are told and retold by
bards, poets, druids and their priestesses. The stories describe the lessons, wisdom and traditions of the old ways and by
memorizing them, the bards and their like preserve the ancient Celtic culture.
In the current times of Dawn of Legends, like the times of old, Heroes provide the Celtic folk a source of pride and hope. Since
the withdrawal of Rome, the Romanized British have had to fend for themselves against the depredations of Irish and Pict
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pirates and raiders, as well as increasing encroachments by the English-speaking people arriving from the east. This was
especially harsh since, being Romanized, the British had not had to provide for their own defense. Although contact with
Mediterranean nations was maintained by British merchants, this also meant that plagues which swept the remains of the
Roman Empire also swept the British held nations. All of this makes for a pretty bleak looking future for the British Celts of
Dawn of Legends. Therefore, maintaining pride and hope through the exploits of their heroes is essential to the health of the
Celtic spirit.
Playing in a Celtic British oriented campaign can be very rewarding. Since heroes and heroism plays such a critical role in
Dawn of Legends society, epic style games where the future of entire kingdoms rests upon the shoulders of heroic characters
played by players (PCs), are natural.
Heroes and Society
Heroes may originate from any part of society. Uncommon deeds of bravery can gain the respect and admiration of the
common folk. Building this kind of reputation can gain the attention of powerful nobles and rulers who may begin to see them
as equals, even if they originally come from humble beginnings. Powerful individuals will seek out heroes for help and advice.
If the task is not just the hero’s duty, but rather much more than would be expected of a person of their station, their action
may be viewed as heroic. A prince, who begins with a rather high station to begin with, must perform much greater acts of
heroism than a common farmer.
Exactly what kind of action is “heroic” for a character is largely the Game Master’s (GM’s) call. A local farmer single handedly
driving off a herd of rampaging wild pigs would be considered a pretty impressive feat. The same thing done by the local
prince or noble would simply be what was expected of them. A heroic act for a prince or ruler would have to be
correspondingly greater. For instance, a prince defeating the leader of a band of raiders in single combat might be impressive
if the enemy leader was particularly powerful or vicious.
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ANNWN, THE
OTHERWORLD & HER
PEOPLE
Annwn (Anoon) is a land oftern referred to as the Underworld. This land, as well as the Otherworld (also called the land of
Fairy or Tir Na n’Og by the Irish), is a very real idea to the Celtic people and the people of Dawn of Legends. Many of the
great heros of Britain and Ireland have made journeys to the these mystical lands and dealt with the beings who dwell there.
In Ireland, hills and islands in the western sea were places in which one could enter and meet the Tuatha De Danan. In
Britain, the land of Fairy could be very close and fairies, the British equivalent of the Tuatha, often made their presence known
in heroes’ world.
What is the Otherworld?
The Otherworld is a place of magic where powerful beings dwell. From the ancient Irish tales to Arthurian legend, the
Otherworld is described in many adventures as a place of incredible beauty, variety and adventure. Mighty Fey kings and
queens rule kingdoms of all shapes and sizes there. The Otherworld is home to powerful magical creatures and capricious
fairies. The Tuatha De Danan (TOO-ah day DAY-nun) of Irish legend were given homes here were they can live forever. It is
said that no human may journey to the other world and return unchanged...
In this book, the denizens of the Otherworld will be collectively referred to as fairies or the Fey. Although many powerful
figures of the Otherworld may have once been regarded as gods, fairies conjure up an image closer to the ideal this book
attempts to portray. These amazing creatures of myth and legend had widely varying powers and magic. Their courts were
majestic affairs whose splendour was unmatched in the mundane world. Their kingdoms had thicker forests, higher hills,
mightier mountains and greener plains. Time passed very differently in these lands and a human could spend time there only
to find, upon his return to the mundane world, that centuries had passed. Or perhaps what he thought was the passing of
years was merely the blink of an eye in the mundane world!
The Otherworld often had a strange effect on visitors. The more time a human spent in the Otherworld, the more likely it was
he would gain some magical power. Often, a hero who may have been invited to the Otherworld was beset by misfortune
should he choose to leave the Otherworld.
Finally, it was believed that when one died, the soul could travel to the Underworld, the Otherworldly place also called Annwn
where the soul traveled as it waited to be reborn or to eternally rest.
Visiting the Otherworld
Typically, when the Otherworld was sought out by an adventurer, it was not a very friendly place. In this case the adventurer’s
path was always fraught with perile. If the adventurer happened upon the Otherworld by chance or invitation, then the
Otherworld was not so hostile. In fact, some heroes chose never to leave and eventually became gods in their own right.
The Otherworld is accessible in a number of ways. A character might fall asleep atop a great mound and awaken in the
Otherworld. She might become lost in a forest and stumble into the land of Fairy. She might visit some standing stones and
travel to the Otherworld as if stepping through a doorway. Sometimes a hero might undertake a sea journey and become lost
in the mists. The islands subsequently discovered by the hero might very well belong to the Otherworld. It is said that powerful
wizards like Druids can open a door to the Otherworld. And on the festival of Samhain, All Hallows, the Fairy gates are open
and the fairies come into the world to take their revenge on those who they feel have slighted them.
It is also possible to enter the Underworld and find Annwn, the Land of the Dead whose king is Arawn. The the power of the
queen, Arianrhod, is also felt as her silver palace, called Caer Sidi, forms Arianrhod’s Silver Wheel. This can be seen in the
northern skies and is known to us as the aurora borealis.
The Influence of Fairy
Mystical creatures often had a significant impact upon the everyday life of mortals. The Celtic British wouldn’t think it very odd
at all, should one happen upon a shapeshifter or fairy wizard. Creatures of the Otherworld and other magical creatures of
legend have a regular impact upon the daily lives of the people of Dawn of Legends.
There are many legends in which a powerful fairy might influence the lives of heros. In the Arthurian story of Lancelot, the
Lady of the Lake was a powerful Fairie who raised him from the time he was taken as a baby and it was the Lady of the Lake
who taught him to fight. She also presented the sword Excalibur and its scabbard to King Arthur when his first sword was
broken. Old British and Irish legends describe heros with mystic powers attributed to Fairy lineage, or derived from time spent
in the Otherworld, land of Fairy.
Fairy Abilities
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A GM may wish to add flavor to his Dawn of Legends game by allowing player characters to purchase special magical powers
from the following list. After character creation, abilities may not be gained unless they are granted by powerful fairies or spell
casters. Granted abilities may be paid for with Experience Points. Finally, a character may increase certain existing Fairy
Abilities. For instance, a character’s Shapeshifting ability may increase through game play. All increases and new abilities
must be reviewed and approved by the GM.
For human characters, there should always be a good story as to how a character gained the unique ability, and the GM is
encouraged to require a little effort on the player’s part to knit a story around how the character gained such special abilities.
Some possible fairy power origins:
●

A parent may have Fairie origins. Example: Perhaps the character’s mother fell in love with a Fairie prince. Tragic love
is a common theme in Celtic legend.

●

TThe character may have had dealings with Fairie. Example: Perhaps the character made a pact with a Fey maiden
which he may not break without losing his new found powers.

●

The character may have spent time in the Otherworld. Example: Falling a asleep amidst a stone circle, the hero
awoke to find herself lost in the Otherworld. After year of travel, she may have finally made it home but is now
changed.

Monsters, true Fey, or powerful non-player characters (NPCs) may have even more powerful versions of these abilities.
Animal Command 15 OPs. This ability grants the character a measure of power over animals. When any normal animal
(magical and intelligent animals do not count) is within line of sight, the character may make a WILL roll (no skill may be
added) versus the animal’s WILL + 10. Success will allow the character to control the actions of the animal completely simply
by concentrating. While concentrating, he will be at a -5 to all defensive skills. Striking the character will cause her to loose
control of the animal. Note that the character can not read them mind of the animal or communicate with it.
Battle Hardened 20 OPs. This ability grants the character the power to avoid damage in combat. On any non-magical attack
that the character can see coming, roll a Perception action total versus a Competent difficulty (DV 18). If successful, the
character ignores 50% of the damage after armor is subtracted.
Command (Fey Only) 20+ OPs. This mystical Fey ability is common only among true Fey creatures. Occasionally, a Half Fey
character may obtain this ability with approval by the GM. This ability allows the character attempt to force another to perform
a single commanded action. The commanding character rolls a number of dice equal to his WILL score and compares the
total with the victim’s Resistance score.
If the total is: The victim will:
> Resistance
perform actions he is inclined to do
10 > Resistance perform actions he wouldn’t mind doing
20 > Resistance perform actions he doesn’t want to do
30 > Resistance perform any action.

Using this ability counts as an Attack and therefore ends the character’s action for the round. If the character using Command
does not roll higher than the target’s Resistance score, the effect fails, and the intended victim can never be Commanded by
the character again. For an extra 5 OPs, the character may make the Command silently.
Enthrall (Fey Only) 25OPs. With Enthrall the character may cause another person to fall in love with them. To do so, the
character rolls his Presence score in dice and totals them, comparing them with the target’s Resistance score. If the roll
succeeds, keep track of the points by which the roll succeeded. The Enthralling character may continue to use the ability,
adding the points by which he exceeded until he has accumulated 30 or more points. At this point, the victim believes she has
fallen in love with the character, and will behave accordingly for as long as the Enthralling character remains with the victim. Ill
treatment of the victim, or failing to exceed the Resistance score on any roll will cause the effect to fail. If the effect fails, the
character must wait 24 hours to attempt it again on the victim.
Frenzy 20 OPs. This ability allows your character to gain one extra action every other round! However, each round the
character uses this ability costs the character 1 Hit.
Harming/Healing 40 OPs. When your character is struck every other blow actually heals Hits instead of subtracts them! Note
that blows that do not penetrate your armor count as zero Hits taken. Also, this ability doesn't carry over to different combats.
Thus, if you were hit once in one combat (Harming you) but are not struck again during that encounter, the power resets itself
for the next encounter.
Healing 5 OPs. You have the ability to heal another person or animal 1 Hit and 1 Stun for every 1 END you spend. You must
concentrate for a full minute while doing so, and must also be touching the intended subject. You must also repair all damage
that the subject has taken. If you do not have enough END to cover the cost, then it must be paid for with Stun, and if you run
out of Stun, you must pay for it with your own Hits. Each this power is used, roll 3D6 after you use the ability. If you roll a total
of 8 or less, your power burns out and is unusable until you have gained a full night’s rest.
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Giantism 5 OPs. This ability grants you +1 STR, x2 your normal mass, 1.5x your normal height, +1 BODY, -1 DEX, and +1 to
all Perception skill rolls to spot you. You are one huge guy!
Illusions (Fey Only) 15+ OPs. This ability allows you to create optical illusions in a circular area within a radius of 4 m/yds of
you. The illusions are believable until they are touched, or a Perception roll is made vs. a DV of 14. For every 5 OPs extra you
put into the ability, you may double the radius of effect. You can add illusory sound for +5 OPs and illusory solidity for another
+5. If you purchase both illusory sound and solidity, the DV for the Perception roll increases to 18. You can use this ability
while performing other actions, but so long as you wish the Illusions to remain, you must pay 4 Endurance per minute.
Immortal 10 OPs. This Fey ability goes a step beyond the Longevity Talent, and makes the character essentially immortal in
terms of aging. A character with this ability will never grow old. Once a character has reached a mature age both physically
and emotionally, she simply does not age anymore.
Immunity to Poison 3 OPs (One poison) / 5 OPs (All poisons). The character is immune to a poison or all poisons.
Immunity to Disease 3 OPs (Three diseases) / 5 OPs (All diseases). The character is immune to three diseases or all
diseases.
Invisibility 15 OPs. This ability allows the character to become invisible for up to one hour per day. When the ability is
activated, the character becomes invisible to any intelligent creature who does not have an ability to perceive Otherworldly or
invisible creatures. However, the character cannot see any intelligent creatures who are normally visible! It is possible that a
character with this ability may make himself invisible and suddenly learn there are Fairie people about!
Invulnerability to Magic 40 OPs. You can not be affected by human magic of any sort (even beneficial magics!). However,
fairy magic could still have affect you. This ability adds +1 to a character's Defensive X.
Locate Vulnerability 20 OPs. This ability grants the character a Perception total versus a Difficulty Value of 22. If this roll is
successful, the GM will provide information on the target creature’s most vulnerable (least armored, perhaps) location. This
will at least be a place where only half the individual’s armor applies. It may be a small, hard to hit location however. For
instance, this could be a missing scale in the hide of a dragon, a soft spot on the belly of a monster, or a chink in the armor of
a warrior. This ability adds +1 to the character’s Offensive Rule of X.
Mind Whisper 15+ OPs. You have the ability to communicate mentally with one other individual. Roll 5D6. If the total on all
five dice is greater than the target’s Resistance score, you are in direct mental contact. This applies only to surface thoughts.
If you exceed the Resistance score by 10 or more points you can read thoughts that the victim attempted to hide. This activity
counts as an attack during rounds, and thus you may perform no other activities. The user of this ability must be able to see
his contactee. For each extra 5 OPs, you may have an extra 1D6 for your Mind Whisper roll.
Prophecy 10 OPs. The character may see a probable future event. This may apply to either a single individual which is
present, or to the location in which the character stands. How far into the future she sees, and what event can be seend is up
to the GM.
Speak with Animals 5/10 OPs. This ability gives the character mind to mind contact with any animal willing to communicate
with the character, for as long as the character remains within sight. For five additional points, the character may maintain the
effect after initial contact is made over any distance for up to six hours.
Speak with Plants 5 OPs. The character may speak mentally with plants. Some useful information may be gained from them,
such as weather conditions on previous days or general environment information that can be provided by plants. Remember
they have no eyes or ears.
Shapeshifting 5+ OPs. The basic 5 OP ability to shapeshift allows the character to transform herself into one specific animal.
This creature (which must be a natural animal, not mythical or magical in nature) can be created with Character Points up to,
but not exceeding, the number of character points the original player character was made with. Some of these character
points may be need to converted in to Option Points to pay for special abilities such as flight or claws. The duration of this
transformation defaults to one hour. Additional animal forms may be taken for +5 OPs each. For an additional +5 OPs the
character may stay in animal form for 6 hours, or for +10 OPs the character may remain in an animal form indefinitely. You do
not need to pay for the animal form’s Skills and Options.
Spider Climb 10 OPs. This ability grants the character the power to cling to any surface. The strength of thehold is equal the
strength the of character.
Weaken (Fey only) 15 OPs. The fey touch causes the victim to weaken, sometimes felt as a giddy weakening of the knees.
The character may roll 4D6 and total the dice. For every five points rolled, the victim temporarily looses one point of Strength.
If reduced to zero Strength, the victim falls to the ground and cannot move. The character performing the Weaken may
continue apply 4D6 on subsequent rounds so long as she is touching the victim. This ability may be used four times per day.
Water Breathing 10/20 OPs. You can breathe water for up to one hour each day. For 20 OPs you can breathe water as if it
were air for as long as you want!
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Wings (Fey or Unusual Race Only) 20 OPs. You have fairy wings or perhaps bird-like wings which allow you to fly up to 20
m/yds per round. When flying, the character must pay one END per five yards flown.
The Geas
The geas (pronounced GESH) is a mystical condition set upon a character as a form of settling the balance with the
Otherworld. A geas may be placed on a child at birth, or later by the Otherworld. In addition, very famous and powerful people
sometimes also may place a geas on a person. A geas is like a very firm Complication. However when these are broken,
terrible misfortune and even death often follows! On the other hand, so long as the geas is not broken, a hero can often be
assured he will not die.
Game Masters should plan for the geas to come up at some point in his campaign. The character should be faced with a very
hard decision or breaking his geas. Such is the nature of the heroic epics of Dawn of Legends.
The following are sample geasa that fit the flavor of Dawn of Legends. The GM may certainly make any number of additional
geasa. A character may start the game with one geas over and above the normally allowed number of Complications. In
addition, you may take a geas in place of a normal Complication.
Half Fey characters are allowed to take up to 25 total points of various geasa and they must choose a minimum of ten points.
This reflects the balancing of debts to the Otherworld for the Half Fey’s many special abilities.
Never refuse a gift. 5 pts.
Always accept a call for aid. 5 pts.
You may never kill (insert animal). 5 pts.
You shall not be away from (Ireland/Britain) for 7 nights in succession. 5 pts.
You must always accept an invitation to hospitality. 5 pts.
You must never put out a fire. 5 pts.
You must never cut down an oak tree. 5 pts.
You never eat cooked meat in winter (this is six months of the year!) 5 pts.
You may never eat a certain kind of meat. 5 pts.
You never use a shield. 5 pts.
You may never take plunder of any kind. 10 pts.
You never refuse a challenge. 10 pts.
You may not refuse protection to a (man/woman). 13 pts.
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Characteristics
Option Points
Complications
Skills
Weapon Mastery
Grand Mastery
(coming soon)
Talents
Benefits
Gear
Life Path
Hero Creation
Names & Pronunciation
Environment
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CHARACTERISTICS
What Are Characteristics?
Characteristics are numbers that describe your character’s ability as compared to everything else in the universe. All people
and creatures can be described (or written up) using Characteristics; this lets you compare one person to another, which is
often important in the game. Characteristics are generally rated from 1 to 10, where 1 is the least and 10 is the best.
Characteristics are purchased from a pool of points given to you by the GM at the start of the game, based on the style of
adventures the GM is planning. Typically, a Dawn of Legends game will have 10 Primary Characteristics, arranged into four
groups. These Characteristics are described in detail in the Shards of the Stone: Core™ rulebook.
In a Dawn of Legends game, Players can spend 45 Primary Points for Characteristics.
Mental Group
●

Intelligence (INT)

●

Willpower (WIL)

●

Presence (PRE)

Suggested Dawn of Legends
Setting: 45 Primary Points.

Note that a typical Dawn of Legends game does not include the Spirit Characteristic.
Combat Group
●

Technique (TEC)

●

Reflexes (REF)

●

Dexterity (DEX)

Physical Group
●

Constitution (CON)

●

Strength (STR)

●

Body (BOD)

Movement Group
●

Movement (MOV)

Buying Characteristics.
The power to buy Primary Characteristics comes form a pool of points called Primary Points (PP) and are given to you by the
GM when you make your character. Primary Characteristics are purchased at a ratio of 1 PP for one level of ability. For
example, if you want a Strength of 5, then you would spend 5 PPs for it. You must have at least one point in every
Characteristic (no Characteristics of zero!). In a Dawn of Legends game, the most you can place in any single Characteristic is
8 points. Certain races and packages you can take may boost the final value of the Characteristic even higher. However, if the
GM wants to run a higher-powered game, she may allow for higher Characteristics.
Stats in Dawn of Legends
Stats are created by performing some sort of simple mathematical operations on the Primary Characteristics you’ve created
using Primary Points (PPs). The following Derived Characteristics are common to most Fuzion games, including Dawn of
Legends. Dawn of Legends has twelve basic Stats. Most of these are well described in other Fuzion products.
Stun [Body x 5]
Hits [Body x 5]
Defense [CON x 2]
Recovery (REC) [STR + CON]
Threshold (THRESH) [BODY + CON + WILL]
Run (aka Combat Move) [MOVE x 2m]
Sprint (aka Non-Combat Move) [Move x 3m]
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Swim [MOVE x 1m]
Leap [MOVE x 1m]
Resistance (RES) [WILL x 3]: Your ability to resist mental or psychological attack or stress; basically your mental “Hits”. This
is calculated slightly different and is used more often as a Difficulty Value to overcome than a type of Defense in the Dawn of
Legends campaign.
Luck [INT + REF]
Endurance (END) [CON x 10]: Endurance is often an optional Stat, but it is required for Dawn of Legends games. This Stat
represents how long the character can expend energy, whether in physical endurance or in the use of a special ability (like a
power or talent). It is spent in the same way as Hits or Stun points. When it runs out, you are exhausted and can not do
anything more except rest and recover. In Combat, Characters spend END at a rate of 1 point per 2 STR used, or 2 MOVE
used. In addition, Spells have END costs which must often be paid in order for the spells to work. Finally, wearing heavy
armor is tiring. The armor’s Fatigue rating is equal to how much END the warrior must spend per Round in addition to his
normal action. Endurance in Dawn of Legends can only be recovered by resting for 10 minutes. This means doing nothing
else but sitting down and recuperating! Every 10 minutes spent resting will allow a character to regain an amount of Endurace
equal to their Recovery .
Optional Stats
Optional Derived Characteristics are Characteristics that may not be present in every Fuzion campaign. Here is a sample
Optional Stat:
Humanity (HUM) [WILL x 10]: This is your character’s basic morality and humanity. This is used often in settings where the
character faces dehumanization, extreme horror or the unearthly. Thus, this Characteristic is sometimes useful in Dawn of
Legends campaigns. Certain types of horrific deeds, magic or gaining unearthly powers that separate the character from the
rest of humanity can cause the loss of HUM points. For every 10 points lost, the character takes a -1 Action Value penalty for
any social interaction skill (usually PRE-based). When this modifier equals or exceeds the character’s PRE Characteristic, the
character becomes technically insane and his actions are taken over by the GM to reflect this.

Shards of the Stone is a registered trademark of Obsidian Studios and is used here without express permission.
Fuzion is a trademark of Fuzion Labs and is used here without express permission.
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OPTION POINTS
In any campaign, characters will need to get the basic Skills and Equipment with which to fight, protect themselves, and
generally adventure.
Inherent Options
Inherent Options are things that are part of the character; they are as much a part of him as his Characteristics. They cannot
be taken from him (under most circumstances), but they also cannot be used by anyone else. Sometimes, however, it may be
possible to suppress them. For instance, if a druid displeased his gods (perhaps by critically failing a spell casting roll), they
may suppress his Magically Gifted Talent until the god or goddess feel the character has learned his lesson. Inherent items
usually include Skills, Talents, and Perks, and are always purchased with Options Points (OP) given to players by the GM of
the game they are in. At the Heroic level in Dawn of Legends, Players have 45 OPs to spend.
Bought Options
Typical Dawn of Legends Setting:
Bought Options are things that can be constructed and paid for in money. Bought items 45 Option Points
most often include starting cash, magical weapons, armor, and equipment. Unlike
Inherent Options, Bought Options can be used by others. They can also be destroyed or taken away from a character and
must be replaced by using money or new OP gained through Experience.
Option Points
The units with which your purchase your Options are called Option Points (OPs). A pool of Option Points is always given to
Players by the GM at the start of character creation. After character creation, all remaining Options Points can be converted to
money units on a scale of 100 money units to 1 OP. The standard unit of exchange in Dawn of Legends is a silver coin.
Twenty silver coins (sc) make up a single gold coin (gc). Thus the exchange rate is: 1 gold piece = 20 silver pieces.
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COMPLICATIONS
In a Dawn of Legends game, Players often take Complications for their Characters. These not only help to define the
Character, but it also provides a way to get more OPs to spend. Linking your Character’s background to her Complications will
help enhance the Character and make the personality all the more believable. In a Heroic level Dawn of Legends game,
players may typically take up to 45 points in Complications. A character may always take more Complications than this limit;
he just won’t get any more points for them. Rules and descriptions of Complications are presented in Shards of the Stone:
Core™. The following is a list of Complications from that book as well as some new ones described just for this setting. New
Complications are set off with an asterisk (*) and detailed at the end of the section.
Psychological Complications
These involve your mental problems and flaws.
ABSENT MINDED*
AMNESIA
BIPOLAR
DELUSIONS
DEPRESSION
INSOMNIA*
MASOCHIST*
PHOBIA
PARANOIA
SPLIT PERSONALITY
Personality Traits
It’s the little things that count; your good and bad habits, basic traits and characteristics.
AIRHEAD
BAD TEMPERED
BERSERKER
BLOODLUST
COWARD
OBSESSED
OVERCONFIDENT*
SHY
SLOTH*
STUBBORN
UNLUCKY
VENGEFUL*
Physiological Limitations
These are physical problems you must deal with.
CHRONICALLY SICK*
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Remember that the listed values
are modified by the Frequency the
Player chooses. Thus, modify the
value by 2 if the Complication
occurs sometimes, 5 if it occurs
every session, and 10 if it comes up
more than once a session.

IMPAIRED HEARING
IMPAIRED MOBILITY
IMPAIRED VISION
MISSING LIMB
OLD AGE/YOUTH*
VOCAL IMPAIRMENT
VULNERABILITY
SUSCEPTIBILITY
Social Complications
BAD REPUTATION
CURSED*
DISTINCTIVE
DISOWNED*
HARBINGER OF DOOM*
HERETIC*
OPPRESSED
OUTSIDER
PERSONAL HABITS
PUBLIC FIGURE
SECRET IDENTITY*
Enemies: Hunted and Watched
These are forces which are actively working against you. Refer to the rules in Shards of the Stone: Core™ or other Fuzion
products to build an Enemy Complication.
Responsibilities
These are things you have chosen to deal with, no matter how much trouble they cause. Codes of Honor, Family
Matters—these are all responsibilities.
CODE OF HONOR
DEPENDENTS
SENSE OF DUTY
Compulsive Behaviors
These are behaviors you must act upon; you just can’t help yourself.
ADDICTION (aka Dependence)
BATTLE HUNGER
GLORY SEEKER*
HONESTY
IMPULSIVENESS
INTOLERANCE
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JEALOUSY
KLEPTOMANIA
LECHEROUS
New Complications
To construct these limitations or to build new ones, simply add the Frequency modifier to the base value listed in the
Complication. Frequency modifiers are +2 for Infrequent (comes up once every few sessions), +5 Frequent (comes up once a
session), and +10 Very Frequent (comes up more than once per session).
ABSENT MINDED
You have strange lapses in memory, perhaps even recurring amnesia. You often: Forget generally known facts (2), forget
friends, family (5), forget your own identity (10).
CHRONICALLY SICK
You have an illness which will never go away. Refer to the En- vironment section for descriptions of the types of diseases
listed. You have: Fits (2), Fevers, Gripes, Consumptions (5), Murraines (10).
CURSED
For some reason, someone has cursed you! The curse may be small and specific (5) or life threatening (10). A curse requires
a special quest to overcome.
DISOWNED
Your family has rejected you. They will never support you or help you, even if you badly need it. (2)
GLORY SEEKER
You constantly wish for fame and glory for yourself and: will take credit for deeds done by others (2), will sabotage others in
order to make more glory for yourself (5), will kill anyone who may outshine you (10).
HARBINGER OF DOOM
Some person or animal appears in your life time and again. They may appear only to annoy you (2), before you are
challenged (5) or each time someone is about to die (10).
HERETIC
You do not respect the clergy (christian, druid or Saxon). Depending on what you have done in the past, clergy may refuse to
cast magic to your benefit (2), take any opportunity to discredit you (5), they have excommunicated you (christian) or cast you
outside the protection of the law (druid). This means your life is worth nothing, and people could do anything they want to you!
(15)
INSOMNIA
You are unable to sleep like the average person. To get the sleep you need you must: have complete quiet (2), use special
herbs or teas (5). If conditions prevent you from gaining the sleep you need, you operate as if you only had half your normal
Endurance.
MASOCHIST
You hate yourself, and will go out of your way to injure yourself. To do this, you may: Seek verbal abuse (2), seek minor
physical abuse (5), seek major physical abuse (10).
OLD AGE/YOUTH
Your falculties are reduced due to your age. You suffer: a -1 to Perception checks and skills based on Dexterity (2), also suffer
a -1 to your Constitution and Body scores (5), also suffer a -1 to all Reflex skills. (10).
OVERCONFIDENT
You will take risks just to look better to others. You may risk embarrassment (2), risk bodily harm, social or financial ruin (5),
risk life and limb (10).
SECRET IDENTITY
You are trying to hide your activities under a secret identity or other smoke screen. You currently are: Living a normal life,
unnoticed by anyone (2), are bothered by a single person trying to uncover your real identity (5), everyone’s trying to uncover
your real identity(10).
SLOTH
You are chronically lazy. You: constantly want to “relax” and have a disdain for physical activity (2), will risk bodily harm to
avoid physical labor (5), will risk life and limb to avoid physical labor (10).
VENGEFUL
Your nature leads you to avenge deeds performs against you. To exact your revenge, you will: Risk ostracism or
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embarrassment (2), Risk bodily harm (5), Risk life and limb (10).

Shards of the Stone is a registered trademark of Obsidian Studios and is used here without express permission.
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SKILLS
The first thing most characters will want to buy with their Option Points are Skills. Skills are things the character knows or can
do; they represent his or her level of knowledge and accomplishment. In Fuzion, there are nine basic Skill Categories:
Fighting Skills: The ability to fight in hand-to-hand combat, or with a melee weapon.
Ranged Weapon Skills: Skills using a weapon at range such as a sling or bow.
Awareness Skills: Your awareness of your environment, noticing clues, etc.
Control Skills: The use of skills involving physical tasks, feats of strength, endurance, and other physical attributes.
Body Skills: The use of skills involving controlling vehicles such as ships or riding horses (or other animals!)
Social Skills: Your abilities to blend in, avoid social blunders, and to show style and grace. Also your ability to convince
others through social adeptness.
Technique Skills: Trained vocational and craftsman skills.
Performance Skills: Training in story telling, musicianship, singing or other similar crafts.
Education Skills: Knowledge and training based on education, particularly by Druid colleges or clerical monasteries.
Buying General Skills
Skills are normally rated from one to ten, and are used in game play by adding the level of the Skill to the level of the most
applicable Characteristic the skill is related to. Skills are like Characteristics; they have a range of effectiveness that is related
to how much they cost. Skills are purchased at the cost of one Option Point for every level of skill during Character creation.
Buying a skill generally gets you the ability to do pretty much everything described by that skill. However, some campaigns
may require that you specify how a skill will be used. In these cases, you may need to take additional “specializations” of that
skill to be able to use it in other ways (for example Local Guide [Customs] or Local Guide [Geography]).
The list of possible skills one could encounter in a Fuzion game is as wide as the possible campaigns. What’s compiled below
are typical skills applicable to a Dawn of Legends setting. Skills marked in BOLD represent Skill Groups—general skills that
are comprised of several Specialist Skills. Many of the following skills are described fully in the Shards of the Stone:Core™
book and other Fuzion books. Those marked with an ‘*’ are described at the end of the section.
Skill Ratings
Less than 1 (Challenged): You don't know this skill at all..
1-2 (Everyday): You're a beggner whose got the basics down.
3-4 (Competent): You're trained well enough to be considered a professional.
5-6 (Heroic): You have now mastered the skill.
7-8 (Incredible): You are now good enough to be considered among the best in the world.
9-10 (Legendary): You are good enough to be considered a grand master, perhaps one of the best ever known in history.
More than 10+ (Mythic): Your skill has gone beyond the bounds of reality and into the realm of the fantastic...
Everyman Skills
The good news is, every character also gets a free starting group of skills to begin with, so that he won’t be totally helpless in
his new environment: Everyman Skills. Everyman Skills are things generally known by everyone in all specific cultures or time
periods. For Dawn of Legends use: Perception, Concentration, Persuasion, Athletics, Teaching, Local Expert, Hand-to-Hand,
Native Tongue (at 4 points) and Melee Evade. These are given free to all characters by the GM, and have automatic starting
level of 2; about what the average person would know. Each can be improved by adding Skill levels on an individual basis. An
individual GM may wish to add or remove skills the from Everyman category to suit his particular Dawn of Legends game. The
Everyman Skill category give you the flexibility to tailor the level of your culture as desired. Everyman skills are marked in the
list below with a ‘†’.
FIGHTING SKILLS
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AXES (REF)
CLUBS (REF)
GREAT AXES (REF)
GREAT CLUBS (REF)
GREAT HAMMERS (REF)
HAMMERS (REF)
HAND TO HAND† (REF)
HAND TO HAND EVADE (DEX)
LANCES (REF)
MELEE EVADE† (DEX)
RANGED EVADE (DEX)
SPEARS (REF)
STAVES (REF)
SWORDS (REF)
SMALL BLADES (REF)
WHIPS (REF)
RANGED WEAPONS SKILLS
ARCHERY (TEC)
CROSSBOWS (TEC)
SLINGS (TEC)
THROWING (REF)
AWARENESS SKILLS
CONCEALMENT (INT)
CONCENTRATION† (WIL)
HUNTING (INT)*
OGHAM SIGN (INT)*
PERCEPTION† (INT)
SHADOWING (INT)*
TRACKING (INT)*
CONTROL SKILLS
ANIMAL HANDLER (PRE)
CONTORTIONIST (DEX)
RIDING (REF)*
WAGON DRIVING (TEC)
SEAMANSHIP (TEC)*
BODY SKILLS
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The Action Value limit in a Heroic
level Dawn of Legends game is 11.
That means no Skill Level +
Characteristic may exceed a total of
11 at the beginning of the game.
However, humans are given a slight
advantage. They may exceed this
value, and Rule of X limits, by one
point.

ACROBATICS (DEX)
ATHLETICS† (DEX)
CLIMBING (STR)*
CONTORTIONIST (DEX)
STEALTH (DEX)
SOCIAL SKILLS
BRIBERY (PRE)*
CONSPIRACY (INT)*
CONVERSATION (PRE)*
DISPLOMACY (WIL)*
INTERROGATION (PRE)
LEADERSHIP (PRE)
PERSUASION† (PRE)
POETRY (INT)*
POLITICS (INT)*
SEDUCTION (PRE)*
STREETWISE (PRE)
TRADING (PRE)*
WARDROBE/STYLE (PRE)*
TECHNIQUE SKILLS
ARMORER (INT/TEC)*
ARTIST (TEC)
BIND WOUNDS (TEC)
BLACKSMITH (INT/TEC)*
GAMING (TEC)*
LOCK PICKING (TEC)
FLETCHER (TEC)*
WEAPON SMITH (INT/TEC)
The character knows how to build, maintain, and repair weapons of various types. Use INT for design, but TECH for
construction.
PERFORMANCE SKILLS
ACTING (PRE)
DANCE (DEX)
DISGUISE (TEC)
MIMICRY (PRE)
MUSICIAN (TEC)*
ORATORY (PRE)*
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SINGING (PRE)
SLEIGHT OF HAND (REF)
VENTRILOQUISM (INT)
EDUCATION SKILLS
CRYPTOGRAPHY (INT)
EXPERTISE (INT)*
HISTORY (INT)
LANGUAGES†*
LOCAL GUIDE† (INT)
NAVIGATION (INT)
PROFESSION (INT)
SPYING (INT)*
SURVIVAL (INT)*
TACTICS(INT)
TEACHING† (PRE)
DESCRIPTIONS
ARMORER (INT/TEC)
The character knows how to build, maintain, and repair various types of armor. Use INT for design, but TECH for construction.
BLACKSMITH (INT/TEC)
The character knows how to build, maintain, and repair various types of tools and other metal implements. Use INT for design,
but TECH for construction.
BRIBERY (PER)
A character with this kill knows when to bribe someone, how to approach him, and how much to offer.
CLIMBING (STR)
Ability to climb unusually difficult walls, trees, and buildings, as long as there are handholds. Climbing rate is 2 m/y per round
(top).
CONSPIRACY (INT)
Knowledge of how to influence individuals and organizations secretly, and how to plan and orchestrate such plans. This skill is
a must for would-be usurpers.
CONVERSATION (PRE)
This ability allows you to extract information from people with careful conversation. The use of this skill takes time, and if the
roll is missed, the subject realizes he is being pumped for information.
DIPLOMACY (WILL)
This skill grants knowledge of the protocol, subtleties, and conventions of diplomatic meetings. A character with this skill is
good at getting what she wants while meeting a minimum of demands.
EXPERTISE (INT)
Specify any one field of knowledge: history, genealogies, bardic Lore, druidic Lore, astrology, religion (druidic, Celtic church,
catholic church), etc. This skill may be taken more than one time to cover a large number of areas of expertise.
FLETCHER (TEC)
This skill allows a character to create bolt or arrows.
GAMING (TEC)
Any noble or warrior is worth his salt in a good board game such as gwyddbwyl or a field game such as hurley.
HUNTING (INT)
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The knowledge and ability to hunt animals, gut them, skin them, tan hide, etc.
LANGUAGES
You must specify one particular language group. Specify also, the particular language as well. All others in the language
group are at 1/2 skill. For instance, if your character knows the Celtic: British language, then Gaelic and Pict groups are at 1/2
skill. A character might also speak Germanic: English and speak Saxon and Jute as 1/2 skill. (INT)
MUSICIAN (TEC)
The ability to play a particular musical instrument and perform with it in front of an audience.
OGHAM SIGN (TEC)
This is actually a specialized form of sign language developed by the druids to allow them to speak vocally one way, but to
sign their true intention to others. It is done by subtle finger tappings and gestures that may not be obvious to the uninitiated.
ORATORY (PRE)
The ability to speak to an audience and to deliver a convincing presentation.
POETRY (INT)
The ability to compose verse according to established rules. Useful in the creation of epic stories and memorizing useful
knowledge.
POLITICS (INT)
This skill is useful in understanding and predicting the responses of various kingdoms and people to any event, law or
decision. Note that this skill is slightly different than what was described in Shards of the Stone: Core.
RIDING (REF)
This simple skill allows a character to ride a horse or horse-like animal with reasonable grace and skill during normal travel.
The better the skill, the more likely a rider might outmaneuver and outdistance pursuit. When performing an attack while
mounted, the character should use his weapon skill or Riding, whichever skill is lower.
SEAMANSHIP (TEC)
This skill allows a character to properly pilot and handle a boat or ship.
SEDUCTION (PRE)
The ability to gain others’ trust by offering companionship or favors. Seduction is not necessarily sexual.
SHADOWING (INT)
The ability to subtly follow someone. Also the ability to spot someone following you!
SPYING (INT)
The Character can gather and assess information on enemy groups.
STYLE (PRE)
This is a grasp of fashion, wardrobe and personal grooming. A character with this skill knows how to show off clothes and look
his best. This skill is critical to many warriors, as looking good in battle is far more important than wearing lots of ugly, clanky
armor.
SURVIVAL (INT)
This skill enables the character to live off the land, find food and water, identify dangerous plants and animals, and so on.
TRACKING (INT)
The ability to follow a trail by observing tracks, marks, broken twigs and so forth.
TRADING (PRE)
The ability to strike a good bargain with a merchant or customer. A critical skill for those seamen trading with Mediterranean
merchants.

Shards of the Stone is a registered trademark of Obsidian Studios and is used here without express permission.
Fuzion is a trademark of Fuzion Labs and is used here without express permission.
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WEAPON MASTERY
Unless noted otherwise, abilities within the same Weapon Master group may be used together. Thus, it is possible for a
master axe man to Slice and Behead an opponent. Or a master lancer may Charge and Shishkabob his victims. To use
Weapon Mastery, purchase the package you want your character to have in addition to purchasing the appropriate melee or
hand to hand fighting skill. Your character may perform all maneuvers in a package up to the level of skill the character has.
For instance, if your character put five points in Hand to Hand, she may purchase the Brawling package and perform any
maneuver up to Level 5.
NAME, WEAPONS [COST IN OPTION POINTS]
Master Axesman, Axes [8]
Level 3: Bash.
Level 5: Destroy Shield.
Level 7: Slice.
Level 9: Behead.
Brawler, (Unarmed) [5]
Level 3: Body Slam.
Level 4: Arm/Hand Lock.
Level 5: Head Butt.
Level 7: Throw.
Hammerer, (Hammers & Maces) [5]
Level 3: Destroy Shield.
Level 5: Break Weapon.
Level 7: Shatter Joint.
Master Lancer, (Lance) [8]
Level 3: Knight’s Charge.
Level 5: Bash.
Level 7: Shishkabob.
Master Spearman [8]
Level 3: Bash.
Level 5: Armed Leg Sweep.
Level 7: Skewer.
Master of Blades (Small Blades) [5]
Level 3: Extra Attack.
Level 5: Free Parry.
Level 7: Gut.
Master of the Staff (Quarterstaff) [5]
Level 3: Bash.
Level 5: Armed Leg Sweep.
Level 7: Free Parry.
Master Swordsman [8]
Level 3: Free Parry.
Level 5: Skewer.
Level 7: Gut.
ARM/HAND LOCK
This is an advanced type of Grab maneuver (-2 to Attack Value). Instead of grabbing the victim, the attacker grabs and twists
an arm, elbow or hand into a painful position. If the grab is successful, the defender may try to break free, but must use Hand
to Hand + Reflexes (or Combat in Instant Dawn of Legends) + 3D6 versus the attacker’s Hand to Hand + Reflexes (Combat) +
3D6. On the attacker’s subsequent actions, he may apply Strength to do a like amount of Knockout Damage in D6s. In
addition, the attacker may force his victim to move in a direction of the attacker’s choosing at half the attacker’s movement
rate.
ARMED LEG SWEEP
A sweeping strike to the legs is executed with this Action. This ability is usually only available to long weapons, as sweeping
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for legs with medium sized or short weapons tends to expose the foolish warrior’s head and neck. A successful attack
targeting the legs (-2 to the Attack Value for Characters with this ability) causes Knockout Damage and causes the victim to
fall. The victim must spend an Action to get on his feet. While the victim is on the ground she suffers a -5 to DV and a -2 to
Initiative.
BASH
This is simply the ability to do Knockout Damage (affecting Stun) with a weapon normally used to do Lethal Damage (affecting
Stun and Hits). Weapons granting Bash have a blunt side or haft that can be used to strike a victim.
BEHEAD
This weapon is capable of inflicting such trauma that a skilled wielder may be capable of completely severing the head of the
intended victim. Targeting the head at -6 to the Character’s Attack Value (AV), a Character delivers Lethal Damage which is
doubled after accounting for Armor. If the victim drops and is dead or dying, then his head is considered to have been sliced
clean off his shoulders! This gives +5D6 to add to the Character’s Presence for an immediate Presence Attack versus any
allies of the fallen warrior that were able to witness the blow. Fanatics or unintelligent foes may ignore this, however.
BODY SLAM
This unarmed combat maneuver allows the character to move up to his full Run and then attack the target. This normally
consists of running and jumping on the opponent, jumping out of trees onto someone, etc. The attacker is at a -2 to AV but
gains +3D6 Knockout damage to his attack. Since the attacker is using her entire body as a weapon, she will sustain half the
damage done in the attack. After the maneuver is executed, it is assumed that the attacker is on the ground or off balance (-5
DV and -2 to Initiative). However, if the attack was successful, the defender is also at a similar penalty.
BREAK WEAPON
Some weapons are able to to deliver quite a wallop to a small area. Targeting someone’s weapon is a good way to either
break the weapon or deliver a blow of such force that the shock knocks it from the victim’s hand. To attempt this, the
Character makes an Attack Roll, applying -4 to his total. If the attack is successful, roll 1D6 and compare it to the Strength
Minimum of the weapon. If it equals or exceeds the Strength Minimum, the weapon is either knocked from the victim’s hand
(weapons made almost entirely of metal) or broken (weapons made mostly of wood).
DESTROY SHIELD
Weapons capable of Destroying Shields allow their wielders to deliver damage that can slice through or shatter wood. The
Character may declare she is targeting a shield at the following penalties to her Attack Value: -1 to hit a Large Shield, -2 to hit
a Medium Shield, and -3 to hit a Small Shield. Each successful attack reduces the Defensive Bonus granted by the shield by
1. When the Shield is reduced to 0, it is considered destroyed. Note that the defender, in this case, will not receive the shield’s
bonus to evade this attack.
EXTRA ATTACK
If the wielder uses two small bladed weapons (dagger, knife, seax, short sword), the off hand attack is not penalized, but the
character may not walk (at her MOVE rate), run or sprint. Acrobatic leaps and flips are allowed, within a couple m/yds of the
intended target. Attacks may be directed against the same or different foes, so long as both foes are within reach. Using this
mastery costs the Character a penalty of -2 to DV. This rule can supercede the Attacking with Two Weapons rules.
FREE PARRY
The Weapon Master gains a free Block maneuver with the off hand, without sacrificing his normal Action. A Character with the
Extra Attack may not both gain the extra Attack and free Block during the same Phase. The Character must choose which
Weapon Mastery ability she will use. This ability is not cumulative with the Defender ability of magic weapons.
GUT
This is a vicious maneuver that results in psychological as well as physical attack. To perform the Gut Action, the Character
must successfully target the stomach area of her opponent (-5 to her Attack Value, causing 1.5 times the damage that
exceeds the Armor rating of the victim). If the victim is hit and drops because due to loss of Hits, Stun or Death, the Character
has Gutted her victim. The gruesome result and horrendous pain associated with such an attack can horrify allies of the fallen
warrior. The Character gains +3D6 to add to the number of dice provided by her Presence Characteristic which she then uses
as an immediate Presence Attack versus the closest remaining allies of the fallen warrior. The Game Master’s discretion must
be used to determine who might have witnessed the bloody demise of the warrior. Fanatics or unintelligent foes may ignore
this, however.
HEAD BUTT
Normally, when a Character has been Grabbed or Arm/Hand Locked, he she may not make an attack. However, if she knows
the Head Butt maneuver, instead of trying to break out she may attempt to slam her forhead head into her opponent’s face.
An aggressor, also knowing this maneuver and attempting and having Grabbed or Arm/Hand Locked someone may also use
this maneuver instead of applying Strength damage. This special maneuver, which targets the head, applies only a -2 to the
AV. The Character may then apply her Strength in Knockout Damage to her opponent’s head, taking half the damage to her
own head.
KNIGHT’S CHARGE
This Action can only be executed from horseback (or other fast-moving mount). The momentum of the rider and mount is such
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that it provides massive penetrating power. Divide the Armor of the intended victim by 2 before applying damage. In addition,
the Character may add +2D6 damage. This may even exceed the maximum damage rating of the weapon (which is twice the
rating Damage Class). However, doing so will automatically break the weapon, rendering it useless after the initial attack. A
Charge may only be performed when moving to enter combat. This rule can be used in place of the normal Mounted Charge
rules.
SHATTER JOINT
In this attack, the attacker must specifically target the victim’s joint, be it elbow, knee, wrist, etc. This is essentially a called
shot to a particular location (apply the usual penalties). However, due to the immense debilitating pain that can be inflicted, all
Stun taken past armor is doubled. Normally, a blow to an arm or leg results in half damage after armor. This still applies to
Hits, it is only the Stun that is figured differently.
SHISHKABOB
This wicked attack allows the Character to actually attack multiple targets, so long as they are in line along the direction of the
Character’s attack. Use only the initial total rolled by attacking the first opponent. If this is successful, subtract 2 from the total
and compare it with the Defense Value of the second opponent. If this is successful, subtract 2 again from the total and
compare it with the Defense Value of the third opponent. Then roll the damage and total it up. This will apply to all opponents
who were struck. Shishkabob, available only to master lancers, allows a Light Lance to skewer up to 2 victims and a Heavy
Lance 3 victims. This ability is unusual in that it may only be used if in conjunction with a Charge.
SKEWER
Executing a Skewer means the Character is recklessly throwing her full weight into a thrust with the intent of slicing through
armor. A successful attack made by a Character using Skewer will halve the Armor rating of the intended victim for Leather,
Ring, Bone, and Chain Mail Armors. The Skewering Character will suffer -2 to her Defense Value since she will be
off-balance. If your Character can perform this Action, you must add +2 to the Character’s Offensive X rating!
SLICE
This result is achieved by the Character grabbing her weapon with both hands and and power-swinging the weapon into the
target. The Character is not concentrating on protecting herself, and thus receives a -2 penalty to her Defense Value until her
next Action. If the Character successfully hits her target, the victim’s Armor is then divided by 2 before applying damage.
When using this ability in conjunction with Destroy Shield, double the usual effect. In other words, a small or medium shield
would be destroyed, and a large shield would be reduced by 2 in its bonus to the user’s Defensive Value. Add +3 to the
Character’s Offensive X rating for the use of this ability.
THROW
This maneuver is performed following a successful Block maneuver. The Character may then take his opportunity to throw his
opponent on the ground using a normal attack roll. Doing so inflicts D6 in Strength Knockout damage and forces his opponent
to spend his next action to get up. The victim is at -5 DV and -2 Initiative until she is back on her feet.
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TALENTS
Talents are natural abilities gained by a Character normally before beginning the game. Usually, they can't be learned after
the game begins, but this is up to the individual GMs. The list of Talents below includes those which will be useful in a Dawn
of Legends campaign. Each Talent costs 3 points each. If levels can be taken in the Talent, each additional level costs
another 3 OPs unless otherwise specified. Talents with levels are indicated by a † sign and the number of these signs indicate
the maximum number of times the Talent may be purchased. Most of the Talents below are fully described in Shards of the
Stone: Core™. Those that are new or are more specialized for Dawn of Legends are marked with an asterisk (*) and detailed
at the end of this section.
ABSOLUTE TIME SENSE
ACUTE HEARING††
ACUTE SMELL††
ACUTE VISION††
AMBIDEXTERITY
ANIMAL EMPATHY†††
BEAUTIFUL VOICE†††
BEAUTIFUL/HANDSOME†††
BLIND REACTION
COMBAT SENSE†††
COMMON SENSE*
CRAFTSMAN†††
CRAMMING
DEFT AVOIDANCE†††
DOUBLE JOINTED
EMPATHIC†††
EXCEPTIONAL JUMPER
FAST DRAW
FAST PULL
FAST RUNNER††
FEIGN DEATH
GOOD SWIMMER††
HARD TO KILL†††
HIGH PAIN TOLERANCE
IMMUNITY*
INSTINCTIVE DIRECTION SENSE
INTUITION*
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KNACK†††
LIGHT SLEEPER
LINGUISTICALLY GIFTED
LITERACY*
LONGEVITY
LUCKY†††††
MAGICALLY GIFTED*
NATURAL LEADER†††
NIGHT VISION
PERFECT MEMORY†††
PERFECT PITCH
PHYSICALLY GIFTED†††
RAPID HEALING
RESILIENT†††
SCHOLASTICALLY GIFTED†††
SOLID††
SPEED READER
STALWART†††
STRONG IMMUNE SYSTEM
STRONG WILLED †††
TOUGH††††
DESCRIPTIONS
COMMON SENSE
You always look before you leap. The GM must give you warning whenever you’re about to do something particularly foolish,
even if there are no perceptible clues present. He doesn’t have to specify the danger, just that “this might not be a smart
idea...”
IMMUNITY
You are immune to the effects of one specific poison or disease group (must specify).
LITERACY
One point allows you to read and write one language, for instance Latin or Ogham. The second level could give you another,
for instance British (Welsh), Gaelic, Pict or Saxon.
INTUITION
You frequently have “feelings” about people. You gain a +1 on all Social skill rolls.
MAGICALLY GIFTED
You have a natural propensity to work magic. This Talent is required for Characters wishing to cast Druid Magic or Saxon
Rune Magic.
NATURAL LEADER†††
Gain a +1 to Oratory, Leadership, and Persuasion skill rolls relating to leader type actions.
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BENEFITS
Benefits are things useful to a character that they can start with or even gain as the campaign continues. They might be
people she knows, resources she has access to, authority she has, etc. They are purchased with Option Points just like any
Skill, and act as a measurement of how much a Benefit the item is.
Below are a collection of Benefits for use in a typical Dawn of Legends campaign. Benefits marked with an ‘*’ are specific to
this campaign and are detailed at the end of the section. The remaining Benefits are described in detail in the Shards of the
Stone: Core™ book.
ALTERNATE IDENTITY
AUTHORITY*
CONTACT
FAMILY
FOLLOWER
MEMBERSHIP*
RENOWN*
STEALTH
WEALTH*
DESCRIPTIONS
AUTHORITY
The following illustrates the use of Authority in Dawn of Legends. Where there is a difference, the name before the slash
represent a British equivalent, after the slash is Saxon: 1 = Warrior/Coerl, 3 = Horse Lord/Thegn, 5 = King or Queen’s
Champion, 7 = Prince(ss)/Ealdorman, 9 = King, 10 = High King/Bretwalda.
Please note that all the levels listed are the minimum required for that level of membership.
MEMBERSHIP
You can call upon the resources of an organization, person, government or group— but you also have responsibilities. The
level of Membership represents your character’s status in the organization, not the influence of the group (that’s what the
multipliers above are for). Another version of this is Authority, in which the character has been given power by the (for
example a Saxon) king to tax, arrest and judge criminals as well as command a war band in a particular territory. The size of
which would be determined by the level of Authority.
Membership levels in the druid religion follows the following: 1 = Apprentice, 3 = Bard, 5 = Poet, 7 = Druid, 9 = Archdruid. The
Celtic and Catholic Christian churches use the following membership levels: 1 = Acolyte, 2 = Monk, 3 = Missionary Priest, 5 =
Priest, 7 = Bishop, 9 = Archbishop. Finally, the Saxon religion uses the following levels: 1 = Rune Questor, 3 = Rune Priest, 6
= Rune Master, 9 = Rune Lord.
A Character may also purchase Membership in a Mercenary company. Since they are small groups of individuals, the costs
are much less. Suggested costs are 1 = Mercenary Warrior, 2 = Respected Warrior, 3 = Sergeant, 4 = Lieutenant, 5 =
Captain.
RENOWN
You have a widely known reputation. This can be any kind of reputation, but is usually a positive one. People might go out of
their way to curry your favor, or at least get out of your way. At 3 most local people know you; at 6 you’re known throughout
the kingdom; at 9 you are known across the British Isles.
WEALTH
Starting characters are assumed to be not much more than peasants in Dawn of Legends, but wealth boosts your character’s
lifestyle. Level 1 sets you in a comfortable starting position able to buy common things, and even owning your own plot of
land. Level 2 allows you to buy most everyday things and live in a very nice place. At level 3-4 you are well to do and have
more than enough money to support yourself; you may be a merchant or warrior. At level 6 you’re rich, have noble status, and
likely can afford retainers and perhaps your own war band or small troop of infantry made up of the local people in your home
area. At 9 you could be a powerful king and have access to the kingdom’s resources. At 10 you could be the High King (Picts,
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Irish or British) or Bretwalda (Saxon) and have access to potentially more resources than any single kingdom. The GM must
be the final arbiter when determining what starting wealth a character can purchase.
When purchasing starting money with option points multiply the number of option points you spend by the wealth multiplier for
the amount of wealth you have. Use the following table to find your wealth multiplier:

Wealth in Dawn of Legends
Dawn of Legends society has not developed a feudal system yet and social standing is often simply determined by the
amount of wealth an individual (or her family) has. However, the player considering purchasing a large amount of Wealth
should be aware that with privilege and power come responsibility. The player and GM should work out between them what
exactly the source of high wealth is. It could come from being the owner of larger amount of land or profitable trade. It usually
also means that the locals expect the character to be most able to help out in crisis. It often means that the character is
wealthy because he or she promises security and protection in his lands, thus attracting settlers and trade. In Dawn of
Legends, honor and pride are important and often cand make or break heroes. British and Saxon laws of Dawn of Legends
give privilege and power to the wealthy, but all privilege and protection of the law can be revoked if a person acts
dishonorably. This labels a character as an “outlaw”. It is perfectly legal to do anything you want to an outlaw including theft or
even murder. An outlaw also has no right to any of her wealth. Saxon Rune Priests can be even more ruthless to powerful
individuals who’ve fallen from favor. Delivering the powerful Warg Curse spell not only permanently brands the victim an
outlaw but it also turns the victim into a werewolf. It is a fate reserved only for the worst traitors.
Example: Cynric short-arm is a noble with a wealth of 6. He is a noble warrior but horses and armor are very expensive.
Therefore he spends 10 Option Points on starting money. Looking at the chart below, Cynric’s player knows to multiply the 10
Option Points spent by 15 before converting it to money (10 x 15 = 150). The exchange rate of Option Points to silver coins is
1:100, so we take Cynric’s adjusted value of 150 x 100 and get 15,000 silver coins (or 750 gold coins — enough to purchase
a good warhorse and some nice equipment).
Authority often also requires a certain amount of wealth. The following can be used as a guideline for the minimum amount of
wealth necessary to maintain a characters status: 1 = Warrior/Freeman Coerl, 3 = Horse Lord/Thegn or Champion, 6 =
Prince(ss)/Ealdorman, 9 = King, 10 = High King.
Increasing your Wealth level during play should be possible, but it requires a reason why. A very successful adventure may
provide the wealth. Or perhaps the player had been working on expanding his character’s trading interests through game play.
In the end, it is up to the GM to determine when your Wealth level can be increased beyond the starting amount.
Wealth Level Multiplier Yearly Income
Example
1
x2
2d6 x 25 silver coins Warrior/Freeman Coerl
2
x4
2d6 x 50 silver coins
3
x6
2d6 x 100 silver coins Horse Lord/Thegn or Champion
4
x8
2d6 x 250 silver coins
5
x10
2d6 x 500 silver coins
6
x15
2x6 x 50 gold coins
Prince/Princess/Ealdorman
7
x20
2d6 x 100 gold coins
8
x25
2d6 x 200 gold coins
9
x30
2d6 x 400 gold coins King (equivalent)
10
x40
2d6 x 1000 gold coins High King (equivalent)
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GEAR
Gear is stuff your character might need in an adventure. The following items may be found in a Dawn of Legends campaign.
During character creation, you can convert Option Points into money at the rate of 1 OP = 100 silver coins. In Dawn of
Legends the next higher unit of money is the gold coin, which is equal to 20 silver coins. Note that there are no starting funds
otherwise.
Key:
1.5h = One and a half hand weapon. If used with both hands, add 1D6 to the damage done.
2h = Two handed weapon. Requires both hands.
CH = May use Mounted Charge maneuver.
DC = Damage Class. This is how much base damage the weapon does.
Fatigue = Wearer must pay extra END per round of combat due to the weight and/or inflexibility of his armor. This effect is
cumulative. For example, a warrior outfitted in Chain Mail (Fatigue 2), also carried a Medium Round Shield (Fatigue 1), then
he would pay 3 extra END every round of combat.
Grab = The wielder may use the Grab maneuver with this weapon.
INIT = INITiative penalty. Add this to your Reflex to find your initiative.
L = Long weapon, Adds +2 to DV.
M = Medium weapon, Adds +1 to DV.
ROF = Rate of Fire. 1 means that it may be fired only once per round. 1/2 means that it may be fired only once every other
round.
Rng = Range of the weapon.
RP = Reduced Penetration. Versus armor, total damage to Stun as normal, but multiply defenses by 2, and subtract from your
damage total for HITS.
Set = May perform Set maneuver.
ST = Stunning weapon. Add +1 Knockout damage for each die damage done.
STR Min = STRength Minimum. All these weapons have a minimum amount of strength necessary to use them. For every
point of strength over the STR Min, add 1D6 up to twice the base damage of the weapon. For every point of strength under
the minimum, subtract one die of damage from the base and subtract one from the Attack roll. Exception: All bows, crossbows
and slings have a flat amount of damage possible. If your STRength is less than the STR Min, you may not use these
weapons.
WA = Weapon Attack roll modifier. Add this to your attack roll to find the final total.
* Vulnerable to upward thrusts from attackers in a lower elevation. The type of weapon here is important, as only
sharp-pointed weapons have this effect. Halve the effective Armor (rounding up) from these attacks. Example: Infantry
attacking a cavalryman in Scale armor.
** Vulnerable to blunt weapon attacks, such as Quarterstaffs, clubs, etc. Apply only half the effective Armor (rounding up) from
these attacks.
Notes for Armor
Prices for Armor are for pieces that cover the shoulders, chest, stomach and vitals. To aquire armor for arms, thighs, and legs,
pay 25% of the cost for each. Thus to buy Ring Mail armor for your arms and thighs, you would need to pay an additional 50
gold.
Average Armor Value
Against non-targeted attacks, use the average amount of Armor you have covering your shoulders, chest, stomach and vitals
against damage.
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Weapons

WA DC STR Min INIT

Rng

RoF Other

Arrows/Bolts

Cost
3 silver each

Battle Axe

-1

5

4

-1

Bow

0

4

3

-2

60yds

1

Bow, Short

0

3

2

-2

40yds

1

Caltrop

1.5h

400 silver

No Mounted Use

150 silver
100 silver

If char enters area, they take
damage

15 silver each

M to L, ST, Knockout damage
only

5 silver/DC

Clubs

-1

1+

=to DC

-1

Composite Short Bow

+1

4

4

-2

80yds

1

Crossbow (Pict)

+1

3

4

-1

200yds

1/2

Dagger/Knife

0

1

1

0

STR x 5

30 silver

Dart

0

2

1

0

STR x 10

50 silver

Dwarven Crossbow

0

4

4

0

200yds

Francesca

0

4

4

-1

STR x 5

Javelin

0

3

3

-2

STR x 5

Lance, Heavy

0

4

4

Lance, Light

0

3

Mace, Infantry

-1

Mace, Horseman's

1/2

No Mounted Use

200 silver

AP

400 silver

AP

500 silver
300 silver

M

75 silver

0

L, CH, no use dismounted

280 silver

3

0

L, CH

200 silver

4

4

-1

250 silver

-1

3

3

-1

200 silver

Maul

-1

6

5

-2

2h, ST

200 silver

Quarterstaff

+1

4

4

0

M, 2h, ST, RP

20 silver

Saxon Sword

+1

3

3

0

Seax

+1

1

2

0

Short Sword

0

2

2

0

Sling

-1

2

3

-2

Spatha (British/Roman sword)

0

3

3

0

Spear

-1

4

3

-1

Spear, Long

-1

5

4

-2

Staff Sling

-1

3

4

-2

Trident

-1

5

4

-2

Warhammer

-1

3

4

Whip

-2

2

Woodsman's Axe

-1

3

500 silver
(Saxon single-edged 12"
knife)

70 silver
200 silver

60yds

1

ST

20 silver
400 silver

STR x 5

M, 1.5h, Set

100 silver

L, 2h, Set

160 silver

100yds

ST, 2h

120 silver

STR x 5

RP

300 silver

-1

1.5h, ST

300 silver

1

-2

Grab, ST, RP

80 silver

4

-3

80 silver

Armor
The main piece of armor covers Shoulders, Chest and Vitals areas (Locations 9-13). To cover other parts of the body,
purchase additional armor. For instance, if your character wished to purchase Boiled Leather armor for his body and right arm,
you would purchase the main shirt for 400 silver coins, and then a sleeve for an additional 50 silver. Note that purchasing
armor for both arms would cost 100 silver for a pair of sleeves. Leggings cover all the way from the Thigh (Location 14), knees
and shins (Locations 15-16). Armored thighguards, kilts or skirts protect Location 14.Greaves protect only the shins and knees
(locations 15-16). Boots cover Locations 17-18.
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Buying portions of armor or picking up portions of still-functional armor from the battlefield can certainly happen in a Dawn of
Legends game. Sometimes buying just one sleeve or legging can also make sense. For instance, some warriors may choose
not to purchase expensive armor for an off-hand if they typically fight only one handed. Others wear a shield on the off-hand
and thus that limb is much more difficult to hit (GMs may add an additional -3 penalty to the AV on top of normal targeting
penalties).
Armor

Cost

Heavy Cloth (2 Armor)

100 s./5 gold

Cloth Sleeve

13 silver

Cloth Legging

25 silver

Boiled Leather (4 Armor)

400s./20 gold

Boiled Leather Sleeve

50 silver

Boiled Leather Legging

100 silver

Boiled Leather Boots

75 silver

Leather Scale (5 Armor, vuln. to upward thrusts*)

480s./24 gold

Leather Scale Sleeve

60 silver

Leather Skirt/Kilt

60 silver

Leather Leggings

120 silver

Studded Leather (6 Armor)

500s./25 gold

Studded Leather Sleeve

65 silver

Studded Leather Skirt/Kilt

65 silver

Studded Leather Legging

130 silver

Leather Lamellar(6 Armor, -1 INIT)
Leather Lam. Thigh Guard
Ring Mail (8 Armor, 2 Fatigue, vuln. to crushing**)

460s./23 gold
58 silver
100 gold

Ring Mail Sleeve

13 gold

Ring Mail Skirt/Kilt

13 gold

Metal Scale (10 Armor, 2 Fatigue, vuln. to upward thrusts* )

150 gold

Metal Scale Sleeve

19 gold

Metal Scale Legging

38 gold

Bone Lamellar(10 Armor, -1 INIT, fearsome looking!)

200 gold

Bone Thigh Guard

25 gold

Bone Greeve

25 gold

Chain Mail (12 Armor, 2 Fatigue, vuln. to crushing**)

375 gold

Chain Mail Sleeve

37 gold

Chain Mail Skirt/Kilt

37 gold

Chain Mail Legging

94 gold

(2 Leggings add +1 Fatigue)
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Metal Lamellar (12 Armor, -1 INIT, 2 Fatigue)

300 gold

Metal Sleeve

38 gold

Metal Thigh Guard

38 gold

Metal Legging

75 gold

(2 Leggings add +1 Fatigue)

Helmets
Helmets usually are long enough to cover the neck, have chain or leather hung from them, or are worn with a collar or gorget
in order to provide protection to the neck. Thus, they protect the head and neck Locations 3-5.
Helmets

Cost

Simple Infantry Helm (6 Armor)

80 s./4 gold

Roman Cavalry Helm (10 Armor) 200s./10 gold
Spangenhelm (12 Armor)

400s./20 gold

Blocking with Shields
Shields are made for blocking. To reflect this, add the DV bonus for a shield to your melee or unarmed fighting skill whenever
you attempt to block an attack.
Shields

Cost

Small Round (+1 DV)

120 silver

Medium Round (+2 DV, 1 Fatigue ) 160 silver
Large Round (+3 DV, 2 Fatigue)

180 silver

Using Hit Locations
This rule is optional, but it does add a sense of drama to combat. A campaign can handle this a couple different ways. The
easiest way is to simply assume that all hits are to the body (Locations 9-13) unless a Character is choosing to target a
particular body location. The dramatic way is to determine the location of each attack randomly. To determine how much
damage is done, first find the location and subtract any armor the defender may be wearing in that location. Then apply the
listed damage multiplier to the damage which is left.
Whichever way you decide, you can use the following chart as an aid in determining hit locations and finding the penalties for
targeting various locations of the body.
Hit Modifier 3d6 Roll Location Damage Mult
-6

3-5

Head/Neck

x2

-4

6

Hand

x1/2

-3

7-8

Arm

x1/2

-3

9

Shoulder

x1

-1

10-11

Chest

x1

-5

12

Stomach

x1 1/2

-6

13

Vitals

x1 1/2

-3

14

Thighs

x1

-4

15-16

Legs

x1/2

-4

17-18

Feet

x1/2

If there is a question which hand, arm, shoulder, thigh, legs or foot was struck, determine it randomly.
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Inns

Cost

Equipment

Cost

Ale

3 silver/12 per
gallon

Backpack

150 silver

Blanket

8 silver

Beer

6 silver/48 per
gallon

Meal (prepared)

10 silver

Room for one night

Boats
Rowboat (fits 6)

15 gold/300 silver

Fishing (fits 12)

25 gold/500 silver

Large Merchant/Raider
(fits up to 45)

100 gold

Common room

20 silver

Double room

60 silver

Private room

40 silver

Book (bound with 100
sheets of paper)

38 gold

12 silver

Bowl

3 silver

Bottle/flask

20 silver

Wine (cheap bottle)
Animals

Cost

Bull

400 silver

Cloth strips and pins
(bindings for wounds)

30 silver

Oxen

300 silver

Dried food for a week

50 silver

Chicken

3 silver

Flint and tinder

10 silver

Cow

400 silver

Paper (per sheet)

5 silver

Quiver (12 Arrows/Bolts)

30 Silver

Dog
War/Guard

600 silver

Pot

10 silver

Hunting

400 silver

Rope and grapple

50 silver

Pet

20 silver

Sack

20 silver

Goat

20 silver

Tent (holds four)

100 silver

Torch

5 silver

150 gold

Wagon (2 ox/horse team)

500 silver

Riding Horse 125 gold

Wagon (4 ox/horse team)

700 silver

Warhorse

Waterskin
(holds enough for 2 days)

10 silver

Horses
Draft Horse

Sheep

400 gold
40 silver

Quality Equipment
At the GM’s option, players may purchase fine, excellent, or superior items at the
game start. However, these may not be purchased with money. Instead, the
player must purchase them with Option Points. In addition, the GM should
encourage the player to write up a description of the weapon or armor, as such
items are a work of art, as well as utility.

Quality Weapons
There are three levels of improvement in weapon quality including: Fine,
Excellent, and Superior. In the game, these weapons have a great deal of
craftsmanship behind them. Fine weapons are extremely well balanced. The
weight has been distributed to work with the human body for a more natural
swing, or in the case of ranged weapons, a more stable flight. Excellent weapons
have had their edges honed to a razor sharpness and hardened, or in the case of
non-edged weapons, they may have had extra mass inserted, without destroying
the fine balance. Superior weapons are not only well balanced and honed, but the
weapon has actually been crafted from steel or other high grade alloy. This is
where the craftsmanship becomes truly legendary.

Some Common SDPs
Outdoors

Armor SDP

Brush

--

5

Rocks (per m/yd)

28

30

Large Tree

10

200

Structures

Armor SDP

Furniture

3

15-20

Glass (per m/yd)

3

5

Mud brick wall (per m/yd) 25

30

Reinforced Wood Door

14

10

Wood Door

7

5

Wooden wall (per m/yd) 7
10-15
These have quantitative results in game terms. A weapon of Fine quality has an
additional Weapon Accuracy bonus of +1. Thus, a spear whose WA is normally a
-1 would have a WA of +0 if it were of Fine quality. A weapon of Excellent quality has a WA +1 and +1 to the Damage Class of
the weapon. A weapon of Superior quality has a WA +1, a DC +1 and a -1 to the STRength Minimum.
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Weapons like these would sell, should they ever actually be sold by some fool, for astronomical prices. It would not be out of
line for traders to ask 10, 20, or 50 times the price for a standard weapon. If a player has good reason, perhaps entertaining
the GM with a good background story, then one of these beauties can be purchased with option points at the start of the
game. To find the cost of the weapon, first determine the base cost. This is the same no whatever the quality of weapon the
player desires. First find the cost, in silver, of the standard weapon. Divide that number by 100 and round all remaining
fractions up. This is the base cost. Next, apply the Option Point cost of the weapon. For Fine quality it costs 5 OPs. Excellent
quality costs 15 OPs. Finally, Superior quality costs 25 OPs.
Example: Maelgwn the sword master wishes to start the game with an Excellent quality spatha. The generous GM okays the
request, so Maelgwn goes about calculating the OP cost. A spatha retails for 400 silver in a typical Dawn of Legends town
and dividing that number provides us with the base cost of 4 OPs. Next, we add in the Excellent quality cost of 15 OPs, for a
total cost of 19 OPs. The modified weapon stats for this outstanding weapon becomes: spatha (WA +1, DC 4, STR Min 3,
INIT 0, M).
The following chart is provided as a quick reference.

Quality Weapons
Quality

Modifiers

Fine

WA +1

OP Cost
5

Excellent WA +1, DC +1

15

Superior WA +1, DC +1, STR Min -1

25

Quality Armor
Armor follows a similar concept, except that only Fine and Excellent qualities are available. Lighter, tougher armor that offers
better coverage is worth a great deal in Dawn of Legends. Quality armor is purchased in the same way as quality weapons;
find the base value (the Armor value equals the Base OP cost) and add the cost of the level of quality. The cost for Armor
pieces are found the same way, but use the following chart to find the cost:
Type

Armor Cost Multiplier

Body

x1

Sleeve

x 1/8

Thigh Guard

x 1/8

Kilt/Skirt

x 1/8

Legging

x 1/4

Greeve

x 1/8

A helmet’s base value is equal to it’s Armor value divided by 2. Shields are a little different. Multiply the DV bonus granted by
the shield by 3 to find its base value in OPs.
Fine armor offers special hardening and thus greater protection without adding overall weight. This is worth an Armor bonus of
+3 and costs 10 OPs over the base cost of the armor. Excellent armor adds the Armor bonus of +3 and eliminates any
INITiative penalty normally associated with the armor. Excellent armor costs 15 OPs. To enhance pieces of armor, such as a
helmet, sleeves, etc., purchase the quality at 25% of the listed OP Cost.

Quality Armor
Quality
Fine Armor

Modifiers

OP Cost

+3

10

Excellent Armor +3, No INIT penalty

15

Enchantments
Any item may have a special enchantment placed on it. This gives the wielder a special edge in the game. Enchantments are
placed on quality weapons and armor more often than standard equipment. After all, who wants to hold aloft an old, slightly
bent and rusty mighty Slayer Sword, enchanted to slice through any armor. No sir. You want to hold aloft a sword that gleams
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silver and gold, giving it a mystical aura and terrifying your enemies as you cut them down. You get the idea.
The following is a list of enchantments that can be purchased at game start. Remember to always check with your GM to see
if these will be allowed at character creation.

Weapon, Armor & Item Enchantments
OPCost Description
10

Affect Ethereal creatures (which normally can not be harmed by physical attack).

15

Armor Piercing. Divide any Armor by 2 before applying damage.

5+

Anti-Magic. Increase the DV of all magic cast at the bearer by +4 for every 5 OPs spent.

10

Brutal. Add +1 Knockout damage per Die of damage. This is not cumulative with any normal Stunning (ST) bonus
the weapon may have.

20

Defender. Gain one free Block action per turn.

10

Fearsome. +3 to PRE for Leadership skill rolls and +3D6 for Presence attacks.

10/20

Flaming item. +1 DC (10 pts) or +2 DC (20 pts) of fire damage is done to target.

10/20

Frost item. +1 DC (10 pts) or +2 DC (20 pts) of freezing damage is done to target.

10

Hardened. Ignore Armor Piercing effects of weapons. Do not divide armor by 2, but otherwise take dam age as
normal. This enchantment applies to armor only.

15

Illuminating. Casts light in an 8 m/yd radius upon command.

10

Indestructable. This item can only be destroyed under special conditions. Note that if this is taken for armor, it
does not grant the wearer inside any kind of indestructability.

20

Resist Heat. Reduce damage from fire-based attacks by 50% after armor.

20

Resist Cold. Reduce damage from cold-based attacks by 50% after armor.

15

Wounding. Each hit causes bleeding at 1 Hit per turn. First Aid roll vs. DV 14 to stop the bleeding.

-10

Cursed item. The weapon will bond permanently to the flesh of the weilder/wearer on any roll of a 3 or 18 on an
attack. You may not spend Luck to reroll such a critical result. The GM should apply the appropriate Interaction
penalties from then on depending on the nature of the bonded item. Armor cannot be removed without killing the
character, weapons may be removed by amputation of the limb.

Musical Instrument Enchantments
(Coming soon.)
OP Cost Description
War March.
Dirge.
Rally Cry.
Sounding the Charge.
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LIFE PATH
This section, which is entirely optional, can provide you with a good foundation on which to build your new character.
In creating your new character, it can be quite useful to generate or write up a background for it. Often you may find that
generating a life story leads you to new ideas for characters.

Personality
Roll 2D6 once on each of the following three tables, or choose the quality you like best for your character.
Basic Personality

What You Value Most

2

Quiet

2

Yourself

3

Sneaky, intelligent

3

Your faith

4

Bad tempered, angry

4

Your lover

5

Friendly, kindly

5

Your family

6

Steady, reliable

6

Honesty

7

Bold, adventurous

7

Friendship

8

Honest, forthcoming

8

Loyalty

9

Nervous, shifty

9

Fame

10

Headstrong, arrogant

10

Power

11

Irritable, moody

11

Wealth

12

Spoiled, snobby

12

Vengeance

Your World View
2

Life has value; it’s up to you to protect it.

3

People are basically good and everyone is deserving of respect.

4

Life is too short and every moment should be lived to the fullest.

5

People are innocent and helpless. You must be their hero and protector.

6

Honor and loyalty to your lord or lady must be put above all else.

7

You have an open mind. You will take things as they come.

8

You wish only to bring glory and fame to your family.

9

You have been chosen by the god(s) to lead your people to victory over their enemies.

10 Trust no one. They will only betray you.
11 Foreigners and outsiders are only fit for slavery.
12 Other people are your inferiors and should be put in their place.

Who You Are
Roll 2D6 on two of the following tables to find the status into which you were born, and what race you are. You may also
simply select the option you like instead of rolling.
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General Social Level
2

British Based Campaign

Slave

2

Forest Goblin

3-4

Commoner (such as a peasant farmer)

3

Half Fey

5-9

Warrior or wealthy trader and land owner class
(includes lower nobility class)

4

Pict

5

Irish

10-11 King’s companion or religious leader (upper nobility)
12

Ruling class (a relative is the ruler)

6-9

Briton (from the main Isle) or Breton (Bretons
are from Brittany which is on the Continent)

10

Saxon or Angle or Jute

11

Half-Giant

12

Dwarf

Saxon Based Campaign
2

Forest Goblin

3

Elf (Saxon version of Half Fey)

4

Pict

5

British

6-9 Saxon or Angle or Jute (depending on location of the campaign)
10

Briton

11

Dwarf

12

Half Giant

Talk with your GM to determine the home area the campaign will take place in.

Your Family
Roll to determine your family background. Note that your family’s status might be different than your own. Some families,
especially powerful ones, will send their children away to a foster family. The fostering family is then responsible for raising
and training the child.
Family Status (Roll 2D6 or choose)
2

Slave or Outlaw

3-4

Commoners

5-9

Warrior or wealthy trader class

10-11 King’s companions, member of the royal court, very wealthy land owners, religious leaders
12

Ruling family
Childhood Events Roll 1D6.
1-3 One or some of your family were —
4-5 All of your family was —
6

Clear sailing. Nothing happened.
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1-3 A Tragedy Roll 1D6.
1

Betrayed. Everything was lost. (A good reason to
gain an Enemy Complication.)

Outlawed. Due to some horrible crime, all
possessions were seized and the family member(s)
2
was Outlawed. This means without protection of the
law, and subject to any kind of (mis)treatment.
3

Murdered before your eyes. (A good reason to gain
an Enemy, Psychological, or Vow Complication.)

4-5 Secrets Roll 1D6
1

Falsely accused of a terrible crime. (A good reason
to gain an Enemy Complication.)

2-3

Has unusual ability or birthright (nobility or Roman
lineage). May have Fey blood.

4

Orphan. You grew up in another family and know
nothing of your original family.

5-6

You have a unique, mystic, legendary item handed
down for generations.

Feuding with a powerful family, group or
4 organization. (A good reason to gain an Enemy
Complication.)
5 Abducted or mysteriously vanished.
6 Killed in war or other disaster.

Your Life
Now we determine what has happened in your life up to the point you begin adventuring. First, determine your character’s
starting age by rolling 2D6+14. Roll once per year over 16.
1-2 Good with the bad
3-4 Friends and enemies
5

Love and war

6

Nothing happened this year.

Good with the Bad
1-2 Something Good.
1

Make a connection. You befriend a local power player. Gain a free Contact (see Perks) at a 1D6/2 level.

2

Mentor. You gained a teacher or mentor. Gain one new skill at level 1D6/2.

3-4 Favor. Someone owes you! Gain a contact at level 1D3.
5

Membership. You have been selected to join a special group such as a member of the ruler’s court or a member of
the clergy. Roll 1D6/2 for the level.

6

Windfall. Gain an inheritance or find an old treasure cache from Roman days. Roll 2D6 x 100 for the amount in
silver coins.
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3-6 Something Bad. Roll 1D6.
1

You were exiled or held hostage for 2D6 months. (A good reason to gain an Enemy or Psychological Complication.)

2

Falsely accused and either banished or outlawed until you were cleared. (A good reason to gain an Enemy
Complication.)

3

An accident or injury left you maimed or terribly injured. (A good reason to gain a Physical Complication.)

4

Hunted. Someone or some group hates you and wishes to harm, capture or kill you. (A good reason to gain an Enemy
Complication.)

5

Illness. You were struck by a terrible physical or mental illness. (A good reason to gain a Physical or Psychological
Complication.)

6

Emotional loss. Someone you cared about were (roll 1D6):
1-2 Murdered
3-4 Suffered an accident or illness
5-6 Vanished or committed suicide

Friends and Enemies. Roll 1D6.
If the character comes from a Slave, Commoner, Outlaw, or Clergy class use this table:

1-3 Make an Enemy. Roll 1D6.
1

Bitter ex-friend. (Enemy)

2

Relative. (Enemy)

3

Partner or coworker. (Enemy)

4-5 Rival family, group or faction. (Enemy)
6

Powerful official or noble. (Enemy)

If the character comes from a Warrior, Wealthy, Noble, or Ruling class, use this table:
1-3 Make an Enemy. Roll 1D6.
1

Bitter friend or lover. (Enemy)

2-3 Relative. (Enemy)
4

Partner or coworker. (Enemy)

5-6 Rival family, group or faction. (Enemy)

4-6 Make a Friend. Roll 1D6.
1

Like a brother, sister or parent to you.

2

Partner or coworker.

3

Old lover (choose one).

4

Old enemy (choose one).

5-6

Have common interests or acquaintances.

Love and War. Roll 1D6.
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1-3 Happy Love Affair. Roll 1D6.

4-6 A Tragic Romance. Roll 1D6.

1

Lover’s friends or family hate you and will do
anything to try to get rid of you. (A good reason to
gain an Enemy, Compulsion or Psychological
Complication.)

1

Lover died in an accident, illness or attack. (A good
reason to take an Enemy, Compulsion or
Psychological Complication.)

2

Constant bickering.

2

Lover vanished under strange circumstances. (A good
reason to take an Enemy, Compulsion or
Psychological Complication.)

3

Have a child. Roll 1D6. 1-3 means it’s a boy, 4-6
means it’s a girl. If you roll a 3 or 18 on 3D6, then
you have twins! (A good reason to gain a
Dependent Complication.)

3

Lover was kidnapped. (A good reason to take an
Enemy, Compulsion or Psychological Complication.)

4

Your or your significant other is cheating! Choose
which of you is the cheater.

4

Lover was enslaved or outlawed. (A good reason to
take an Enemy, Compulsion or Psychological
Complication.)

5

You fell in love and got married!

5

Lover went insane. (A good reason to take an Enemy,
Compulsion or Psychological Complication.)

6

Your marriage was arranged by your parents.
6

Lover committed suicide. (A good reason to take an
Enemy, Compulsion or Psychological Complication.)

Your Current Situation.
Roll 2D6. The parentheses contain suggested starting character packages.

Your Current Outlook.
Roll 1D6.
2

You are a criminal. (Bandit)

3

You are in the military. (Ceorl, Dwarf Warrior, Pict Warrior, Saxon Light Horseman, Scout, Spearman, Thegn)

4

You are associated with your ruler’s court in some capacity. (Bard, Poet, Druid or Priestess, British Horse Noble,
Saxon Rune Priest or Priestess, Saxon Rune Master, Ealdorman, Christian Priest)

5-7 You have a mundane job. (Commoner Hero, Farmer, Fisher, Herder, Missionary, Scout, Wilderness Runner)
8

You are involved in trade, hold land and possibly slaves, and are wealthy. (Trader, British Horse Noble, Ealdorman)

9

You are a mercenary. (Spearman, Scout, Wilderness Runner, Dragonslayer)

10

You are a craftsman. (Crafter)

11

You are a member of the clergy. (Bard, Poet, Druid or Priestess, Missionary, Priest, Monk, Rune Priest or Priestess,
Rune Master)

12

Military commander. You Command a unit and enforce law in your area in the name of your king or queen. (British
Horse Noble, King, Ealdorman)

1

You hate your life and feel you can’t change it.

2

Your life is crazy and out of control.

3

You crave adventure and excitement.

4

You crave more romance and passion.

5

You crave wealth and power.

6

Life is good!
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HERO CREATION
Creating characters in Dawn of Legends is a process with many different possibilities available to a player. This section
describes a number of different packages that may be taken by a player when creating his new character.

Racial Packages
A character may choose from a number of racial packages. Some packages cost a few option points to take, others are free
and some even give the character points. Note that the maximum points for complications will include points gained from
packages. Normally the maximum points in any characteristic a character can have in a Dawn of Legends game is 7. Racial
packages modify this. Look at the Characteristic Maxima for the particular racial type you are using.
For your reference, here is a list of abbreviations that will be used in describing the racial packages below:
Stat Abbreviation
Intelligence

INT

Willpower

WIL

Presence

PRE

Technique

TEC

Reflex

REF

Dexterity

DEX

Constitution

CON

Strength

STR

Body

BOD

Move

MOV

Human Packages
All human racial packages cost zero points. However, depending on the type of human you wish to play, you may have
different Characteristic Maxima. This is the total number of points you may spend on any particular characteristic.
Characteristic Maxima
Type
British

INT WIL PRE TEC REF DEX CON STR BOD MOV Cost
8

7

8

8

8

8

9

8

8

8

0

8

8

7

8

8

9

8

0

+ Native Language: British (Everyman)
Saxon, Angle, or Jute

8

8

8

+ Native Language: Saxon -or- English
Pict

7

7

8

8

8

8

9

9

8

8

0

9

8

8

8

8

8

7

8

8

0

+ Native Language: Pictish
Irish

8

+ Native Language: Gaelic

Non-Human Packages
At the GM’s discretion the following races may be available for you to play in a Dawn of Legends campaign. Note that any
Complications listed with the race should be noted in the Complications box on the character sheet, and counts toward the
maximum number of Complications allowed.
Characteristic Maxima
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Type

INT

WIL

PRE

TEC

REF

DEX

CON

STR

BOD

MOV

Cost

Dwarf

8

8

8

8

8

7

9

9

9

7

+3

+1 CON, STR and BOD. -1 DEX, MOV. +8 Stun Defense - only vs. heat and cold (10), Cat’s Eyes (3), Distinctive Features short burly humanoid (-10). Total Cost: 18 OPs + one Complication.
Forest Goblin

8

8

6

8

8

9

9

8

8

8

-3

+1 DEX and CON. -2 PRE. Direction Sense (3), Infravision - allows the character to “see” heat sources in the dark (5),
Native Language: Goblin (0), Language - British (2), Distinctive Features - You have mottled greenish skin that is easily
recognized anywhere and usually gets a very bad reaction (-15). Total Cost: 10 OPs + one Complication.
Half Fey

9

10

9

9

8

9

9

9

8

9

+15

+1 INT, PRE, DEX. +2 WILL. This package requires GM approval. Lightsleeper (3), Longevity or Rapid Healing (3),
Magically Gifted or Animal Empathy (3), Beautiful/Handsome (3), Immune to 2 poisons or disease groups -or- +6 Stun
Defense only against Heat and Cold (6), Cat’s Eyes (3). Requires -10 points of Geasa devised between the player and GM.
Total Cost: 36 OPs (46 OPs -10 points of Geasa).
Note - Half Fey, or Fey for short generally take profession packages similar to the culture they are closest to, or in which
they live.
Half Giant

6

6

8

6

7

7

11

11

11

9

0

+3 STR, CON, BOD. +1 MOV. -2 INT, WILL, TECH. -1 REF, DEX. Acute Sense(Smell)(3), Native Language - British (0),
Distinctive Features - Large Size and Weight at x1.5 size of normal human (this will cause armor prices to triple for this
character) (-10). Total Cost: 12 OPs + one Complication.

Profession Packages
In addition to one racial package, a character may also choose a professional package. A character can have more than one
profession in his or her lifetime, but the character may apply only one of the package bonuses. You must pay for all additional
skills at the normal cost. In the Skills section of each package, there is a number in parentheses for each skill. This is the
actual cost of the Option. Note that any Complications listed with the package should be noted in the Complications box on
the character sheet, and counts toward the maximum number of Complications allowed. Complications that might come with
the package do not affect the Total Cost listed there, but they do give you a higher Package Bonus, which is already figured in
each package. The total cost is rated in Option Points and is abbreviated OPs.

Anglo-Saxon Ceorl (Pronounced KURL, Saxons only)
Skills: Profession (defined at character creation): (3), Spear (2), Melee Evade 3 (1), Armorer (1), Weapon smithing (1).
A Ceorl is a free man fighter but normally has a 15 point Duty to his Thegn (pronounced THANE with a soft “th” sound as in
“through”). However, adventurer Ceorls have either been sent on a mission by his Thegn or his Thegn is dead. Therefore,
taking the Duty is optional. Discuss this option with your GM to determine if it should be used.
Package Bonus: -3
Total Cost: 5 (with a Duty) OPs

Bandit (any race)
Skills: Concealment (2), Streetwise (2), Local Expert - Home city 4 (2), Professional - Outlaw (2), Clubs (3), Bribery or
Shadowing or Tracking or Interrogation (3)
Package Bonus: -1
Total Cost: 13 OPs
Bard* (Irish, Pict, British, or Fey)
Skills: Expert - Religion, druidic (3), Any 1 weapon skill (1), Oratory (1), Expert - Bardic Lore 3 (3), Expert - Poetry (1), History
(1), Performance (1), Singing (1), Musician - Harp (1), Membership 2 (2). Sense of Duty (-10).
Package Bonus: -4
Total Cost: 11 OPs

Poet* (Bard package plus:)
Skills: Expert - Poetry +2 (2), History +2 (2), Expert - Druidic Lore 3 (3), Education 3 (3), Teaching 3 (1), First Aid 3 (3),
Membership +2 (2).
Total Cost: +16 OPs
Druid/Priestess* (Poet package plus:)
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Skills: Expert - Astrology 3 (3), Expert - Wilderness Lore 3 (3), Expert - Riddles 3 (3), Profession - Druid 5 (5), Expert - Celtic
Law 3 (3), Membership +2 (2). Always looking for new knowledge (-10)
Total Cost: +19 OPs
*Bards, Poets, Druids, and Priestesses may have any amount of magical training, but it is not necessary to know spells in
order to take these profession packages. Magic is generally regarded as merely incidental in the quest for knowledge and not
everyone has the talent to cast spells. You may wish to set aside some points for Magically Gifted, magic skills and spells but
this is purely your option.
Also note that the Poet builds from the Bard package and the Druid/Priestess package builds yet further on the Poet package.
This means you must have purchased the Bard package in order to also purchase the Poet package. You need the Bard and
Poet packages in order to purchase the Druid/Priestess package.

British Horse Noble (British or Fey only)
Skills: Profession: Warrior (3), Lance or Spear (2), Tactics (1), Melee Evade 3 (1), Leadership (1), Riding (2), Expert - family
genealogy (1), Swords (1), Wealth (6), Status (6), Sense of Duty to fellow Britons (-10).
Note that if the character fails in his duty to aid his fellow Britons, it is most likely that the populace will remember it and the
bards spread the word of the failure resulting in a bad reputation. If the wealth represents a sizable yearly income, the GM
may require some responsibilities of the character with respect to the wealth. It may be land the character needs to tend to or
perhaps a trade of some sort.
Package Bonus: -3
Total Cost: 10 OPs
Commoner Hero (Any)
Skills: Small Blades (2), Choose one of [Staves, Spears, Clubs, or Slings] (3), Contacts -- Locals (6), Choose a few skills from
the Fisher, Farmer, Trader, Herder, or Crafter packages with up to six points (6)
Package Bonus: -2
Total Cost: 15 OPs
Crafter (Any)
Skills: Trading (2), Choose one of the following [Blacksmight, Armorer, Weaponsmith, Fletcher, Expert -- brewer, Expert -Herbalist, Expert -- Leatherworker, Expert -- Potter, Expert -- Weaver, Expert -- Mason] (3), Choose a secondary skill from
aforementioned list (2), Professional - [type] (3)
Package Bonus: -1
Total Cost: 9 OPs

Dragonslayer (any race)
Skills: Cryptography (3), Stealth (3), Expert - Dragon Lore (3), Swords (3), Evade (3), Combat Sense +1 (3), Obsessed (-10)
This type of character is obsessed with hunting the most powerful and dangerous of creatures, the dragon. Most folk consider
these fellows to be a bit out of their gord, however it is often a way to achieve a great deal of glory -- if the character is
successful.
Package Bonus: -4
Total Cost: 17 OPs

Dwarf Culture Package (Dwarves only)
Skills: Tactics (1), Armorer or Blacksmith or Weaponsmith (3), Local Expert - Mountain Stronhold 3 (1), Expert - Mining (2),
Language - Dwarven 4 (0), Axes or Hammers (2), Language - Saxon or Celtic tongue (2), Stubborn (-10)
Package Bonus: -3
Total Cost: 8 OPs
Dwarf Warrior (Dwarves only)
Skills: Weaponsmith (3), Axes or Hammers or Crossbows (3), Throwing (2), Melee Evade 3 (1).
Package Bonus: -1
Total Cost: 8 OPs
Ealdorman (Angle, Saxon, or Jute)
Skills: Professional - Warrior (3), Spear (3), Axe or Sword (3), Throwing (2), Melee Evade 3(1), Leadership (2), Expert - Saxon
Law (1), Wealth (6), Status (6), Authority (7), Sense of Duty to the King (-5)
Ealdormen make up the highest tier of Anglo-Saxon nobility. This group is made of the sons of saxon kings and the kings’
closest friends and allies. They make up the personal guard of the kings, and often lead warbands or armies of their own.
Package Bonus: -4
Total Cost: 30 OPs
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Farmer (Any)
Skills: First Aid (1), Professional -- Farmer (3), Animal handler (2), Expert -- Animal Lore (2), Expert -- Plant Lore (2), Hand to
Hand (2), Spear (1)
Package Bonus: -1
Total Cost: 12 OPs
Fisher (Any)
Skills: Navigation (2), Seamanship (3), Expert - Animal Lore (2), Perception 4 (2), Spear (2), Small blades (1)
Package Bonus: -1
Total Cost : 11 OPs
Herder (Any)
Skills: First Aid (1), Animal Handler (3), Expert -- Animal Lore (2), Expert -- Plant Lore (3), Staves (2), Small Blades (2)
Package Bonus: -1
Total Cost: 12 OPs

Missionary (any human race)
Skills: Profession: Priest (3), Expert - Religion (2), Oratory (1), Persuasion 3 (1), Conversation (1), Language: Latin (1), Clubs
(1), Melee Evade 3 (1), Must Evangelize - F,S,Major (-10)
Package Bonus: -3
Total Cost: 8 OPs
Pict Warrior (Picts or Fey only)
Skills: Spear (3), Melee Evade 3 (1), Survival (1), Fast Runner: +2 Running, +3 Sprint 5 (5), Local Expert - Favorite area to
raid (1), Expert - Pict leadership (1), Tactics (1), Outsider -5 (- 5).
The Picts are ferocious tribesmen of the north who often harry the northern kingdoms of both the British and the Saxons. Their
lifestyle in the highlands is different enough from the lifestyles of the cultures to the south to make them feel quite out of place
when adventuring there.
Package Bonus: -1
Total Cost: 12 OPs

Priest or Monk (Christian; Celtic or Catholic, any human race)
Skills: Expert - Religion (2), Profession - Priest (3), Persuasion 3 (1), Conversation (1), First Aid (1), Local Expert - People 3
(1), Second Profession - (choose farmer, herder, smith, etc.) (1), Membership 2 (2). Sense of Duty to “flock” (-10)
When purchasing this package, the player might consider purchasing extra Membership depending on how important he
wants his character to be within the church. An influential bishop might have membership 6 and the archbishop might have an
8.
Package Bonus: -3
Total Cost: 9 OPs

Prince or Princess (British, Half-Fey, Half-Giant)
Skills: Profession - Warrior (3), Weapon of Choice (3), Tactics (2), Melee Evade 3(1), Leadership (2), Riding (2), Expert Geneaology (1), Secondary Weapon (2), Wealth 6, Authority 7, Status 6, Sense of Duty to King and Kingdom (-10)
The Princes of Britain tend to make up an important and powerful group. These are the great warriors, sons and daughters of
the most powerful and historied nobles. It is this group which must decide the future -- decide who will become King or Queen
when the old one dies. They lead the armies and fight battles together like brothers and sisters. But in the end, there can be
only one King and one Queen...
Package Bonus: -5
Total Cost: 35 OPs

Ruler (Any. British Kings may not have any Physiological Complications)
Skills: Weapon of Choice (3), Melee Evade 3(1), Riding (2), Hunting (2), Leadership (2), Politics (2), Tactics (2), Expert Geneaology (1), Secondary Weapon (2), Authority (9), Status (9), Expert - British Law (1), Wealth & Kingdom Wealth is
dependent upon the kingdom, and OP cost for this is balanced by the extra responsibilities required to maintain it.
Note that it is not required to take this package in order to be a ruler. The only real requirement is that you must purchase
Authority at level 9 and Status at level 9. This package reflects some basic things most warrior kings and queens should
know.
Package Bonus: -3
Total Cost: 33 OPs
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Saxon Light Horseman (Saxon or Fey)
Skills: Riding (2), Survival (2), Tactics (3), Hand to Hand 3 (1), Spears (3), Swords (3), Melee Evade 3 (1), Wealth 2 (2)
Package Bonus: -2
Total Cost: 15 OPs
Saxon Rune Priest/Priestess* (Any Saxon)
Skills: Expert - Religion (2), First Aid (2), Professional - Priest (2), Persuasion 3(1), Oratory (3), Riding or Survival (3), Expert Saxon Runes (3), Membership 2 (2), Reputation - Powerful and Fearsome (-10)
Package Bonus: -4
Total Cost: 14 OPs
Saxon Rune Master* (Rune Priest package plus)
Skills: Magically Gifted (3), Runes magic skill (5), Membership +4 (4)
Total Cost: 12 OPs
Like the Bard/Poet/Druid package series, it is not necessary that the priests of Rune Lore be capable of casting magic. If they
are, however, they often rapidly move through the ranks to become a Rune Master capable of casting spells and gaining
much training. The character might have any number of additional magical skills and points in spells

Scout (Any)
Skills: Slings or Archery (3), Tracking (3), Survival (2), Hunting (2), Shadowing (1), Ranged Evade (2)
Talents: Direction Sense (3)
Package Bonus: -2
Total Cost: 14 OPs
Spearman (Mercenary, any race)
Skills: Spear (3), Throwing (1), Melee Evade 3 (1), Tactics (1), Gaming (1), Hand to Hand 3 (1).
A Spearman is a mercenary package available to any Celtic nationality (Irish, Pict or Briton). A Spearman typically enlists in
armies paid for by wealthy Celt or Saxon princes in hopes of finding glory. Every great hero had to start somewhere and a
Spearman often works in several different armies in his lifetime!
Package Bonus: -1
Total Cost: 7 OPs

Thegn (pronounced THANE, Saxons or Fey)
Skills: Profession: Warrior (3), Spear (2), Axe (2), Throwing (2) , Melee Evade 3 (1), Leadership (1), Expert - Saxon Law (1),
Wealth (4), Status (4), Sense of Duty to Eolderman (-5)
The Thegn package is available only to players of Jute, Angle or Saxon characters. This type of character comprises the elite
warriors and personal bodyguards of Saxon lords.
Package Bonus: -4
Total Cost: 18 OPs

Trader (Any)
Skills: Conversation (2), Oratory (1), Language -- choose (2), Trading (3), Persuasion (3), Hand to Hand (1), Small blades (2)
Package Bonus: -1
Total Cost: 12 OPs

Wilderness Runner (any race)
Skills: Expert - Wilderness Lore (3), Spears (2), Slings (2), Survival (1), Tracking (1), Stealth (1), Melee Evade 3 (1), Local
Expert - Home Area 3 (1), Outsider (-5)
Package Bonus: -2
Total Cost: 10 OPs
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NAMES AND
PRONUNCIATION
Naming Your Character
If you wish to really get into the spirit of Dawn of Legends you may wish to use an authentic or authentic-sounding name for
your character. Feel free to combine parts of names to create something new. Also, you might consider looking up old
Anglo-Saxon or Celtic names in baby books and royal genealogies. The following are some names for you to consider:

Brythonic Pronunciation
Accent usually falls on the next-to-last
syllable (the penultimate syllable) in the
word.
Consonants
b - as in boy
c - as in cat, never ice
ch - as in German Bach, but lighter
d - as in dog
dd - like th in they, not three
f - v sound like in vat (English of, for ex.)
ff - soft like in fine
g - as in go, never germ
h - as in hello
l - as in lost
ll - unique. Aspirated l. Kind of like in
antler. Only more aspiration.
m - as in mother
ng - as in sling, never danger
p - as in pain
ph - as in phone, only when in start of
word.
r - lightly trilled
rh - aspirated like in perhaps
s - as in sit, never these
si - pronounced like sh in English
t - as in top
th - as in think
w - as in wood
Vowels
a - short as the ‘o’ in pot, long as in
father
ae, ai, au - as in aisle
e - short as in end, long as in tale
ei, eu, ey - as in pie
ew - as in stew
i - short as in pit, long as in seat
iw - as in yew
o - short as in hot, long as in hoe
oe, oi, ou - as in boil
u - short as in lint, long as in need
w - as in doom
y - short as in sit, long as in peat

Male British Names
(meaning):
Aeddan
Aelhaern
Aeron
Afan
Afloeg
Aidan
Arawn
Arthen (bear and river god)
Arthfael
Arthur (stone bear)
Bledri (wolf ruler)
Brychan
Brynach
Cadell
Cadfell (battle prince)
Cadmael
Cadwaladr (battle ruler)
Carannog
Cynfael (chief prince)
Dulais (black ditch)
Elaeth
Elystan (noble stone)
Eryl
Ffagan
Gawain
Gildas
Hwmffre
Idris
Idwal (lord)
Iowerth (Edward)
Llew (lion)
Maelgwn (defender, prince of battle)
Marchudd (horse lord)
Maredudd (great lord)
Medrod (one’s own host)
Merfyn
Myrddin (Merlin)
Prydderch
Rhodri
Rhys
Seiriol
Taliesin (radiant brow)
Teilo

Female British Names
(meaning):
Adwen
Aelwen (white brow)
Aeres (heiress)
Aeron
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Elain
Elen
Enid
Erin (Ireland)
Eryl
Fflur (flowers)
Gwen (white, holy)
Gwenhwyfar (Guinivere)
Hafwen (fair summer)
Iola
Lydia
Lynwen (white vale)
Mai (May)
Mali (Molly)
Manon (great beauty)
Melangell
Morwen (white maid)
Nia
Rhianedd
Sanant
Tegan
Undeg (fair one)

Male Saxon Names:
Ælle
Ælfwine
Aldwulf
Alric
Berwald
Ceolwulf
Eadbert
Eafa
Egbert
Egfrid
Hengist
Horsa
Octa
Offa
Osric
Oswald
Oswy
Oswyn
Peada
Penda
Redwald
Sighard
Wuff
Wulfhere

Female Saxon Names:
Acha
Ælffled

Aeronwen
Aeronwy
Ariannell
Arwen (fair and fine)
Blodyn (flower)
Branwen (white raven)
Bronwen (white breat)
Briallen (primrose)
Bronwen (white breast)
Cadi
Cari
Cati
Catrin
Ceindeg (beautiful)
Ceridwen
Del (pretty)
Eigra
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Ælfwyn
Ædelberga
Tata
Ædeldreda
Ædelhild
Breguswid
Coenberg
Cyenburg
Cynwise
Eabæ
Eanfled
Earcongota
Edyd
Hilda
Hereswid
Osdryd
Tortgyd
Sexburg

ENVIRONMENT
Spears and swords aren’t the only things that can hurt you. The world is full of potential dangers; essentially, anything that
might harm you that is not a result of combat is touched on here.

Cumulative Environmental Effects
This includes things like poison/drugs, burns & asphyxiation. These are quite well covered in other Fuzion™ products so there
is no need to repeat them here.
Diseases in Dawn of Legends are identified as having five different categories. If you would like to add a little extra realism,
you can describe various diseases by describing them by their symptoms. You can use the following as a guide:

Disease

Effect

Fevers

Includes flu-like symptoms, aches, and pains.

Gripes

Describes sickness of the stomach: pain, other flue, diarrhea, etc.

Fits

Convulsions, seizures, and the like which may result in unconciousness.

Consumptions Diseases of the lungs.
Murrains

External leasions, spots, sores, etc.

Fuzion is a trademark of Fuzion Labs and is used here without express permission.
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Magic
Celtic Spells
Rune Spells
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MAGIC
The Magic of Dawn of Legends
Magic is handled in a separate plugin in Dawn of Legends as it’s inclusion in your game is entirely optional. If you intend to
run a more “realistic” Dawn of Legends game, then the people of Britain probably maintain a strong belief in magic, but it may
only exist in the invisible world. It can be used to explain natural occurrences, coincidence and other such phenomena, but
does not exist in a tangible sense. Or, you can decide that the power of the Druids, gods, and fey creatures is very real and,
from time to time, the paths of powerful weilders of magic cross into the lives of ordinary folk.

Who Uses Magic?
Practitioners of magic include the men and women who make up the Druid classes, including poets, bards, and full Druids. In
addition, heros sometimes inherit magic and magical abilities through the intervention of the gods, Fairies or other fey
creatures. Dark Saxon cults are rumored to be headed by powerful sorcerors. Characters of these backgrounds could easily
be gifted with the ability and skills of magic. A human character who wishes to become a spell caster of some sort needs to
purchase the Magically Gifted Talent While it is possible for a character to become a Druid, bard, poet, or priest without being
magically gifted, this kind of characcter will never learn to cast magic. Other characters might have an innate magical ability or
power.

Casting Spells
The spells that are cast and the factors influence their casting are similar—whatever the caster’s background. Knowledge of
spells is purchased with option points and can be increased later with experience. All spells utilize ability in one to three
knowledges for the actual casting. All spells have a Level, Area in m/yds, a Range, a damage or Effect amount, a Duration, a
Difficulty Value, an Endurance cost, and a specified amount of Time required to cast the spell. Casting a spell successfully
has several requirements.
First, the character must spend the amount of time indicated in the spell description. A druid, poet or bard may modify this by
increasing the Difficulty Value by +4 for each step up the Time Table. Likewise, each step down the chart lowers the Difficulty
Value by -4. Example: Mark the Mage wishes to cast a spell which normally takes 5 minutes to cast in only 5 turns (one
minute). This is one step up the Time Table, so it adds +4 to the Difficulty Value of the Spell. Saxon priests using Rune Magic
may not modify the Time required for the spell in any way.
Second, the character must have all the skills listed as required by the spell. Only by understanding the universe will the mage
understand what to call upon and why. This will allow the spell caster to guide the magics to the ends he wishes to achieve.
Spells are cast using the character’s lowest required skill listed—not the level of knowledge in the spell itself. Thus, if a
character had a skill of 9 in Ash and a skill of 4 in Silver Fir and he was attempting a Healing Spell which requires both Ash
and Silver Fir knowledges, the character would use the skill of 4 when attempting the roll to cast the spell.
Third, the character must have points in the spell. An understanding of the task at hand is necessary for the successful
completion of a magical spell. The higher the level of knowledge in the spell, the more powerful a spell can be cast. Most
spells have a minimum level required before the spell can be cast. These can be learned and improved just like skills, and at
the same costs as skills, but have no associated characteristic, since rolls are never made against them.
The spell caster must comply with any other strictures regarding his spell casting. For druids, this means they must be able to
speak their arcane poems. Bards are very similar, and perform their magic in song. For Saxon rune priests, the spells must be
inscribed upon an item, and triggered (some general examples: when weapon strikes a foe, someone steps over or onto the
rune, the rune is read, the rune-inscribed item is aimed at a foe, or the priest touches the rune in some way.)

Aids to Spell Casting

Critical Spell Failure Results:
Certain situations or items may help the spell caster to cast his spells. However, the
modifiers are not cumulative. The character should receive the best bonus he is entitled • Takes x2 END Cost
to. Here is a suggested list of modifiers that can aid bards and druids in their spell
casting:
Roll 1d6 to determine the extra
effect:
● Using a Druid’s Staff +2
●

Wearing no armor +2

●

Using an appropriate, non-required item (mistletoe for healing, holly when
enchanting a weapon). +4

●

In a sacred place (oak grove, ancient forest, near sacred springs, etc.) +4

Example: Pwyll the Bard wishes to cast a powerful healing spell to save his dying friend.
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1-3 Loose the Magically Gifted
Talent for 1 Day.
4-5 STUN drops instantly to zero,
if not already there.
6

Spell destroys item (for
enchantments).

Pwyll has his friend transported to a nearby oak grove (+4). Pwyll also carries a special
druid staff (+2) to aid him in his spell casting. However, Pwyll can not receive both modifiers to his roll and must be satisified
with the +4 to his roll for being in the oak grove.

Endurance
If the roll to cast the spell is successful, no further cost is incurred. If the roll to cast the spell is failed the spell may still work,
but the character must spend the amount of END listed in the spell requirements. Spells which target versus an opponent’s
DV still work, but they miss (possibly hitting something else).
While great magics utilize the forces of nature and the gods to power them, often, the caster is called upon to make some
sacrifice himself. Thus, the character’s own energy is taxed. If the character does not have enough END to power the spell, it
is taken from his HITS. It is possible for a character to actually loose his life for a powerful spell. If the character fails the roll by
10 or more points, it is considered a critical failure and the character must pay the END cost and the spell does not work. In
addition, an unpleasant side effect could occur at the GM’s discretion. For instance, the spell could have the inverse effect or
a suprising effect, illustrating either the displeasure or capriciousness of the gods. Likewise, if a character succeeds by 10 or
more points, it is considered a critical success and the spell will have the maximum effect. Thus a 5D6 Healing spell will heal
30 Hits without needing to roll.

Cooperative Spell Casting
Some spells are extremely complex and the cost of Endurance could be so high that it could seriously threaten the caster’s
health. In cases where a spell caster feels she either hasn’t the skill, time or Endurance to safely cast a spell she might call
upon comrades to aid her. All that is required is that those who wish to participate in the casting have all the required skills
and the Magically Gifted Talent. They do not necessarily need to have points in the spell to be cast. One of the characters is
then selected as the lead caster. When the spell is cast, the attribute of the lead caster will be used. Next, total all the casting
characters’ skills (leave out their Intelligence Characteristic since we’ll only be using the lead character’s Intelligence). Use the
skill with the lowest total number of points and add that to the lead character’s Intelligence. This is the final Cooperative Total.
Roll the dice and decide success or failure as you would for any spell. Any Endurace cost can then be divided amongst the
casters, thereby reducing the odds someone will get blown to pieces casting the spell.
Example: Menna, a druid Priestess, wishes to cast a Eyes of the Dragon which she will use to monitor goings-on in her forest.
In particular, she wants to know who comes and goes within her sacred oak grove in the heart of the forest. This powerful and
useful spell has a Difficulty of 42 and END of 128. Menna has an Intelligence of 7 and 6 points in both the required skills -Hazel and Silver Fir in this case. This gives her an Action Value of 13 plus 3D6 . Obviously it would be pretty difficult to avoid
a critical failure with this amount. Menna’s player decides she doesn’t have months or years to prepare for the spell (spending
extra time will give +4 per extra level of time spent on the Time Chart) and so decides to call together the other 6 druids of the
forest. Fortunately, they all have both required skills for this spell. The druids have the following points in the Hazel skill: 1 + 3
+ 3 + 4 + 2 + 5 = 18 total points. They also have 1 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 4 + 4 = 17 total points in the Silver Fir. Adding Menna’s points
gives a final total of 24 in Hazel and 23 in Silver Fir. The group must use the Silver Fir skill. They choose Menna as the lead
caster, so the final Action Value is 23 + 7 (Menna’s Intelligence score) = 30 + 3D6. Now they will likely succeed in the spell
and split any END cost 7 ways!

Further Note on Bards, Poets and Druids
Bards, poets and druids (or druid priestesses) essentially follow the same path and therefore use the same skills. Druids tend
to have far greater knowledge, spells, and status than bards. However, it is not too unusual for a bard to become very
powerful and famous without ascending to the status of a full druid. As a guideline, bards usually learn only spells which
require one skill—at least starting out. An adventuring bard can find druids and other bards willing to teach the adventurer new
spells and skills in exchange for stories and knowledge.

Skills for Spells
As noted above, a spell caster needs to know specialized skills in order to cast spell. This special knowledge allows the spell
caster the fine control he needs in order to guide the flows of magic granted to him by nature, the gods, or what ever other
power supports him. The skills below should be considered categories of expertise. Thus they fall under the Expert macro skill
and use a character’s Intelligence characteristic.
Alder This skill teaches one what measures to take in order to protect the spirit. Proper employment of this skill with a spell
often protects a benificiary from spiritual attack.
Ash This powerful skill disciplines one’s mind and aids in unlocking hidden knowledge.
Birch This skill teaches the arts of cleansing and is usefully employed against poisons and disease.
Blackthorn A powerful and dangerous skill that is not often taught to novices, Blackthorn can be used to inflict powerful
curses and is often associated with magics the christians might refer to as Witchcraft (using the thorns to pierce waxen
images). However, Blackthorn knowledge can also be used in building a shillelagh or cudgel.
Elder This knowledge teaches regeneration in spirit, mind and body. This spell is useful in specific healing spells.
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Grove To the druids, a grove is a sacred place. The Knowledge of Grove teaches the wisdom of the past, present and future
particularly when used in conjuction with the special knowledge of Oak. The grove is traditionally a place of law and
judgement in the Celtic cultures.
Hawthorne This skill is useful in rituals of cleansing, and protection from Fairie magics.
Heather/Mistletoe This is a knowledge which combines the power ful uses of Heather and Mistletoe which can be used in
building a gateway to the Otherworld. Additionally, it is believed that when mistletoe can be found on an oak tree, druids will
gather it as a symbol of fertile life essence and can use it in their most powerful healing rites.
Hazel Hazel bestows powers of intiuition and divination, especially water based divination. Hazel is often the knowledged
used to teach the most basic forms of shapeshifting. Using the Hazel knowledge in conjuction with a spell enables the caster
to triangulate and measure Ley Lines, also called ‘dodmen’.
Holly When considering enchantment of weapons, Holly is best utilized. Note that holly branches are often used in spear
shafts.
Honeysuckle This is the knowledge to use when a spell is needed to hide something or reveal what is hidden.
Ivy Knowledge of ivy will allow one the potential power to see beyond the everyday world. This is useful when trying to view
the Otherworld or its peoples.
Oak Physical protection is what oak symbolizes. Oak knowledge also provides the doorway to inner spirituality, and possibly
even the Otherworld! An aged oak tree is the preferred place bards and druids of all stripes will teach.
Reed This knowledge teaches direction and purpose.
Sea This ancient knowledge not only represents travel, but the sacred water itself.
Silver Fir Long sight and clear vision are promoted by this knowledge. This knowledge can be used in understanding and
forseeing the future. It also provides strengthening and healing talents.
Spindle This is a specialized knowledge which trains the mind. A spell in conjuction with Spindle often results in increased
mental capacity for the recipient.
Vine Grapes are usually most closely associated with this knowledge. This knowledge is useful to gain powers of prophecy,
and to open the senses.
White Poplar This magical skill can be used as an aid to ensure reincarnation, and as a preventative against illness. This tree
is the traditional source for the shield-makers’ wood.
Willow Willow teaches the power of night visions. In this case, it is a female-oriented knowledge that teaches the learner how
to use dreams to gain visions. Willow is also used as an aid in female fertility. Finally, the powerful knowledge of the Willow
shows how to protect an individual from damp diseases (i.e. colds, flus, etc.).
Yew Yew is also used in rebirth and reincarnation. Rebirth can be symbolic, and could represent a kind of initiation. The
knowledge of Yew is useful in gaining insight to the past.

Saxon Magic
The priests and priestesses of the Angles, Saxons and Jutes are called Rune Priests in Dawn of Legends to denote their
particular brand of spell casting. These priests and priestesses have gained the power of Rune Magic by the personal trials
and sacrifices of their gods. Henceforth, the term “priest” will be used to refer to both priests and priestesses. All Saxon spells
require at least two skills, one of which is always the knowledge called Runes. This knowledge provides the foundation for all
Rune Priest magic.
The Nature of Rune Magic
This type of magic differs from the Celtic type of magic in that it’s power must first be contained within a rune before it’s effect
can be unleashed. This generally means that the Rune Priests must spend more time in casting their magic, but all their spells
remain locked until needed. Thus, a Rune Priest that has had plenty of time to prepare can be very dangerous, since he might
have any number of rune spells at his disposal. However, these spells are somewhat limited in what they can do since there
must be some specific triggering effect as described in each spell description. Casting rune spells can also be expensive.
These spells often require the expenditure of some materials each time they are cast, even if they are cast unsuccessfully.
Playing Rune Priests
Rune Priests can be extremely dangerous individuals since they can cast a spell and save it for later. This is done as per the
normal spell casting rules. For spells that target some one person or some area, the spell is cast ahead of time as per the
normal spell casting rules. The priest need only make another skill roll when the spell is triggered if the spell works against a
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target like a weapon. However, if the skill roll to strike the target is badly missed or even amazingly well made, no Endurance
is paid and no critical success or failure is possible since this was already checked when the spell was originally cast.
Rune spells take up space, even if made as small as possible. Use the following chart as a guide:
Item

# of Rune Spells

Wand

5

Staff

15

Scroll

1

Amulet

2

Rings

1

Person

5

Finely Made

+1

Uses expensive materials

+1

Uses exotic materials

+5

Feoh This is the rune of good fortune and luck.
Ur This represents strength and health.
Thorn This rune represents the element of chaos and conflict.
Rad Rune knowledge of wisdom and secrecy, power and revenge. It also teaches healing.
Cen This is the rune of knowledge itself, as well as hereditary knowledge.
Gyfu The wisdom of boundaries and agreement.
Wyn The power of blessing and knowledge of controlling will. This is also a symbol of fertility.
Haegl This is drastic change and disruptive forces.
Nyd This rune and knowledge teaches how to read the future, ensure victory, and provide defense.
Isa This is the knowledge of defense to delay and bring things to a standstill.
Jera The rune of gestation and change. It teaches of cycles and time.
Eoh The power of dynamic forces, hunting and evolution.
Peorth The skill of making secrets and revealing them.
Algiz The rune of protection and shielding. Useful to apply to warriors’ shields.
Sol The mystic skill of healing, strength and good luck.
Tyr The attributes of justice, dedication and bravery.
Beorc Women’s mysteries and of birth.
Eh A knowledge which empowers shapeshifting and telepathy.
Man Of communication.
Lagus A knowledge of hidden secret forces. It is a power of hidden influences and motion.
Ingus Knowledge of astral and fertility powers.
Odal Knowledge of the power of invocation and of groups.
Dag The mystic knowledges of invisibility and the Otherworld. Can also be used in devising catalysts.
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CELTIC SPELLS
First Level Spells
Bless Druid Staff
Level: 1
Area: 1 Staff
Range: Touch
Effect: Sanctify one staff
Duration: Permanent
DV: 14
END: 8
Time: 20 minutes
Skills: Blackthorn
This is the spell a druid or bard needs in order sanctify a staff so that it can be used to aid in spell casting. The spell consists
mostly of drawing or carving symbols into the wood and otherwise personalizing the item.
Enchanted Growth
Level: 1+
Area: 1 Person
Range: Touch
Effect: Target increases in size
Duration: 1 minute/5 turns
DV: 18
END: 4/level in the spell
Time: 1 round
Skills: Oak
This useful spell temporarily grants size and power to the subject targetted by the caster (the caster may also cast this spell
on himself, like any spell). For every level the caster has in this spell the target’s height increases by 10%. For every 2 levels
the caster has in this spell, the subject’s Strength is increased by +1, Hits by +5 and his Dexterity is reduced by -1. Note that
this could be dangerous in that the bonus Hits disappear when the spell’s duration ends.
Sense Enchantments
Level: 1
Area: 2 yard radius
Range: touch
Effect: INT + 3 roll to sense enchantments
Duration: 1 turn
DV: 14
END: 2
Time: 1 round
Skills: Hazel
This spell gives the caster the ability to perceive enchantments. The skill is INT + 3. The DV is 14 to detect a spell and the DV
is 18 to detect the magical aura of a magic item. This spell can not identify the kind of magic, but only distinguishes between
spells and magic items and whether an enchantment is present or not.
Sense Otherworld
Level: 1
Area: 1 Person
Range: Touch
Effect: Grants the ability to perceive Otherworld
Duration: 5 turns
DV: 14
END: 4
Time: 1
Skills: Ivy
This spell allows the recipient to perceive creatures of the Otherworld normally invisible. It also gives the recipient a chance to
spot an Otherworld Gate. Treat this as an Intelligence based skill at level three (INT + 3). The character makes a roll and adds
it to his base INT + 3 versus a DV of 18 to spot Gates and Fairies.

Second Level Spells
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Earth Entangle
Level: 2+
Area: 2 m/yds radius
Range: 14 m/yds
Effect: 6 KD + 1D6 SDP/Level over 2
Duration: 1 turn
DV: 22
END: 32
Time: 1 round
Skill: Grove
This spell targets an area of 2 m/yds in radius up to 14 m/yds away from the spell caster. Earth Entangle only works in areas
where there is plenty of dirt. Therefore, it will be ineffective in areas of solid rock, in the air, or in the water. The entombing
earth, while not suffocating, is fairly resilient with 6 KD. Victims may use only their Strength in dice to break free of the trap. In
addition, the more power a spell caster has in this spell, the more that earth will pile upon the victim. Therefore, for every level
above 2 that a spell caster knows this spell, an addition 1D6 of SDP is generated. For instance, if the caster knew this spell at
level 6, then it would function with 6 KD of Armor and 5D6 of SDP.
Good Luck Charm
Level: 2
Area: 1 charm
Range: Touch
Effect: +3 Luck, +1 DEX for Defense
Duration: 5 days
DV: 18
END: 8
Time: 20 minutes
Skills: Alder
This spells requires that the caster have access to a coin, rabbit’s foot, feath, or some other object that the recipient of the
spell would consider “lucky”. This luck will remain with the character for five days or until the lucky charm is lost.
Hawk Eyes
Level: 2
Area: Caster
Range: Line of Sight
Effect: +2 Perception/AV vs. Range modifiers
Duration: 1 hour
DV: 18
END: 16
Time: 5 minutes
Skills: Silver Fir
This spell enhances the caster’s eyes to amazing acuity. She can see long distances, with less penalty than normal. This may
help in targeting and basic perception.
Healing
Level: 2+
Area: 1 person
Range: touch
Effect: 3D6 + 1D6 Hits/level above 2
Duration: Permanent
DV: 22
END: 32
Time: 1 turn
Skills: Silver Fir, Ash
This spell allows the Druid to mend the body of the injured. It will heal a number of hits up to the injured character’s
characteristic, but no further. Furthermore, it can only be used once per day on each recipient.
Magical Defense
Level: 2+
Area: 1 person
Range: Touch
Effect: Negate up to level 1 + 1 per level above 2
Duration: 1 turn
DV: 18
END: 8
Time: 1 round
Skills: Rowan, Alder, Oak
This spell defends against incoming spellS or spell effectS. Incoming spells must roll a higher skill total than the total
generated by the caster of the Magical Defense spell or fail. If penetrated, the Defense fails.
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Example: Drustan the Druid, who knows this spell at level 5, casts magical defense and rolls a total of 21. Thus, he pays no
END. In addition, any incoming spells of level 4 or lower must roll higher than his total of 21 to succeed.
Protect from Spirits
Level: 2
Area: 1 Person
Range: 14 yards
Effect: Absorb 3D6 of spirit damage
Duration: 1 turn
DV: 18
END: 4
Time: 1 round
Skills: Alder
This spell can protect against nonphysical attacks of an incorporeal spirit. Depending on the type of attack, the spell blocks
three levels from the attack or 3D6, depending on the kind of attack the spirit is making.

Third Level Spells
Bestow Geas
Level: 3-8
Area: 1 person
Range: 36 m/yds
Effect: Victim gains a permanent geas
Duration: Permanent
DV: 26
END: 32
Time: 5 minutes
Skills: Blackthorn, Grove, Vine
Warning: The GM should NOT award this spell to a Player Character--it is meant to be used only in special situations which
merit it. This spell can deliver a geas (GESH) upon a character, giving him all the disadvantages and advantages inherent
with geasa. At level 3 the caster can bestow a 5 point geas, at level 4 a 10 point geas, at level 5 a 15 point geas, and so on up
to a 30 point geas at level 8.
Blind the Mind
Level: 3
Area: 1 person
Range: Touch
Effect: Invisibility
Duration: 6 hours
DV: 22
END: 16
Time: 1 turn
Skills: Honeysuckle
This useful spell renders the recipient temporarily undetectable to intelligent creatures. Interaction with an intelligent creature
of any sort ends the spell. Note that unlike the fey ability, it does not grant you any ability to see invisible creatures.
Detect Vulnerability
Level: 3
Area: One victim
Range: 36 m/yds
Effect: INT + 3D6 vs. Resistance
Duration: 1 battle
DV: 22
END: 16
Time: 1 round
Skills: Spindle
This useful spell, when successfully cast, gives the spell caster a chance to read his opponent and discover ways to work
around his defenses. The spell caster rolls 3D6 and adds his Intelligence score. If this number is equal to or higher than his
opponent’s Resistance score, then the victim may only apply half his usual defense in Resistance, Armor, Stun Defense, or
any other defense against any spell-based attack by the caster of this spell for the duration of the battle. This spell may only
be cast once per battle on each victim. When figuring the Offensive Rule of X for a caster who knows this spell, add +3.
Enchant Weapon
Level: 3+
Area: 1 item
Range: Touch
Effect: (+1 to Weapon Acc., +2 INIT)/3 levels
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Duration: 1 day
DV: 22
END: 16
Time: 5 minutes
Skills: Holly
This spell allows the caster to enchant any one melee weapon, sling stone or arrow and greatly enhance its damage-inflicting
capability. For every three levels, the user of the weapon gains +1 on his Attack Roll and +2 on his Initiave. Thus, a Druid
knowing this spell at level 7 can give a spear magical enhancements of (+2 WA and +4 INIT) for a total of +1WA and +3 INIT.
In addition, at level 6, the enchantment can now affect insubstantial creatures such as ghosts. At level 9, the spell can cause
the weapon to slice or bash through armor with ease. At this level, treat the weapon as if it were Armor Piercing.
Enhanced Sense Enchantments
Level: 3
Area: 10 yard radius
Range: 14 yards
Effect: Magic Perception + general info
Duration: 1 turn
DV: 22
END: 16
Time: 1 round
Skills: Hazel
This spell works as per the basic Sense Enchantments spell. However, the skill is INT + 5 and the spell caster gets generic
details. For instance, the spell caster may learn that a spell that enhances senses has been cast, but won’t know exactly
which one.
Extinguish Fire
Level: 3
Area: 10m/yd radius
Range: 14 m/yds
Effect: Reduce fire by 5d6
Duration: 1 round
DV: 18
END: 8
Time: 1 round
Skills: Willow
This spell allows the caster to dampen or put out an area on fire up to 10m/yds in radius. Note that if it does not completely
put out the fire, the fire may once again roar out of control.
Maleg’s Disorientation
Level: 3
Area: 1 Person
Range: 36 m/yds
Effect: Reduce Dexterity in victim
Duration: 1 turn
DV: 18
END: 8
Time: 1 round
Skills: Blackthorn
This spells disorients the victim. Note that since this offensive spell is targeting a victim at range, the caster needs to roll high
enough to meet or exceed the target’s Ranged Evade or the spell will miss. After a hit has been determined, roll 5D6 and
compare it with the target’s Resistance. The target suffer’s -1 to his Dexterity Characteristic for every 4 points that was rolled
over his Resistance Derived Characteristic for 1 turn (4 rounds).
Regenerate Body
Level: 3
Area: 1 Person
Range: Touch
Effect: Regenerate limb or organ.
Duration: 3 Days
DV: 18
END: 16
Time: 5 minutes
Skills: Elder, Heather/Mistletoe
Regenerate Body allows the caster to cause the targt of the spell to actually regrow lost limbs or organs. The recipient gains
the ability to recover his REC in Hits every day this spell is in effect. This means that a lost arm or leg which can take up to
half the character’s total hits will be regrown in a couple days at most. Organs must be regrown completely as if regenerating
from zero Hits. Finally, this spell requires the caster to have an ample supply of rare herbs and oils to burn. These cost the
equivalent of 10 gold pieces (200 silver) to purchase the items needed. These items are used up when the spell is cast.
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Fourth Level Spells
Bear Claws
Level: 4
Area: Caster only
Range: self
Effect: gains 3D6 Deadly attack
Duration: until another spell is cast
DV: 14
END: 8
Time: 1 round
Skills: Holly, White Poplar
This highly effective spell reshapes the caster’s hands into sharp claws that can do a minimum of 3D6 of Deadly damage.
Extra damage may done for every point of STR , up to a maximum of 6D6 (for a strength 6 person). The effective minimum
STR for the claws is 0. The caster may use his Hand to Hand Combat skill to hit enemies with the claws. There is only one
drawback: the caster’s damage is less effective against armor. The damage roll is divided into two sets against armored foes.
Roll half the damage dice and subtract for the defender’s armor and then roll the remaining damage dice and subtract for the
defender’s armor again. The remainder is the number of HITS the attack inflicted. To find the collateral Knockout damage,
total the number on both dice and subtract the defender’s armor. This technique is often called Reduced Penetration and is
applied to most attacks by animals with claws.
Example: Maelgwn the Druid successfully cast Bear Claws and attacks a warrior wearing Leather Scale armor (6 KD).
Maelgwn has a 4 STR and so does 4D6 damage when he hits the warrior. Since the warrior has armor, Maelgwn has to roll
damage in two separate rolls. Maelgwn rolls a total of 7 on 2D6 on the first roll so 1 point get past the armore. Maelgwn rolls
10 on the next roll of 2D6 and 4 points get past the warriors armor. Maelgwn then adds the numbers together to find the
Knockout damage (7 + 10 = 17) and then subtracts the warrior’s armor (17 - 6 = 11) to find the total Stun taken.
Gods’ Bolt
Level: 4
Area: 1 person
Range: 36 m/yds
Effect: 7D6 Blast
Duration: 1 round
DV: 22
END: 8
Time: 1 round
Skills: Holly
This spell discharges a bolt of energy very much similar in appearance to an electrical arc. When the spell caster guides it to
its target, the victim is inflicted with 7D6 of Knockout (not Deadly) damage. Hitting the target requires the caster to roll high
enough of his spell casting roll to equal or exceed the victim’s Ranged Evade. Otherwise, the spell works but hits only nearby.
Ironwood Skin
Level: 4
Area: 1 person
Range: Touch
Effect: Stun Defense becomes Armor
Duration: One day
DV: 22
END: 16
Time: 20 minutes
Skills: Oak
This useful spell gives the character Armor equal to the amount of Stun Defense he has. This allows a character to absorb
lethal attacks with only his skin! The spell caster uses special inks and oils to inscribe complex knotwork patterns over the
skin, creating a temporary tatoo effect. Note that this does not add to armor worn, rather the character should use his best
Armor rating against attack. Finally, because the special inks and oils are uncommon, it costs the spell caster 5 gold coins
(100 silver) for each casting of the spell.
Shapeshift to One Animal
Level: 4
Area: Self
Range: —
Effect: Transform into a small animal
Duration: up to 1 hour
DV: 26
END: 32
Time: 1 round
Skills: Hazel
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This spell allows the caster to transform himself into on of the following animal: deer, rabbit, salmon, crow. The type of animal
is selected when the spell is cast. The spell lasts until the caster chooses to shift back, or until one hour is up, whichever
comes first. Other small animals may be chose with the GM’s permission.

Fifth Level Spells
Cure Disease/Poison
Level: 5
Area: 1 Person
Range: Touch
Effect: 9D6 against Disease or Poison
Duration: Permanent
DV: 22
END: 32
Time: 20 minutes
Skills: Birch, Oak
Although this spell is not powerful enough to typically cure the plague, it does do a lot of good against minor and strong
poisons and illnesses. Roll 9D6 and total the points. If it is equal to or greater than the total damage done by the poison or
disease, even if it has not yet applied the full damage to the victim yet, the poison or disease effects are negated. This spell is
all-or-nothing in that it will either cure the ailment totally or not at all.
Fog
Level: 5
Area: 18m/yd radius
Range: 36 m/yds
Effect: Perception - 5 to see.
Duration: 5 turns
DV: 22
END: 64
Time: 1 round
Skills: Sea
This spell causes a magical mist to rise from the ground, as if it were a body of water. It can obscure vision and requires a
Perception roll at -5 to penetrate. If the roll is failed, treat the character as if she were now blind until she leaves the area of
effect.
Heart of Stone
Level: 5
Area: 16 m/yds radius
Range: 64 m/yds
Effect: 5D6 Deadly Damage
Duration: 1 round
DV: 26
END: 32
Time: 1 minute
Skills: Holly, Blackthorn
This spell some preparation on the part of the druid. Prior to casting the spell, the druid must find or carve a heart-shaped rock
in order to prepare it to accept the energies the spell caster will tied into it. Because it takes the druid a minute to cast the
spell, it is usually saved for Mass Combat. Dawn of Legends Mass Combat Turns are 1.5 minutes long, giving the spell caster
enough time to cast the spell and move with the unit, if she hurries. When it is cast, the Heart leaps into the air and streaks to
its target area, exploding and ripping people apart with stone shrapnel. Use the caster’s casting roll to also determine if the
spell strikes home. Reference the rules on targetting areas to find the Difficulty Value. The spell does 5D6 Deadly Damage to
individuals. When used against an entire unit in Mass Combat, double the amount rolled as per the Mass Combat rules. This
reflects the scaled amount of damage such a spell does to a unit. Note that a lucky roll could, in fact, wipe out some units in
one shot! The 64 m/yd range makes it easy to translate to battlefield hexes. In a standard Dawn of Legends battle, 64 m/yds
equates to 4 hexes.
Whirlwind
Level: 5
Area: 10 m/yd radius
Range: 100 m/yds
Effect: Wind jets do 7D6 Knockout damage
Duration: 1 round
DV: 26
END: 16
Time: 1 minute
Skills: Spindle
Highly effective on the battlefield in mass combat (and primarily used there, since it takes a minute to cast this safely and
battlefield turns usually are long enough to accommodate this). This spell does Knockout damage to Stun, like a punch would.
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Remember to apply the x2 multiplier to the damage you roll in mass combat. Finally, whether using this spell in mass combat
or not, the spellcaster need only worry about hitting a particular hex, not individuals.

Sixth Level Spells
Otherworld Gate
Level: 6
Area: 4 yard x 4 yard “doorway”
Range: 14 yards
Effect: Creates a Gate
Duration: 1 minute
DV: 22
END: 16
Time: 1 minute
Skills: Oak, Ivy
The effect of the spell is simple. The spell caster creates a gateway to the Otherworld. The implications are not.

Seventh Level Spells
Forest Entangle
Level: 7
Area: 10 m/yds
Range: 14 m/yds
Effect: 7D6 SDP + 6 STR Lift
Duration: 1 turn
DV: 26
END: 32
Time: 1 round
Skills: Vine
Forest Entangle may only be cast in wooded areas or in areas of dense vegetation. This spell seizes all mobile targets within
a 10 m/yd radius of the target area (although the intended victims may attempt to Dive for Cover to get out of the area of
effect). When successfully cast, the spell caster totals a 7D6 roll to find the amount of SDP the vines have. To break free,
victims may apply their Strength in dice against the total SDP of the Forest Entangle. This effect is cumulative, so eventually,
even the weakest victim will eventually break free. In any case, at the end of one turn (four rounds), the spell ceases and
releases all captured victims. The vines generated by the spell are strong enough to lift victims of up to 6 BODY to a height
equal to half the height of the tallest tree or other plant. Therefore, when the victim breaks free, she may be in for a nasty fall.

Eighth Level Spells
Eyes of the Dragon
Level: 8
Area: 588 square yards/14 yard radius
Range: 8 miles
Effect: Remotely view and hear
Duration: Up to one hour
DV: 42
END: 128
Time: 5 days
Skills: Hazel, Silver Fir
This extremely powerful spell is usually only cast by a group of druids because of the high probability that a spell caster
attempting it alone will blow himself to pieces. The spell allows the caster to actually see and hear through the eyes and ears
of various animals in an area within the range of the spell. The effect of the spell is triggered, such that once the spell is cast,
the recipient need not activate it until needed, however it is only effective in wooded areas. This spell requires 10 gold coins
worth (200 silver) of incenses and special herbs to allow this attunement each time the spell it cast.

Ninth Level Spells
Translocation
Level: 9
Area: Up to 7 people in a 6 m/yd radius
Range: Special
Effect: Instant change of location
Duration: 1 round
DV: 26
END: 32
Time: 5 minutes
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Skills: Sea, Oak
This powerful spell can be used only in sacred groves by male druids or at sacred wells by female druids. When the spell is
cast, the druid enters a trance-like state and concentrates at being at another place. The druid can cast her mind forward
along the dodmen, lines of magical energy which connect places of power, and envision another location with which she is
already familiar. When the magical connections have been made, the spell instantly transports the druid and up to 6 other
companions to the other well or grove. It has been said that it is possible to Translocate to other types of places of power
across the Isles and the Continent, but it is left to the adventuring druid to find them. Some may be difficult to reach and the
GM can modify the DV as need be.
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RUNE MAGIC
First Level Spells
Arcane Bolt
Level: 1+
Area: 1 person
Range: 36 m/yds
Effect: 1D6 + 2D6 per Level after Level 1
Duration: 1 round
DV: 14 + 2 per Level
END: 16
Time: 20 minutes
Skills: Runes, Odal
This spell can grow in power, depending on how many points the spell caster has put into it. Thus if a Hero knows this spell at
level 4, then he can cast a 7D6 bolt with a Difficulty Value of 20. The spell does Knockout Damage. It requires a non-reusable
focus of at least the size of a wand or arrow which is consumed when the spell is released.
Sense Magical Aptitude
Level: 1
Area: 1 person
Range: Touch
Effect: Detect the Magically Gifted Talent
Duration: 1 round
DV: 14
END: 1
Time: 1 round
Skill: Runes, Hazel
Quickly tracing a pattern in the air, the Rune Priest is quickly able to ascertain whether an individual has the aptitude to learn
magic.

Second Level Spells
Third Level Spells
DokAlfen Eyes
Level: 3
Area: 1 persons eyes
Range: Touch
Effect: Recipient gains ability to see heat
Duration: 1 Hour
DV: 18
END: 16
Time: 1 minute
Skills: Runes, Lagus
Casting this spell requires runes to actually be drawn in ink upon the eyelids of the recipient. The Rune Priest will require a
feather quill pen, ink, and a very steady hand. The effect of this spell is to grant the ability to actually see heat sources as if
they shed normal light. This allows the recipient to see his surroundings in hues of red (warm) and blue (cool). It is possible to
be far enough underground or in a desert where there is no heat source whatsoever. In this case, the character’s surrounding
will appear as dark as it would without the spell. This spell is triggered whenever the bearer of the runes wills it.
Woden’s Strength
Level: 3
Area: 1 person
Range: Touch
Effect: Increase STR Stat by 3 points.
Duration: 1 turn
DV: 14
END: 4
Time: 1 hour
Skills: Runes, Sol, Rad
When cast and written upon the skin, the recipient may trigger it to gain a temporary boost to his Strength Stat of 3 points.
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This affects all damage an any skills depending on the Strength Stat. This spell may be triggered even by those without the
Magically Gifted Talent so long as they are a devoted follower of Woden.

Fourth Level Spells
Bindings of Self
Level: 4
Area: Cone beginning at rune to 12 m/yds
Range: 12 m/yds
Effect: 5D6 vs. Resistance.
Duration: 1 round
DV: 22
END: 8
Time: 5 minutes
Skills: Runes, Isa
This rune is placed on an object such as a wand or staff. When the spell is triggered by the priest, it affects a cone-shaped
area starting at the rune and extending 12 yards. The affected area is 12 yards wide at the maximum range. This spell
effectively paralyzes foes caught in the area of effect. Only an effort of will can eventually set a person free. The player rolls
5D6 and finds the total of the dice for each victim. If this total exceeds the victim’s Resistance, then the victim will be affected
by the spell.
Although the spell is active only on the round it was released, foes who have succumbed to the spell can only escape through
an act of sheer willpower. Each victim may spend a round to roll a number of dice equal to their Willpower. If this equals or
exceeds the total rolled by the attacking priest, the character is free. If not, record the total rolled. Next round the character
may try again and add the result to his previous total. Thus a character can not be permanently held by the Bindings.
This spell may be used on the Battlefield, but the caster must be in a hex adjacent to the enemy and not yet engaged in
Melee. The effect lasts one Battlefield Turn.
Blind
Level: 4
Area: 1 person
Range: 2 m/yds
Effect: 3D6 Hits to the Eyes.
Duration: 1 round
DV: 18
END: 1
Time: 20 minutes
Skills: Runes, Haegl, Thorn
This is a very dangerous and despicable spell that is easily capable of permanently destroying a person’s eyes. The spell
requires the caster to scribe a rune upon a piece of parchment written in special, poison ink. This ink is difficult to obtain, as
the poison must be extracted from an adder. Each casting of the spell will consume 5 gold coins worth of the material. After
the rune is written, the paper is crumpled and placed in a vial with warm oil. When needed, the priest empties the vial upon his
hands and then must flick the droplets into his target’s eyes (a hand-to-hand combat maneuver at a -6 for targeting the head,
unless the target is not resisting). Roll 3D6 and compare it with the total Hits of the victim. If this total is equal to or greater
than half the target’s total Hits, he is blinded permanently. Whether or not the spell is successful in blinding the victim, the
character will still take 3D6 Hits of damage if the priest’s Hand to Hand attack was successful.
Detect Magic
Level: 4
Area: 10 m/yd radius
Range: none
Effect: Rune glows soflty in the presence of magic.
Duration: 5 minutes
DV: 18
END: 16
Time: 1 hour
Skills: Runes, Peorth
This rune can be inscribed upon an object and will trigger when it comes within 10 yards of magical effects, spells, magic
items, and creatures of the Otherworld. Like most rune spells, this spell fades after one use.
Missile Shield
Level: 4
Area: Caster only
Range: None
Effect: 2 + DEX + 3D6 vs. incoming missile attack
Duration: 1 turn
DV: 22
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END: 1
Time: 5 minutes
Skill: Runes, Nyd
The Missile Shield provides some protection against thrown weapons, arrows and crossbow bolts. The rune may only be
placed upon a ring, necklace or belt which would be worn by the beneficiary. The rune caster may activate this spell as a
defensive action (thus a person may activate the spell through a defensive abort). The spell will work for one turn. To gain the
benefits of the spell, the caster must perform no other action for each round other than to walk his MOVE in m/yds. When an
attacker makes an attack with a thrown weapon, arrow or crossbow bolt, the spell caster may make a 3D6 roll plus 2 plus his
Dexterity score. If this total is equal to or greater than the attacker’s Attack Value, then the weapon falls harmlessly to the
ground without inflicting damage.

Fifth Level Spells
Confuse
Level: 5
Area: 14 yds radius
Range: 66 yds
Effect: 7D6 vs. Resistance
Duration: 1 round
DV: 22
END: 16
Time: 6 hours
Skills: Runes, Thorn
The effect of this spell varies depending on how well the 7D6 roll turns out. Add up the dice and compare it to the target
character’s Resistance.
> Resistance

= Target’s action moved to last

10 > Resistance = Loose action this round
20> Resistance =Wander off away for 1D6 rounds
30> Resistance = Attack random person for 1D6 round.
This spell must be cast into a non-reuseable baked clay rune. Releasing the spell requires breaking the clay form.
Rebounding Death
Level: 5
Area: 16 m/yds
Range: 66 m/yds
Effect: 4D6 Deadly Damage
Duration: 1 round
DV: 22
END: 16
Time: 20 minutes
Skills: Runes, Haegl
Using a disc which begins floating when the spell is released, Rebounding Death causes the sharp saucer to soar to its
destination and slam into one target after another. Each living being in a 16 m/yd radius will be struck once by the disc. The
disc is made from a specially made iron plate and the image of a wagon wheel is etched upon its surface. A blacksmith can
manufacture one of this in about 2 days time for the cost of 50 silver coins. This includes time to etch the wheel pattern and
sharpen the edge. This item is not reuseable as the disc tends to slowly break apart each time it hits something.

Sixth Level Spells
Bindings II
Level: 6
Area: Cone beginning at rune to 18 yds
Range: 18 yds
Effect: 9D6 vs. Resistance
Duration: 1+ round
DV: 26
END: 16
Time: 20 minutes
Skills: Runes, Isa, Wyn
This spell is as per Bindings of Self except it is much more powerful.
Magic Bomb
Level: 6
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Area: 18 m/yd radius
Range: none
Effect: 11D6 to disepl or suppress all magic and magic items
Duration: 5 minutes
DV: 26
END: 32
Time: 1 hour
Skills: Runes, Haegel
This rune may be etched upon a throwable object and tossed so the caster will not be in the radius of effect. The cast can
simply target an area instead of an individual. When this spell is triggered, the caster rolls 11D6 and totals the dice. Compare
the result to 5 x the level of any spell within the effected area. If the roll exceeds this value, the spell is immediately
deactivated. In the case of enchanted items, total up the number of OPs in enchantments in the item and compare the result
to the total rolled by the caster of the Magic Bomb. If the roll exceeds the OP total, the item is deactivated for a period of 5
minutes.
Seventh Level Spells
Permanent Inscription
Level: 7
Area: 1 item
Range: None
Effect: Make one level 4 or lower Rune Spell permanent.
Duration: Permanent
DV: 30
END: 128
Time: 5 days
Skills: Runes, Odal, Cen
This spell utilizes massive energies to permanently burn a rune into an object. It is so powerful, in fact, that when the power of
the rune permanently inscribed is released, it merely fades instead of disappears. In 24 hours, the rune will be again ready for
use.
However, doing this has an accelerated effect on the decay of the item upon which a permanent inscription was made. If the
item can decay naturally (such as wood, iron and other low quality materials) it will do so immediately as the strain of
maintaining the power is drawn from the material itself. Therefore, Permanent Inscription must be placed only on
non-decaying surfaces, such as gold, silver or items enchanted as indestructable.

Eighth Level Spells
Rune Beast
Level: 8
Area: 2 m/yd radius
Range: none
Effect: Summons a Rune Beast
Duration: 1 month
DV: 26
END: 64
Time: 1 day
Skills: Runes, Thorn
This extremely dangerous spell requires the Rune Priest to draw ornate and complex runes all day in the shape of his desired
target -- the Rune Beast. This humanoid creature, when revealed in its true form appears to be an animated construct of
drawn runes. When the spell is cast, the runes themselves move and gather themselves up to take the Beast shape. At this
point, the Priest is required to make a WILL + Concentration skill roll against against the creature’s WILL + Concentration +
10. If this contest is successful for the priest, the creature will serve the priest faithfully and to the best of its ability for a period
of one month. If the priest fails, the Rune Beast goes mad and will wantonly destroy anyone and anything in its path. In either
case, the creature dissipates at the end of one cycle of the moon (one month).
Rune Beast stats:
INT 2
DEX 5
RES 15
REC 20
Run 14
Attacks:
Defenses:

WIL 5
PRE 10
STR 13
CON 7
LUCK 7
SPD 3
THR 19
Hits 35
Sprint 21
Leap 7
9D6 Armor Piercing Deadly (barbed Rune tentacles)
26 KD (No vital organs at all)
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TEC 3
BOD 7
SD 14
Stun 35
Swim 7

REF 5
MOV 7
END 70

Other Abilities: Shapeshifting (may assume the general form of a tall, robed man the color of shadow).
Hand to Hand (REF) 5, Evade (DEX) 5, Tracking (INT) 5, Stealth (DEX) 5, Camouflage (INT) 5,
Skills:
Concentration (WILL) 3.
Ninth Level Spells
Warg Curse
Level: 9
Area: 1 person
Range: Touch
Effect: Turn one human into a wolf shapeshifter
Duration: 20 years minimum (or lifetime of victim)
DV: 38
END: 128
Time: 1 month
Skills: Runes, Eh, Haegl
This is a lengthy ceremony sometimes taking a team of priests to complete. During the ceremony, complex runes are drawn
or carved into the body of the victim. This ceremony is always done only with the sanction of the king, and as such the victim
is usually declared an out-law. An out-lawed person has no rights and no value. Therefore, it is legal for any person to harm,
abuse or kill an outlaw. An out-law also is banished from the kingdom which usually forces him or her into the forests, hills,
and other places away from the cities, towns and villages of the kingdom. Finally, the victim suffers from the full effect of the
Warg Curse. This causes an uncontrollable change into a horrible, monstrous form of a wolf when the character is excited or
angered.

Rune Spells of the Messengers of Woden
Level Three Spells
Seeking Daggers
Level: 3
Area: 1 dagger
Range: As per the dagger
Effect: +5 AV when throwing the dagger
Duration: 1 Round
DV: 14
END: 4
Time: 1 Minute
Skills: Runes, Eoh
This spell enchants the dagger to be thrown with uncanny accuracy, as the rune will actually guide the missile to its intended
target. Any character with the Magically Gifted Talent may pick up a dagger inscribed with this rune and use it.

Level Four Spells
Flame Blade
Level: 4
Area: 1 Weapon
Range: None
Effect: +3 DC Fire Damage, Continuing burn
Duration: 6 hours or until willed by user
DV: 18
END: 32
Time: 5 minutes
Skills: Runes, Thorn
This rune, when released by a Magically Gifted caster will cause the metal blade of a weapon to become red hot. The magical
effect will not ruin the weapon, however it will not work on the non-metal portions of a weapon.
Immutable Will
Level: 4
Area: 14 m/yd radius
Range: Centered around caster
Effect: +21 Resistance
Duration: 5 Minutes
DV: 22
END: 8
Time: 20 minutes
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Skills: Runes, Gyfu
This spell bolsters the ability of the caster and those near him to better resist psychological and magical effects. The additional
21 Resistance adds to the recipients’ normal Resistance score and can help them resist Presence attacks and many forms of
magic which use Resistance as the defending score.

Level Five Spells
Decay
Level: 5
Area: 1 Item
Range: 14 m/yds
Effect: 9D6 vs. Inanimate objects
Duration: Permanent
DV: 22
END: 32
Time: 1 hour
Skills: Rune, Jera
This spell, effective only against inanimate objects, such as those made of stone, metal or wood, may cause them to rapidly
decay to a fine powder. When releasing the spell, the caster may have to hit the target if it is moving (such are armor worn by
someone or a weapon in their hand) with an entropic ray which projects from the rune when activated. The caster then rolls
9D6 and totals the result. Consult the following chart to determine if the spell will affect the target.
Material
Metal

Man-sized

1/2 man-sized

1/4 man-sized

20 Armor/30 SDP 20 Armor/15 SDP 20 Armor/8 SDP

Stone

28/30

28/15

28/8

Wood

7/5

7/3

7/1

Armor is made of a variety of materials. Use the Armor rating as both Armor and SDP. Thus, Leather armor (6 Armor) has 6
Armor/6 SDP. Weapons will generally use the 1/4 man-sized ratings.
If the caster is attempting to affect magical or quality weapons, add the total of the Option Points spent on the item and add
this to the SDP of the item.
This spell has an all-or-nothing effect. If the Armor and SDP of the item is exceeded by the total rolled on 9D6, then it is
destroyed. Otherwise, the spell has no effect.
Erasure
Level: 5
Area: 1 Person
Range: 2 m/yds
Effect: Victim forgets last 1 minute of time.
Duration: Permanent
DV: 22
END: 16
Time: 1 hour
Skills: Runes, Cen, Rad
When this spell is cast, roll 7D6 and compare the total with the victim’s INT x 5. No roll is required to “hit” the victim. If the INT
x 5 is exceeded by the total rolled, the victim will forget one minute of time immediately previous to and including the moment
the spell was released.
Spark of Force
Level: 5
Area: 18 m/yd cone
Range: None
Effect: Shove a victim up to 18 m/yds
Duration: 1 phase
DV: 26
END: 32
Time: 1 Round
Skills: Runes, Lagus
This rune, when triggered, will create a wave of force extending from the rune out in the direction it was aimed. Whatever it
hits will be forced back 18 m/yds, unless they are rooted to the ground, in which case a Strength + 3D6 contest should be
made against the spell’s 9 Strength + 3D6 in order to remain rooted. If an object blocks the path in line with the direction of the
force, a victim will strike it and take Knockout damage equal to 1D6 per ever 2 m/yds the character has not yet traveled.
Please note that although the time to cast is only one Round, it still takes a round for the caster to trigger the spell. Thus, the
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total minimum time is really TWO Rounds.

Level Eight Spells
Hardened Rune Inscription
Level: 8
Area: 1 Rune
Range: Touch
Effect: x2 Spell Level vs. spell disrupting magic & effects
Duration: Permanent, until rune is cast
DV: 22
END: 32
Time: 1 Day
Skills: Runes, Algiz
This spell, when cast upon a rune already inscribed upon on something, effectively doubles the level of the recipient spell
when calculating the effects of magic destroying effects such as Magic Bomb and the like. When the Hardened spell is
released, the effect of this spell ends.
Inertia Field
Level: 8
Area: 18 m/yds
Range: Centered on caster
Effect: Stops up to 15D6 of incoming missile attacks
Duration: 5 Minutes
DV: 22
END: 32
Time: 1 Day
Skills: Runes, Lagus
Inertia Field causes incoming missiles (such as quarrels, arrows, daggers, axes, javelins, and spears) to stop dead in the air
and fall to the ground. This effect occurs to all missiles within the 18 m/yd radius of effect. This spell is therefore quite useful
on the battlefield. In this case, since it benefits every individual within the radius of effect and affects every incoming missile,
the Damage Modifier is ignored and only the damage dice counts against the total. Thus, the Inertia Field, at 15D6, can stop
an arrow attack from a normal bow (3D6 Deadly Damage) five times. On the battlefield, this means five separate attacks by a
unit with this kind of weapon will be ignored. Keep track of how much damage dice are blocked. When the number of dice
blocked exceeds 15, the Field drops.
Note that this spell has no effect on “inertialess” attack forms. This includes lightning strikes, fire attacks, and attacks wholly
powered by magical energies such as Gods’ Bolt and Arcane Bolt.
In battle, there are a few things to note. In standard Dawn of Legends, mass combat occurs in 1.5 minute turns causing this
spell to last a maximum of three turns. Use the following simplified rule to run the effect in mass combat. Treat each unit’s
attack as a single incoming missile attack. Keep track of the damage dice done, but ignore the Damage Modifier. This makes
the spell technically much more powerful in mass combat, but this was the way spell was intended to be used by the Rune
Masters.
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MASS COMBAT
In Dawn of Legends, where heros could be kings and queens, great warriors and war-leaders, there is often call for them to
lead forth armies to defend their lands and strike down their enemies. There are two ways to handle the question of mass
combat. Method one: The GM decides the outcome and/or allows limited PC participation to affect the outcome in some way.
Method two: use this plugin, the Total Fuzion Mass Combat System!
This system is scalable, giving generals flexibility in army composition and new unit construction. There are listings of some
common units in Appendix A. These are a sampling of the possible unit, but you may wish to follow the system shown below
to create your own or expand the current listings.
This system should be used with miniatures and a hex map. You can use any terrain. Stacking of units is not allowed, except
in the case of characters which may join any large unit.

Unit Composition
First, it is important to determine exactly what makes up fantasy battle units. Each unit will have a kind of HITS of it’s own.
This should be a relatively small number which directly relates to the toughness and number of individuals in the unit in order
to make the system fast and understandable. We’ll call them War Hits.
War Hits
Typical Dawn of Legends Setting:
War Hits are a scalable concept which are designed to allow you to create any size of
1 War Hit = 50 BODY
army and figure the amount of damage they can sustain before they no longer become
a useful force on the battlefield. War Hits are scalable to your campaign. Each War Hit represents a total amount of BODY
that the a typical unit has in your campaign. For instance:
Typical Army Size

Body/War Hit

Small (Iron Age or Dawn of Legends; hundreds of persons)

50

Medium (Middle Ages, later Iron Age; thousands)

100

Large (Empire Periods, Rennaisance, High Fantasy;
many thousands)

300

Immense (Modern era warfare, hundreds of thousands)

500+

Each War Hit represents an amount of BODY in the unit. In Dawn of Legends, the setting is low at 50 BODY/War Hit; typically
kingdoms can be won and lost with mere scores or hundreds of warriors! Thought of another way, you could say 1 War Hit
equals 250 HITS in Dawn of Legends, using the standard Fuzion calculation for HITS based on BODY. The first step in
scaling your combat units is to find the basic statistics of individuals which make up your unit. Once you have this, you can
find the total BODY of the unit by finding the combined total of BODY for all the individuals. In other words, if your unit has 35
individuals with a BODY of 3, then you have a total of 105 BODY for the unit. If you end up with a remainder, cast it away
(drop all fractions when calculating War Hits). Here’s the formula for Dawn of Legends:
(Total # of Persons) x (Body per person) = Total Body per Unit
War Hits = (Total Body per Unit)/50
(Replace “50” with whatever you use in your campaign, if not using Dawn of Legends units.)

Here on out, we’ll focus on Dawn of Legends examples. You can easily extrapolate this into any army size by substituting the
number of BODY you have chosen to use per War Hit instead of the Dawn of Legends 50.
You can also work backwards to find total numbers of individuals in a unit. Thus, if a unit of infantry had 2 War Hits, then the
Total Body would be 100. If you had decided that the infantry was filled with reasonably average people, (Say 3 BODY), then
the Total # of Persons in the unit would be 34. This number seems to be in line with a medieval or fantasy unit. After all, the
Saxon system considered units of 7 or less to be Thieves, 35 or less was a Warband, and 100 or more an army! And since
the system is scalable, you can build “massed infantry” units of hundreds of individuals by recruiting them at the per unit cost,
and simply rearranging them into “combat units”. Massed together, they’d pack a bigger punch and could take more damage.
Summary: If you are creating units from scratch, keep in mind that a War Hit (using Dawn of Legends for example) is
equivalent to 50 BODY of people or, thinking of it another way, 5 x 50 BODY = 250 HITS per War Hit.
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Damage & HITS Resistance

Time &

# Troops

Modifier

Modifier

Distance 1 Turn is

1 Hex is

1

+0

+0

x1

12 sec

2 m/yds

2

+5

+3

x1

12 sec

2 m/yds

3

+8

+4

x1

12 sec

2 m/yds

4

+10

+5

x4

48 sec

8 m/yds

6

+13

+7

x4

48 sec

8 m/yds

8

+15

+8

x4

48 sec

8 m/yds

12

+18

+9

x4

48 sec

8 m/yds

16

+20

+10

x8

1.5 min

16 m/yds

24

+23

+12

x8

1.5 min

16 m/yds

32

+25

+13

x8

1.5 min

16 m/yds

48

+28

+14

x8

1.5 min

16 m/yds

64

+30

+15

x16

3 min

32 m/yds

96

+33

+17

x16

3 min

32 m/yds

125

+35

+18

x16

3 min

32 m/yds

187

+38

+19

x16

3 min

32 m/yds

250

+40

+20

x32

6 min

64 m/yds

375

+43

+22

x32

6 min

64 m/yds

500

+45

+23

x32

6 min

64 m/yds

750

+48

+24

x32

6 min

64 m/yds

1000

+50

+25

x64

12 min

125 m/yds

Scaling
Next, it’s important to understand scaling. Rather than roll dozens of dice and figure damage for units with combined totals of
thousands of HITS (Fuzion HITS, not War Hits), it’s far simpler and faster to scale the battles.
First divide up the units such that the scale of the battle remains somewhat uniform for all units. Note that if you use the
conversions in the Appendix, this is already done for you.
Using the example from above, we have determined that each individual in our Infantry unit had pretty average stats, except
that they were reasonably well trained. Thus using Instant Fuzion, we might have 3 MENTAL, 3 COMBAT, 3 PHYSICAL, and
4 MOVE.
Note: Instant Fuzion is simply a way to quickly note characters. I.e. instead of figuring out Intelligence, Willpower and
Presence we lump them together and give the average value under MENTAL. Likewise, Technique, Reflex and Dexterity are
grouped as COMBAT. Constitution, Strength, and Body are PHYSICAL. Move is, well MOVE!
They have a 3 PHYSICAL giving us 15 HITS a piece. We arm them with spatha for a total of 3d6 damage. Our calculations
above have already determined for us the number of individuals in the group to be 33. Using the chart, we see the Damage
and HITS modifier is +25. Thus our new unit has 40 HITS and does 2d6 + 35 HITS to opponents. Our well-trained infantry has
a fighting skill of 4 (this counts for both melee, melee evade, and ranged evade since we are just summarizing the abilities for
the average soldier in the unit). Looking at our equipment section on swords tells us that there is a +0 AV modifier. Thus the
total AV for the unit is 3 (COMBAT stat) + 4 (skill) +0 (spatha) = 7. Next we figure the average person’s armor or Defense.
We’ll equip them with Leather Armor for 6 points of Armor .

Cohesive Battle Rating
Each unit has a Cohesive Battle Rating (CBR) based on their fighting ability or strength of will. Essentially, this determines
how easily a unit will break up when it gets hit in battle. It’s a combination of morale and training. For instance a bunch of
peasants are ill trained, and liable to break up and run when a determined attacker such as professional saxon warriors
explode into their midst. Also, one might note that although undead might not worry about such things as morale, they can still
be scattered by an attack unless they are well trained or strongly controlled. Consult the table and formula below and use the
lower of the two numbers for the CBR rating. When the unit takes half or greater its modified HITS after armor in a single
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attack, a CBR check is called for.
WILL + Concentration + 3d6 vs. DV 18
Continuing our example, we have two options here. Using the straight combat skill gives us a CBR
roll of 11+ on 3d6, referenced on the table at right. Using the formula, I know the Infantry have a 3 Combat Skill Roll (3d6)
1
14+
WILL (based on its 3 MENTAL Instant stat). I also know that usually the Concentration skill is an
2
13+
everyman skill with a value of 2 in it. These guys aren’t veterans, so I’ll leave the Concentration
skill at 2. This gives us a 3 WILL plus 2 Concentration for a total of 5 plus 3d6 vs. a difficulty value
3
12+
of 18. Hmmm... this means I’d have to roll a 13+ on 3d6 to keep them from cracking up under
4
11+
pressure. The 11+ roll based on their skill sounds a lot better to me, so I’ll stick with a straight CBR
5
10+
roll of 11+, thus relying on that fine training I’m paying for. Note that many units in Dawn of
6
9+
Legends will not be such professional warriors, and would be more likely to have combat skills of 1
7
8+
or 2. Calculating the Resistance for the unit (this is good against mind-affecting spells and
PREsence attacks) is simple. Simply take the Resistance for an individual (MENTAL x 3 in our
8+
7+
example case) and add the Resistance Modifier from the same chart we found the Damage & Hits
modifier. For our unit, we have MENTAL (3) x 3 = 9 + 13 = 22 Resistance.
After doing all this work, we can finally bring it all together in a neat little package of information about this unit.
Caradoc’s Infantry (33 Individuals)
Move: 4 Hexes Melee: 7
Scaled Damage: 3d6+25
Defense: 6
Evade: 7
Scaled Hits: 40
CBR: 11+
Resistance: 22 War Hits: 2
Instant Stats: 3 MENTAL, 3 COMBAT, 3 PHYSICAL, 4 MOVE
Using CBR rolls allows players and GMs to keep track of veteran units. Should a GM desire, he may award a point of
Experience to each unit which survives a battle on the winning side. These points may be saved and applied to the unit’s
Concentration skill. Eventually, you could have even normally ill-equipped units become pretty tough veterans.

Battle Rules
Setting up the battle area is mostly up to the GM, although a little consulting with the players is probably in order. Size of the
battle area can vary, but 3 x the fastest unit’s MOVE in hexes at the battlefield’s widest point is a decent rule of thumb. In
cases where one army is not encircled by the other, each side should determine which side of the map is their Reserve Area.
The attacker and defender should take turns placing units on the battle area or the reserve, with the attacker placing first. I’d
recommend not allowing placing units farther than around 5 hexes from the edge of the battlefield. Also, units may be freely
moved into or out of the reserve area during the Movement phase, although a unit may not be both moved into the reserve
and moved out of the reserve in the same Turn. Additionally, no units may move into an enemy reserve area! The reserve
area should be considered out-of-combat and units here are in Non-Combat status and movement. Obviously, if one or the
other of the armies is encircled, then that army will have no reserve area, no place to withdraw to. Obviously, its best to use
miniatures which at least vaguely resemble the individuals of the unit it is to represent. Good sized hexes on the hex map are
also recommended so you can more easily accommodate very large or mounted miniature more easily. All of these set up
guidelines are only suggestions, however, and a battlefield can look like anything you like.
Order of Battle
1. Movement
❍

Attacker Moves/Setsup units

❍

Defender Moves/Sets up units

❍

Repeat above until all untils have moved.

2. Attack. All magical attacks occur simultaneously on their action, all missile attacks on their action, all charge attack
on their action, and all melee attacks on their action. Thus, all Charges are resolved at the same time but before
melee attacks. Note some weapons may allow the unit to attack in a different phase than usual. These will be noted
in the unit descriptions.
❍

Magical Attacks and Presence Attacks (large monsters & terrifying creatures may cause Fear if they wish.
Units which are Afraid may not attack in any way.)

❍

Ranged Attacks for units that have not yet moved.

❍

Charge Attacks

❍

Melee Attacks

❍

Ranged Attacks for units that did move earlier in this Turn. Exception: Crossbow units may not both move
and attack.

3. Cohesive Battle Readiness Checks
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❍

Remove units which have taken more than their War Hits.

❍

Units in combat (in a hex adjacent to an enemy) may voluntarily fall back one hex without changing facing.

❍

Units which have succomed to Fear and Routed (the Presence attack is 30>=Resistance) must turn 180
degrees and run 1.5 x MOVE the opposite direction. DV falls to 0. They will proceed off the battlefield at this
pace and DV until Rallied by a leader or Orator.

❍

Surrender or Withdraw -or- repeat steps A-C.

Movement
The GM determines the relative distance and position of the units. The GM must also determine which army is the aggressor.
Even if an army is on it’s home ground, if it is launching an attack against another army, then for the purposes of this particular
battle, it is the attacker. That army must move all its units first, before the defender moves any of his. This represents a home
ground advantage or defensive stance on the part of the defender.
A unit may move its MOVE in hexes per turn. To change facing, it costs one MOVE per hex side. Thus, for a unit to turn and
face the opposite direction, it costs 3 MOVEs. A unit may not move into an opponents Reserve.
A unit equipped with spear may also Set. This means the unit may not move this turn, but if they are Charged, they gain +1D6
per 5 hexes the attacker moved versus the attacking unit for the first turn of melee.
Attack
A unit may make only make one damaging attack of any kind per turn. Individual characters attached to a unit may make a
separate Magic or Fear attack as well.
Magic and Fear
First magic and Presence (Fear) attacks are resolved. This is all done simultaneously so if one wizard would have been
annihilated by a rival’s magical attack, he still gets his spell off this turn before he dies. Wizards and Priests may cast their
spells in any direction, not just the direction the unit is facing.
A terrible monster such as a dragon may decide to try to scare off its opponents rather than fight them. This kind of Fear or
Presence attack does not count as an actual attack, however, so any Ranged, Charge or Melee attack it was planning to
make can still be done. Roll Presence as normal, but it must act against the unit’s Resistance. Use this formula:
Unit Resistance = MENTAL x 3 + (Damage & Hits Modifier / 2)
Ranged Attack
All ranged attacks are resolved simultaneously. If the unit has not moved, it may make a
missile attack now. The damage will be resolved before any charge or melee attacks, so
if the unit is being charged, now is a good time to try to hit that unit before it does
damage! Use the usual Fuzion rules for attacking and hitting, i.e. use 3d6 + attacking
unit’s Attack Value (AV) vs. 10 + the defending unit’s Defense Value (DV).

Short Hand for Dawn of Legends
Battles
If you’d like a faster, but less
precise way to find DV’s for Dawn
of Legends ranged mass combat
simply follow this rule of thumb:
Start at a DV of 12 for the first hex
and add 2 for every 3 hexes away
the target hex is.

Special Area Effect Rule for Ranged Attacks. Ranged attacks of units of 16 or more
individuals are not resolved against the DV of the unit. Usually, a unit this size is trying
to put as many missiles as they can into the target area (and in these larger-scale
combats, they have enough time per Turn to really pepper an area, too!) Therefore, use
the Targeting Against Range chart to find the Difficulty Value. For convenience, it is reprinted here.

Note that unless you have scaled the battle up or down, the default m/yds per hex using the standard units outlined in the
Appendix is 16 m/yds for Dawn of Legends units. This means that the Difficulty Value will be at least a 12.
A unit making ranged attacks can attack enemy units within a 60 degree arc of its facing. It may not make ranged attacks
against units which engaged it in a Charge or Melee attack the previous turn or are still in an adjacent hex.
Range Melee

Close

Medium

Long

Extreme

M/Yds <4m/yds <10m/yds <50 m/yds >51m/yds* >Listed Range
to Hit

4

8

12

16

16(+2)

* Up to Listed Range of Weapon
** +2 for every 50m past listed range
Charge Attack
All charges are resolved simultaneously. Only units with a Charge rating may make this kind of attack. It is resolved before
melee, so it is possible to destroy an entire unit before it has a chance to react! Generally, units equipped with Lances of
some sort have a Charge rating. Also, a few especially virulent units of Berserker may have a Charge rating. The unit must be
in a hex adjacent to its target and facing it to complete the attack. A minimum of one hex must be between the charging unit
and the defending unit at the start of the Movement phase in order to Charge.
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Melee Attack
Again, all Melee attacks are resolved simultaneously. Use the Fuzion method of AV + 3d6 vs. DV + 10 to determine whether a
hit may have been made. A unit may only attack units which it is facing!
Ranged Attack for Units which Moved
Units which moved but have not already attacked may attack now. Crossbow units may not attack if they already moved. Use
the same rules as in Ranged Attack above.
Special note on Attacked Units: When an enemy unit moves into a hex adjacent to an enemy and is facing its target, the
target unit may not move except to change facing. Such units are “locked into combat” until one unit or the other is forced to
Fall Back or voluntarily falls back in phase C) CBR checks.
Regarding Fortifications
When attacking units protected by defensive works such as hill forts, dikes and defensive walls, add the value of the defense
to both the unit’s Evade and Defense. Thus a defensive dike (value of 2) would give us an Evade of 9 and defense of 8 for
Cadwallon’s Infantry, the example unit above. Likewise, a hill fort would give it’s level in defense for any unit inside fighting a
unit outside.
Damage
Determine damage by figuring the Scaled Damage. Subtract the Defense of the unit and compare the remaining hits to the
Scaled Hits of the unit. If Hits done by the attack is greater than half the Scaled Hits of the unit, the unit must make a
Cohesive Battle Readiness (CBR) check. If the check is failed, the unit takes one War Hit and must roll another CBR check!
Each CBR check that is failed removes one hit from the unit. When the hits taken equals or exceeds the War Hits for the unit,
the unit is destroyed. You must continue rolling for the CBR check until the unit succeeds the check or suffers enough War
Hits to eliminate it. Each War Hit the unit has sustained reduces the unit’s AV and DV by 2. See the following charts for
details.
Note: If a unit takes its maximum Hits rating in one attack, that unit is destroyed immediately -- no CBR check allowed.
Damage Taken Is

CBR Roll + Modification

>=x1/2 Scaled Hits

CBR Roll

>=x1/2 Scaled Hits + 5

CBR Roll -1

>=x1/2 Scaled Hits + 10

CBR Roll -2

>=x1/2 Scaled Hits + 15

CBR Roll -3

>=x1/2 Scaled Hits + 20

CBR Roll -4

>=x1/2 Scaled Hits + 25

CBR Roll -5

etc.

Results:

etc.

●

1 War Hit per failed CBR Roll.

●

-2 AV and DV per War Hit.

●

Fall back one space per failed CBR Roll. Unit keeps
facing, but moves backwards.

●

If the unit falling back collides with a friendly unit,
that unit must make an unmodified CBR roll. If it, too,
collides with another friendly unit, the chain reaction
continues!

●

If the unit falling back collides with an enemy unit,
the unit falling back is destroyed immediately.

● Exception: Units in a Fortification need not move
Fall Back
backwards.
If a unit is forced to fall back due to a failed CBR check, or
chooses to do so voluntarily, move the unit backward one hex
(opposite direction the unit is facing). If the unit will fall back into a space occupied by an enemy unit, then it is immediately
destroyed and removed. If the unit falls back into a space occupied by a friendly unit, that unit must fall back as well and make
a CBR check to maintain cohesion. Finally, if any unit falls back for any reason, it may not Charge in the following phase. This
reflects the chaos the unit is put in by falling back.

If a unit is currently defending a fortification, it does not need to give ground by moving back a hex.
Rally by Leader or Orator
If a unit is fleeing the battlefield, it may still be possible for a leader or great orator to rally the terrified troops. A leader with the
panicked troops, or having met up with them, may make a Leadership check vs. a DV of 18. Success means the troops have
taken heart and are willing to reenter the fray! Likewise, a skilled Orator such as a Bard can also rally troops with a successful
Interaction or Artisan Skill: Oration vs. DV 18.

Surrender or Withdraw
At the end of a Turn, and general may call for a withdrawal. If he does so, he sacrifices any and all units left on the battlefield.
He may withdraw only the units in his Reserve. A general is forced to withdraw if all of his units have been placed into the
Reserve at the end of the turn. In addition, for every unit of cavalry in a victor’s army one unit is destroyed in the retreating
army (retreating general’s choice) minus one for every cavalry unit the retreating army has.
A general may attempt to surrender at any time. The terms of surrender are entirely negotiable and should be roleplayed.
Additionally, a surrender need not be accepted!
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Special Rules
Tactics
A character leading a unit with the Tactics skill can improve the units AV, DV or CBR with a successful check vs. a DV of 18. If
the check is successful (INT + Tactics skill + 3d6 vs. 18) the character can add a +1 to AV, DV or CBR for one Turn. For every
2 points the character makes this check by, an additional +1 may be applied to the same values.
Inspiration
A character with Leadership or Oratory can improve the CBR of the unit for one Turn. The CBR roll can be improved by +1 for
every two points the character exceeds the DV of 18.
The character may also attempt to inspire the troops with an impressive deed as well. For instance, by singling out an
opponent and successfully striking him, the Leader may gain a bonus to add to his unit’s AV. If in a single blow the character
reduces his enemy’s HITS by half, that’s a +1. If it’s by 3/4, that’s a +2. Killing the enemy outright should earn a +3 to the
character’s unit’s AV. Other heroic actions can earn similar bonuses—this is limited only by the players’ or the GM’s
imagination.
Criticals
• If a unit rolls three “6”s on his attack roll, it inflicts maximum damage upon the target unit.
• If a unit rolls three “1”s on his attack roll, it loses its next attack!
• An unmodified Attack Roll of 17 or 18 always hits, and an unmodified roll of 3 or 4 always misses.
• If a unit rolls three “6”s on his CBR roll, it recovers one War Hit free! (if it was missing one already).
• If a unit rolls three “1”s on his CBR roll, it is immediately destroyed as the troops despair of battle or blindly panic.
Characters vs. Units
A character or exceptional being may engage an entire unit, but remember that it will not have the Damage and Hits modifier.
Thus it will have to do a lot of damage to force a CBR roll. The character may also take a lot of damage!
Magic
Generally, only area affect magical attacks are going to have an effect on the battlefield. As a rule of thumb, multiply the HITS
done in the attack x2 for an area affect attack, x1.5 for an explosive area affect. If you can actually field an entire unit of
spellcasters, then use the multiplier and then add the Damage modifier.
Spells may not be cast in excess of their listed range, unlike missile weapons.
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RUNNING A KINGDOM
In order to represent things like the population size, overall wealth and the loyalty of a kingdom to its ruler, it’s necessary to
use a system of ratings. Ratings for wealth are described by a number of levels which are used to calculate the yearly income
for the kingdom. Loyalty describes how far the king can push his people before they rebel and attempt to replace the king.
Population and Wealth are always displayed as in the format #/#, where the first number represents population and the
second represents wealth.

Population Level
The population of a kingdom is noted as a numeric value of zero (0) and higher. This number is used as a relative measure of
available fighting men and women in a kingdom. A king may muster no more units per year than he has population level. He
simply doesn’t have enough free souls to put into service. Of course, this limitation does not apply to the number of
mercenaries a king may muster.

Wealth
The wealth rating of the kingdom is what the king generates through his lands, trade and taxes. This is used to fund his
military, life-style, and to maintain what fortifications the king wishes. In addition, wealth has a number of other useful
functions; it may be used to help seal diplomatic agreements between kingdoms, it can be used to hire Irish or Saxon
mercenaries, and it can be used to fund building projects such as forts, temples or roads. Throwing a celebration or two in
hard times does wonders for the loyalty of the kingdom.
Wealth has associated Levels. Whenever income is collected, usually through the kings own properties, an amount is figured
based on the following chart. The king may also levy a tax, but this will incur a loyalty loss in the kingdom. It will however, earn
the king an extra roll on the table below.
Level

Die Roll

1

2D6 x 200

2

2D6 x 400

3

2D6 x 800

4

2D6 x 1000

5

2D6 x 2000

6

2D6 x 3000

7

2D6 x 4000

8

2D6 x 5000

9

2D6 x 6000

10

2D6 x 7000

For example, if you are the proud ruler of a kingdom with a wealth of 5, you would roll 2D6 and multiply the total by 2000. This
would be the amount in gold the king would collect. We would then record the amount on whatever sheet of paper on which
you will be keeping track of kingdom information.
The actual gold coin value of the wealth is not meant to be a literal amount. Rather, this is a value which reflects the total
amount of resources available to the ruler. In other words, the amount of income generated reflects goods such as furs,
agricultural products, livestock, land, services, etc. Should the king require portable money in a hurry, he can convert up to
one third of his treasury to hard coinage per year. Barter is really quite widespread. The gold coin amounts are simply meant
to give us a common reference point without having to resort to hard economics to figure out what your total worth is.

Wealth and Religion
At this point in Dawn of Legends, the local religious leaders must depend on the local rulers for support and funding to
building temples, monasteries and shrines. This is usually done by reaching a political agreement with the king. For instance,
if the king would like access to the clergy’s services, he may agree to pay the head of the church a yearly amount to cover
costs of living and temple construction and maintenance. In exchange, the religious leader may allow the king access to
books, offer to care for the king’s sick or wounded, or even take to the battlefield with whatever might or magic the church can
wield. In addition, the loyalty of the kingdom will be positively affected if they are given a strong religion to hold on to.
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The following section describes the kingdoms of Britain and contains many examples of how wealth is used to maintain the
kingdom.

Loyalty
Loyalty to the king or queen of the realm is measured in five steps:
Level Description
1

Rebellious

2

Unrest

3

Poor

4

Moderate

5

High

The Loyalty of the kingdom will determine how much taxation, warring, and raiding the people will suffer before they rebel and
demand a new king. Starting Loyalties are generally given in the kingdom descriptions. However, if a kingdom was taken by
force by a rival kingdom, the default Loyalty rating is Unrest. In this case, the new king, or perhaps whoever the new king
installs as leader of the conquered kingdom, must work hard to win the hearts of the people.

Effects of Loyalty (or lack thereof!)
Each level of loyalty has an impact on what a king can accomplish within the kingdom.
Rebellious
The king may not muster any troops here, nor may he collect income from a rebellious kingdom. A kingdom which falls into
rebellion will generate a number of units equal to the level of the province every year until the kingdom’s loyalty improves.
These units (the type should be determined randomly or by the GM) will be under the command of a War Leader. If the
kingdom is successful in defeating the old king’s forces, this War Leader is then made king and the Loyalty automatically
reverts to Moderate.
Unrest
The people are unhappy with the current ruler and are uncooperative. If the king attempts to collect income in a kingdom of
this loyalty level, it will immediately drop to rebellious status.
Poor
The people stand behind it’s ruler only so long as he does not overly tax them or loose an important battle. Troops mustered
from a kingdom with a poor Loyalty rating will not like being forced to support a foreign war (a war outside its borders or the
borders of its sub-kingdoms). The Loyalty rating will drop one level if the king forces the issue by moving the troops out of the
kingdom.
Moderate
The people are satisfied with the current ruler and will most likely go along with most of the king’s endeavors.
High
The people of the kingdom are enthusiastic and feel personally loyal to the king. They will overlook minor abuses of power, so
long as it does not happen regularly.
Use the chart to modify the kingdoms loyalty in response to a kings actions.

Loyalty Modifier Chart
Win a major battle against a traditional enemy:

+1

Loose a major battle against a traditional enemy:

-1

Erect a new temple, shrine or monastery:

+2/5,000 gold spent

The ruler sponsors a lavish celebration for the whole kingdom:

+1/5,000 gold spent

The ruler collects taxes (gain extra income roll)

-2

The ruler collects no income (donates all income back to the community):

+1

The ruler initiates a war:

-1

The ruler wins a war:

+1

The kingdom was conquered or usurped:
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(automatically goes to Unrest)

Option: Kingdom Disposition
Each kingdom hasa Disposition at the start of the game which describes how the population feels about their ruler. This is
meant to be used as a guide for the GM to determine how the people react to events in the kingdom and also the king’s
actions. As the game progresses the people’s Disposition may change depending on the players’ actions according to the
GM’s interpretation. The following describes the various Disposition’s used in this book.
Term

Disposition

Aggressive

The people itch for war!

Anarchic

Population is prone to piracy rebellion.

Apathetic

They are difficult to muster to action.

Divisive

The people are prone to internal feuding and civil war.

Neutral

Cooperative, but not necessarily enthusiastic.

Optimistic

There are pervading feelings of invulnerability.

Patriotic

These people are willing to die for the ruler.

Self-Serving Cooperative with the ruler only if they can see an immediate benefit to them.

Things a Ruler Can Do
Through the course of the year, there are a number of things that a king or queen can do. These include things like building
things, sponsoring festival, mustering troops, going to war, and holding court. A worthy ruler must also respond to acts of
nature, assassination attempts, and are often required to go on special quests for a variety of reasons.

Maintaining the Kingdom
The first thing a ruler must do every year after collecting income, is paying to maintain his army and fortifications. Costs to
maintain fortifications straightforward. Simply add together the total number of levels you have under your control and multiply
that number by 100 gold coins. This is the total amount you must pay in order to maintain the defenses. Failing to pay this
cost quickly causes the buildings to fall to disrepair and loose their defensive benefits. If you control one hill fort with a level 3
and another at level 4, then the total levels would be 7. The total maintenance cost would be 7 x 100 gold coins = 700 gold
coins.
To find the total maintenance cost for your army, simply add up the total amount of maintenance as noted for each unit.
Failing to pay the maintenance cost for any of your military units will cause the unit to disband. If the unit disbanding is a
mercenary unit, they will quite possibly take to brigandage in your own kingdom, unless their is a more promising employment
opportunity elsewhere. How to properly terminate a mercenary agreement is discussed later in this chapter.
Events
At this point it is up to the GM to determine what kinds of events may have befallen the kingdoms.

Other Costs
If you have other building projects that require an ongoing expenditure of resources, you also need to account for this. This
can include structures such as palaces, manors, temples and churches. Large, or unusually ornate buildings can take more
than just a year to build and thus may incur and ongoing cost until they are complete. If you can not pay to continue the
construction efforts, you may usually wait until the following year to continue the project, or when funds become available.
Boats
Boats are automatically used in trade along rivers and across the sea. However, when a ruler specifically builds boats, it is
presumed that these boats are build especially to accomodate units of warrriors. Each boat may hold one unit of any type.
Boats have a basic MOVE of 8 for the purposes of determining distance moved in a day. In action, they really have a MOVE
of 4, but they can sail both day and night with less effort than someone moving by land.
Dyke
A dyke is an earthwork that provides a defensive bonus of +2 to Evade and Defense for warriors defending it. It cannot be
built in levels like castle however. Obviously, it can only provide defense from attacksin a particular direction. This must be
stated when the dyke is constructed. You may build one dyke per hex side at a cost of 500 gold coins per hex. Any number of
units may defend a section of dyke. Be aware, however, that once attackers have crossed the dyke, your defensive bonus is
essentially eliminated.
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Types of Buildings
Building Type

Cost

Boats

100 gc/boat

Defensive Dyke 500 gc/3 miles of dyke
Hill Fort

1000 gc/Level

Palace

500 gc*/Pop. Level

Temple/Church

5000 gc/Level

Roads

Game Effect
Each boat can hold one military unit
Defenders gain +2 to Evade and Defense
Create or repair defensive fortification
Add +4 to Diplomacy rolls in Court
Add +2 to Loyalty/Level

200 gc x MC**/3 mi. hex Faster troop movement

*gc = gold coins.
**MC = Movement Cost
Hill Fort
A hill fort is a defensive construction with the purpose of providing protection for a population and territory. Thus, they share
the same purpose as castles of later periods. At a cost of 2000 gold coins per level of fortification (and this also reflects the
overall size of the fort) a ruler may construct a new fort. However, only one level of fortification per year may be built, as
defensive works can be a very time consuming effort.
However, if the king has an ancient hill for that has been abandoned at some point in the past, he may refortify this at half the
cost of building a new fort! Check the kingdom description to learn if your kingdom has an old out of use hill fort that can be
refitted. Obviously, the GM has the final say and can certainly add to the kingdom description as she likes.
The defensive benefit of a hillfort is significant. A bonus of +1 to Evade and Defense for the unit is gained for every level of
fort. Obviously, the unit must be fighting from within the fort in order to receive this benefit. The number of units a hill fort can
serve is equal to twice its level. A hill fort can be built to be as large as necessary to provide defense and enclose whatever
population may choose to live within.
Option: Terrain Cost Modifiers. The GM may wish to apply a modifier to the cost of building a hill fort depending on the terrain
the fort is being built upon. As a rule of thumb, you may take the Movement Cost of the terrain time 100 gold coins per level.
Thus, to build a hill fort in the swamp would cost 2000 plus 400 (4 x 100) gold coins per level.
Option: Castles of Glass. These rare, but impressive structures have been found to be constructed in the north of Britain.
They are built with stone walls, as per a normal fortification, but when it is complete, huge amounts of timber are piled against
the walls and set afire. The heat of the blazing inferno melts the surface of the stone, making them very smooth, glassy, black
walls. This makes the walls exceedingly difficult to climb. It may not have a direct effect on attackers, as they will likely use
ladders, but at least no one will easily sneak in and out of the fortress. This fortress modification costs 1,000 gold coins per
level of the fortress.
Palace
A palace can be quite useful to a politically-oriented ruler. The total cost of his palace depends on the relative population of his
kingdom. Thus, if his kingdom has a Population rating of 4, it would cost him a total of 2,000 gold coins to build. She would
then receive a +4 to every Diplomacy roll she needed to make while using the palace.
Temple/Church
A construction of one of these structures not only win the ruler points with the local religious establishments, it wins him the
heart of the people. Although populating his land with temples or churches is expensive at 5,000 gold coins per level, the
Loyalty rating of his kingdom increases by +2 each time he devotes so much to such religious endeavors.
Roads
Roads are fairly expensive to build and maintain. Most kingdoms have allowed the old Roman roads to fall into disrepair and
do not build new roads. If a king is wealthy and secure enough, roads can be constructed at a rate of 200 gold times the
Movement Cost associated with that terrain. A ruler may build as many roads per yeat as she can afford. The main advantage
of building roads is that it allows armies to travel much more quickly. Thus open terrain, having a Movement Cost of only 1
costs 200 gold per 3 mile hex. Likewise, building a road through rolling hills with a Movement Cost of 2 costs 400 gold per 3
mile hex.
Roads, once built, also have a maintenance cost. This is equal to 20 gold coins times the terrain cost for each hex. In other
words, it’s 10 percent of the cost to build the road new. Also, if maintenance is not paid for yearly, the roads quickly
deteriorate into muddy, rutty messes that are useless for travel.
Purchase Military Units
Military units can also be purchased. The units in Appendix A have a Muster Cost and a Maintenance Cost. A ruler may
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purchase any general unit, mercenary unit or any listed for his race specifically. In other words, a British king can purchase
any British unit plus any that aren’t specifically labelled for another race.
It takes some time to equip and train a unit of soldiers, however. For simplicity, the mustering time is listed with each unit. As a
rule of thumb, the time to muster a unit is usually one month per 200 gold coins of Maintenance Cost. Thus, the time it takes
to muster a unit can take as little time as a month (skirmishers) on up to a year and four months (British Heavy Cavalry). As
soon as a unit is mustered (purchased), the maintenance cost must be paid. Thereafter, it must be paid once per year until the
unit is disbanded.
A unit may be disbanded at any time. The ruler simply informs the troops thier services are no longer required and they can
return home.
Optional Rule: Mercenaries
Mercenaries are handled a little differently. They are always mustered in one month (basically just time for word to get around
to various mercenary groups). This is because mercenaries are professional warriors who come already equipped and
typically well-trained or at lest practiced. Mercenary units have only a Maintenance Cost. When hiring them, this is the only
cost incurred.
A wise ruler will always set specific terms for mercenary employment, and this needs to be stated when the mercenaries enter
employment. For instance, the Queen might contract three units of Saxon mercenaries to patrol a border with neighboring
Picts for a period of three years. These units would then agree to leave the kingdom once the contract was up. Dealing with
mercenaries can sometimes be a pretty dicey matter, however. When the contract has concluded, the ruler should make a
skill check using his Diplomacy skill versus a Difficulty Value of 14. A failure will result in the mercenaries refusal to disband,
and will resort to raiding the ruler’s own kingdom! The GM should modify the DV depending on how he feels the mercenary
band was treated. If they were used as cannon fodder, with no regard to their well-being at all (which happens a lot, anyway),
the GM should feel justified in increasing the DV by 2 to 4 points.
It is possible for a ruler to re-negotiate the terms of a mercenary contract. In fact, most mercenaries would view an extension
on their time of service to be welcome job security. However, mercenaries depend heavily on the pay they receive from their
clients and are not likely to accept early termination of the contract. Unless the ruler is able to sweeten the deal with cash....
The specifics here are left for the heroes to work out in the game with GM. Often, a situation like this can have great
adventure potential!
Disbanding a mercenary unit before their contract is up is far more dangerous. The mercenaries, unless obviously strongly
outnumbered or outmaneuvered, will resort to banditry. Weak kingdoms may even find that their irate ex-employees may call
upon other mercenary bands to help them take revenge!

A King’s Weapon and Shield
In these troubled times, a ruler should have some kind of way to protect his kingdom and his holdings. Usually, this is
achieved by building alliances and especially a strong military arm. In addition, many rulers rely on a fortress or protective
dyke to shield them from invaders.
Scouting and Patrolling
Hill forts (they are also called fortresses in this book) are always assumed to have small groups constantly patrolling the
surrounding area. The size of the area a fortress determines the amount of territory it can patrol. The maximum patrol radius
in hexes is equal to the level of the fort. For example, the fortress of Tintagel in Cornwall (a level 5 fort) can patrol an area
within five hexes of the fort. For the purposes of this game (and to keep things simple!) it is assumed that any military unit,
mercenary unit, or raiders that come within the patrol area of a fort will be automatically discovered and reported to the ruler.
For our purposes, an army is defined as any group of one or more fighting units. All armies are assumed to have at least
someone scouting around the area they occupy or are moving through. The scouts are assumed to be active in a radius of
three hexes in open terrain and along roads. Any other terrain type is scouted in a radius of only one hex. Like a hill fort’s
patrol, it is assumed that any unit within the armies scouting radius is automatically discovered and reported to the ruler.
Optional Rule: Lines of Communication
If the players and GM agree, patrol and scout information need not necessarily be automatic. For GMs who enjoy a higher
level of realism, they can rule that a line of communication must be traced to a ruler’s location without passing through any
ememy scouting or patrolling areas. It is assumed that any messengers attempting to do so would be captured by the enemy.
Only particularly daring and heroic adventurers might be able to pull off a harrowing race through enemy-held territory to bring
the king the vital information he needs...

Movement
Movement is handled in a pretty straight forward way. Various types of terrain, as you may have already gathered, have
different costs in terms of movement. Use the following chart to find the Movement Cost (MC) for each terrain type.
A unit may move as far in a day as it has points of MOVE. A unit can at least move one hex per day, even if it does not have
enough MOVE points for the terrain type. For example: a unit of Saxon Swordsmen (MOVE 3) can move across one hex of
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Open terrain (MC 1) and one hex of Light Forest (MC 2). Or, it can traverse just one hex of Mountains (MC 4).
Optional Rule: Weather Modifiers
As an option, the GM may rule that weather can slow troop movement. Movement Costs in the coldest winter months of
December, January, and February can be modified by +1 for each hex. Severe weather can also add a +1 for each hex
.

Terrain Type

MC

Adventurers’ Movement.
The movement for a party of heroes is found to be the MOVE of the slowest
character. Using this rating, you can use the above movement rules in
precisely the same way. Naturally, getting a horse for everyone can help
considerably, since you could use the horse’s MOVE instead. Note that using
horses this way is not strictly realistic, but should serve a Dawn of Legends
campaign well.

Light Forest

2

Medium Forest

3

Heavy Forest

4

Hills

2

Moors

2

War

Mountains

4

If you are suddenly invaded, raided or attack someone else, you are
(obviously!) at war. Up until this point, the GM may have handled kingdoms
and their military forces abstractly. But when a war occurs, a GM should take
care to mark down the specific location of the units of the kingdoms involved.
Rulers take turns moving armies of one or more units each day. To
determine who must move first, compare the Intelligence stat of the leaders
involved. The leader with the highest INT score will determine who goes first.
Roll a die to break any ties.

Open (a clear hex)

1

River Requires boats (except at bridge/ford)
River (ford or stream)

2

Roads

0.5

Swamp

4

Boats (MOVE of 8)

When two armies occupy the same hex, they must do battle. To resolve
Sea
battles, refer to the Mass Combat section. The looser of the battle must
retreat any forces he has remaining from the battle into any hex not occupied Up river
by the enemy. If all available routes of escape are occupied by enemy
Down river
armies, an impassable river, or the sea, that army is utterly destroyed. All
leaders and heroes still alive will be at the mercy of the victors.

1
2
0.5

A conqueror can capture a fortress, town, or village by removing any resisting army and leaving an army of one or more units
to occupy it. A fortress, town or village will automatically revert to the control of the original king if the invading army leaves.
There are a few ways to permanently conquer a village, town or fortress. The easiest way is to convince the former ruler to
cede those possessions to the invader. Another way is to kill the ruler or force her to step down. Finally, a victorious
conqueror may be able to force the former ruler to accept the attacker as an over-king.
Sieges
If an attacker does not wish to attempt a costly attack on a well-defended fortress, she may choose to try to starve them out.
The attacker and defender can not occupy the same hex without doing battle. A successful siege can only be executed if all
routes to a fortress can be blocked with enemy units. This includes routes by sea or river. A besieging army will need boats
and troops to prevent ships arriving by sea carrying supplies. Areas that can be monitored with an army’s scouts count
towards blocking supply routes. However, an army on land cannot use its scouts to control larger rivers or sea hexes without
boats.
For every month the besieging army can block potential supply lines, the fortification level will be reduced by one. If the
blockade is breached at any point during a month, supplies can reach the fortress or hunting parties can be sent out to gather
food and supplies. Thus, if the defenders can get supplies at least once in a month, their fortification value will go up one point
(if it had been reduced previously).
If the fort’s value is finally reduced to zero, the troops inside the fort have starved and will surrender. The besieging
commander can at that time put them to the sword, order them to return to their homes (forcing the captured army to disband),
or simply allow them safe passage out of the fortress. Usually, the fort commander will sally forth in an attempt to break the
besieging army’s lines before starvation sets in. Sometimes, however, the commander may feel it would be certain death to
attempt the sally.
Alliances
When two kingdoms make a mutually beneficial arrangment called an alliance, they can give each other permission to move
armies through each other’s lands. These units would then not be regarded as invaders, and so there would be no war.
In addition, units from different kingdoms in an alliance can join together to make armies under the command of a single war
leader or council of leaders. The details of these can be left up to the GM and the players to role play out as necessary.
Ending a War
A war is ended if all enemy units leave the attacked countries. Of course, the offended kingdoms can always continue the war
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by taking their armies to the enemy home kingdom. A war is also ended when all defending units of an attacked kingdom have
been defeated.

Religion versus Rulers
Religious leaders within a kingdom can influence who sits on the throne. First, the religion must be the most dominant one in
the area. Check this by determining where the temples or holy sites are. If there is one near or in more than half the villages
and towns in a kingdom, then dominance has been established. This can be determined by the GM, or it may be noted in the
kingdom descriptions. The religious leaders may wish to convene a council to decide, but in the end it is the final decision of
the highest ranking religious official in the kingdom whether or not to support a ruler.
If such a ranking priest does not approve of a ruler or ruler's heir, he may declare no confidence in the ruler and throw his
support with another champion! On the other hand, if the ruler has been challenged by usurpers or invaders, the religious
leaders may decide to throw their support publicly behind the established king. Either way, a civil war generally ensues to
resolve the issue. However, the political support of the religious leaders of a kingdom can complicate matters.
Whichever side gains this support gains a number of units equal to the Population level of the kingdom. These are religious
faithful who have answered the call to arms to fill the ranks of the righteous. Thus, no Maintenance or Muster Cost is incurred
so long as these units remain within the kingdom. They are perfectly willing to take the cause of the holy war outside their
home borders, but their Maintenance Cost must be paid immediately starting at that point. This is because although they can
live off the land, family and church while in the homelands, they cannot do so easily abroad. They will appear in one week
after a declaration of no confidence or support and will remain as long as the conflict continues or the religion loses its
dominance in the kingdom. In addition, each spring new recruits will appear to refill the ranks back to the original numbers.
This occurs the 2nd of May, immediately after May Day (Beltane).
Refer to the following charts to determine exactly what units are called up.

Druid/Christian

Saxon

Population

Population

Level Units

Level Units

1

1 Javelin Skirmishers

1

1 Javelin Skirmishers

2

1 Javelin Skirmishers, 1 Sling Skirmishers

2

1 Javelin Skirmishers, 1 Sling Skirmishers

3

1 British Light Spear, 2 British Archers

3

1 Saxon Light Spear, 1 Javelin Skirmishers, 1 Sling Skirmishers

4

1 Medium Infantry, 1 British Light Spear, 2 British Archers

4

1 Saxon Axemen, 1 Saxon Light Spear, 1 Javelin Skirmishers, 1 Sling Skirmishers

5

1 Medium Infantry, 2 British Light Spear, 2 British Archers

5

2 Saxon Axemen, 1 Saxon Light Spear, 1 Javelin Skirmishers, 1 Sling Skirmishers

6

2 Medium Infantry, 2 British Light Spear, 2 British Archers

6

2 Saxon Axemen, 2 Saxon Light Spear, 2 Sling Skirmishers

7

2 Medium Infantry, 3 British Light Spear, 2 British Archers

7

2 Saxon Axemen, 3 Saxon Light Spear, 2 Sling Skirmishers

8

1 Heavy Infantry, 2 Medium Infantry, 3 British Light Spear, 2 British Archers

8

1 Heavy Infantry, 2 Saxon Axemen, 2 Saxon Light Spear, 2 Sling Skirmishers

9

2 Heavy Infantry, 2 Medium Infantry, 3 British Light Spear, 2 British Archers

9

2 Heavy Infantry, 2 Saxon Axemen, 2 Saxon Light Spear, 2 Sling Skirmishers

10

1 British Heavy Cavalry, 2 Heavy Infantry, 2 Medium Infantry, 3 British Light Spear, 2 British
Archers

10

1 Saxon Swordsmen, 2 Heavy Infantry, 2 Saxon Axemen, 2 Saxon Light Spear, 2
Sling Skirmishers

The Kingdom Campaign
Running kingdoms and playing rulers can be exciting for players and very rewarding for Game Masters, but sometimes a GM
may not want to run a game where everyone is a powerful ruler. Playing in a campaign where an non-Player Character (NPC)
or a single player character is the high muckity-muck and the Heros are the ruler’s champions, advisors and other right-hand
people can lead to a very cohesive game as well. After all, the ruler can’t be everywhere and it’s also helpful that to eyes
watching her back. Besides, it can be pretty expensive to build a ruler type of character since there are so many special perks
and skills that are useful and necessary for a successful ruler.
You might choose to create a prince character. You could use naerly any type of package deal to receive a discount on a
suite of skills. The position of prince or princess is more expensive in terms of buying wealth and other perks. However, this
character has much greater freedom in terms of adventuring. In fact, a young princeling has much to do if he wants to prove
his heroism and overall worthiness for the throne of his people, especially if he has any siblings!
Nobles, usually descended from long warrior lines, hold important positions in both Celt and Saxon societies. For the Saxons,
Angles and Jutes, the equivalent of this class is known as the Ealdorman. These capable leaders often act with the authority
of the king and usually command many thegns, professional warriors who in turn command the lowest warrior caste called
coerls. Thus, Ealdorman command entire warbands, but are directly answerable to the king. The British Horse Noble
counterparts in Roman and Celtic Britain have a little more freedom. They fight for their king based on loyalty and pay, but will
often strike out on adventures of their own.
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One of the most important positions in the court of any king or queen is that of Champion. Each king or queen has the right to
appoint a champion who acts as the personal bodyguard of the ruler. In peace or war, the champion can accept any challenge
to single combat on behalf of her king or queen. In addition, the ruler may reward her champion by giving the champion
missions of the greatest importance. When building a character of this sort, you might think of Sir Lancelot of Arthurian fame.
There are many other important positions available as well. A king’s court is never complete without a bard or priest as
advisor. Bards are usually welcome in any British court as entertainers and fonts of wisdom. Druids and poets are requested
to be a part of any non-Christian British kingdom. Christian priests can be found in almost any British court. Saxon, Angle, and
Jute kings would not dare to hold court without the input of the dread Saxon Rune Priests. These feared wielders of mystic
might can mean the difference between victory and defeat on the battlefield. These Priests can Outlaw even a king and levy
the dread Warg Curse upon them.

Using the Maps
The maps included with Dawn of Legends show natural features, towns, villages, forts, and points of interest. In general, the
borders of kingdoms represented by the maps are only approximate. There is no definite survey of the land, so a ruler must
define his border in relative terms. Some kingdoms are easily defined -- Cornwall’s lands extend from the banks of the Tamar
to the sea. Other kingdoms are really thought of as so many days walk in various directions from a fort, town or village.
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Geography
Political Map
Britain:
South
Lower Middle
Middle
Upper Middle
North
Less Britain
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GEOGRAPHY
The geography of Dawn of Legends is similar, but not quite the same as, our counterpart on Earth. A close look at the
included maps will reveal a close similarity to the main part of Britain in the overall shape of the island. However, locations and
sizes of forests, mountains, rivers and other geographical features are a little different. An accurate representation of what
Britain might have looked like in our own past history would be highly subject to a lot of guesswork anyway.
The detailed maps of the various kingdoms all are overlaid with a hex pattern. For your convenience, I have designed them
such that each hex corresponds to roughly 3 miles along their width. It’s easy to imagine people traveling by foot or ox about
12 miles a day in good conditions and in open terrain -- that translates to 4 hexes a day on the maps. You’ll also notice that an
average unencumbered person generally has an effective MOVE of 4. With these basic figures as a guide, it can be seen how
the Movement section in the Running a Kingdom chapter was derived. Terrain simply modifies how far people can travel in a
day. Beyond the chart displayed for you in that section, the GM can adjust the distance traveled further in cases when there
was less than a full day’s travel, or travel was hampered by winter’s shorter days. In addition, the GM may increase the
distance traveled if the characters involved are in a full-out panicked flight or forced march. Also note that the GM should use
the MOVE of the slowest character to determine distance travel. If the entire party is mounted, he should use the mounts’
MOVE instead. (That might not be strictly realistic, but a tangible return in a game sense for the use of mounts is much more
satisfying for players.)
This sourcebook focuses on the areas of Britain that would include England, Wales and southern Scotland. These areas
include a wide variety of terrain, a large number of small kingdoms, and a good deal of cultural diversity thanks to the native
Celts, remnants of Roman civilization, and the Saxon culture. In addition, several Celtic and Romano-Celtic kingdoms
maintain trade with lands as far away as the Mediterranean.
At first glance, it would seem that the generally Celtic kingdoms would always be politically oriented against the Saxons and
vice versa, but this is not always the case. Although the Saxons and Celts tend to disagree on whom should be ruling what, it
also sometimes happens that alliances of convenience will occur to oppose a particularly threatening neighbor. This can
sometimes make for some highly unusual army compositions, and some rather unlikely alliances among the various religions.
After all, at this point in time in the Dawn of Legends setting, a very delicate balance has been set. A disruption on one side or
the other could lead to unpredictable results. But of course that’s where the Heroes come in!
These lands often are invaded by mists and rains, which add to the mystical flavor of the time. Wildly extreme temperatures
are quite rare here, since this island receives much temperature regulation due to a prevailing current flowing up from the
southwest across the Atlantic Ocean. Thus, terrible snow bound winters and blistering hot summers such as those found in
lands in central areas of continents (like the American Midwest) are almost never seen here. Summers tend to be warm and
wet and winters cool and dry. Floods are common enough in the lowlands, and a drought now and again is not unheard of.
Future expansions will focus on the Pictish lands of the north, Ireland, lands on the European continent, and special
Otherworld kingdoms.
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KINGDOM
DESCRIPTIONS
Dumnonia
Dumnonia is a kingdom which is actually comprised of a number of sub-kingdoms. At this time, Dumnonia herself dominates
the other kingdoms of Glastening and Cornwall. Kingdoms of Brittany have also passed in and out of the power of Dumnonia
and relations with these still remain strong.

Wealth Level. 5 (Dumnonia) + 25% of Cornwall & Glastening. 4 (Cornwall). 4 (Glastening).
Military Lists (maintenance cost).
Dumnonia:
2 Heavy Cavalry (6,400 gold)
5 British Light Spear (1,250 gold)
2 Heavy Infantry (5,400 gold)
4 British Archers (740 gold)
Cornwall:
1 Heavy Cavalry (3,200 gold)
3 British Light Spear (750 gold)
2 Medium Infantry (1,200 gold)
4 British Archers (740 gold)
Glastening:
1 Heavy Cavalry (3,200 gold)
5 British Light Spear (1,250 gold)

Maintained Fortifications (level).
Dumnonia:
Caer Custoeint(5)
Exe Monastery (6)
Maintenance: 11 x 100 = 1100 gold
Cornwall:
Tintagel (5)
Maintenance: 5 x 100 = 500 gold
Glastening:
Caer Ddraitou (2)
Glastonbury (4)
Maintanance: 6 x 100 = 600 gold

Total Maintenance.
Dumnonia: 14,890 gold
(average income:14,000 + 3,500 from subkingdoms)
Cornwall: 6,390 gold (average income: 7,000 gold)
Glastening: 5,050 gold (average income: 7,000 gold)

Treasuries.
Dumnonia: 50,000 gold
Cornwall: 9,000 gold
Glastening: 15,000 gold

Political Structure of the Kingdoms of Dumnonia
The kingdoms under Dumnonia’s control have a good deal of autonomy, but are not wholly independent. The leaders of
Glastening and Cornwall are referred to by the title of Duke. Dumnonia has long been a bastion of the Romano-British and as
such has derived the titles of these men from the earlier Romans. The controlling dynasties of the kings of
Cornwall-Dumnonia-Glastening have mainly been Cornish or Dumnonian, but currently leadership rests with the Dumnonian
family of King Maximus, known as Macsen in the British tongue.
Additionally, Dumnonia maintains warm relations with it’s daughter-kingdoms across the channel in Brittany, also called Less
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Britain. In the last 50 years, the kingdoms of Dumnonée and Cairhaix have been given independence from Dumnonia by
Dumnonian and Cornish kings wishing to reward their sons with kingdoms of their own.

Religion
The religion in Cornwall, Dumnonia, and Glastening has been dominated by the Roman Catholic Church for a long time and is
deeply entrenched. As a Christian kingdom, Dumnonia takes a dim view of practitioners of magic of any sort and will usually
attempt to discourage these practices. The severity of the “discouragement” typically varies with the magnitude of the magic
used.
Bishop Ignatius runs the diocese in these three kingdoms and has done well for himself and his church, in spite of being cut
off from Rome. He is a very pious man and generally very forgiving. However, he has a certain intolerance for pagans and
especially druids. He feels the druids are responsible for misguiding the people of the neighboring kingdom of Dortrig,
eventually leading to the demise of Christianity in this kingdom 200 years ago.
His diocese is very wealthy, with all manner of riches contributed to the church by the nobility as well as the peasantry.
Besides using this income to expand his church, Ignatius has been working very hard to win over the current ruler of Dortrig
and convince him to remove the temple to the old pagan gods and establish a Christian shrine.

Cornwall (This kingdom is suitable for Heroes to run)
Population/Wealth levels. 3/4
Inhabitants. Approximately sixty percent of the population of Cornwall is comprised of Romanized British who live in villages
of various sizes scattered throughout Cornwall.
Adventure Hooks. Goblin raiders under the leadership of a powerful Erlking have arrived and made permanent homes
hidden in the thicker forests of western Cornwall. These bandits leave the woods only to prey upon the good people of
Cornwall Cursed by the gods and doomed to be ostracized by human society, these people seem determined to harass every
neighbor. So far, attempts by the Duke’s army to root them out of the forest have been unsuccessful as these goblins appear
adept at disappearing in the forest when they wish.
A single Irish settlement has been allowed to build a village in Cornwall recently. It is located near western wood along the
northern coast of the kingdom.
Other creatures do inhabit the wilderness areas of Cornwall. There are giants known to roam the high moors around Tintagel
castle and in caves along the coastlines. Fairy are also known to make the presence known from time to time, much to the
chagrin of the catholic church here.
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Notable topography. The western forest covers an area from the village of Land’s End up to 36 mile toward Tintagel castle.
This forest shelters many mysteries and currently is the home of an Erlking and his band of goblins.
Immediately nearby this famous and nigh-impregnable fort is Bodmin Moor. This area supports mysteries of its own; possibly
even giants.
Languages. British is the major language here. Latin is spoken at masses but rarely is any other language spoken here.
Trades. With the exception of the goblins who typically steal from others in order to sustain themselves, the peoples of
Cornwall usually make their living farming, fishing, and mining. Cornish tin is an especially profitable material for trade and the
Duke earns the bulk of his income through his mines. It can easily be said that the Duke employes more British than any other
man in Cornwall. Some crafts and food are also exported.
Allies. Cornwall maintains a close relationship with their over-king in Dumnonia. The Duke maintains a military always reading
for the call to war by King Maximus. In addition, a feelings of closeness exist between Cornwall and the kingdoms of Less
Britain across the Channel since many of the people of those kingdoms still remember the fair treatment the kings of Cornwall
gave them in days gone by.
Enemies. Cornwall’s traditional enemies have always been Irish and Saxon raiders. However, progress has been made
toward reaching agreements in terms of settlement with the Irish, thus the Irish raiding has been quite minimal. Saxons only
rarely raid the rocky coasts of Cornwall. Indeed, the main concern of the Duke is the Erlking of the western woods who often
sends his goblins out to harass villages and kidnap children.
Disposition. Duke Lucius is currently in power by both the consent of his own people and that of his superior, the king of
Dumnonia. The people here are quite supportive of their duke and remain optimistic.

Dumnonia
Population/Wealth levels. 4/5
Inhabitants. The only primary race of Dumnonia itself are the Romano-British themselves. Two main towns, including Exeter,
have the greatest population, although the hill forts Caer Uisc and Caer Custoeint protect villages of their own. In addition, a
trade village has sprouted up near the mouth of the Taw river subsisting on local agriculture and trade.
Notable topography. The lands of Dumnonia include a thick forest around Caer Custoeint and a moderately dense forest
around Caer Uisc in the south. These places often harbor encounters with the fey folk. One never knows what or who a hero
might find in these woods. Additionally, the kingdom has larger tracts of wild in the southern Dartmoor and northern Exmoor
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which support small populations of hunter-gatherer Ogres and Giants. The plains around the town of Exeter provide decent
grazing and agriculture.
Languages. Like Cornwall, the major language here is British (Celtic) with Latin used in catholic masses.
Trades. Mining is also common in the moors of Dumnonia. Grazing and some agriculture is also currently sustainable
enterprises as well. Finally, some trade is done by sea.
Allies. Currently Dumnonia has a lot friends. Cornwall and Glastening currently remain loyal to the King of Dumnonia, and the
kingdoms of Dumnonée and Cairhaix across the Channel are sympathetic and friendly to the causes of Dumnonia.
Unfortunately, the kingdoms of Less Britain are not likely to make a serious military commitment.
Enemies. Dumnonia’s relations with the fellow British kingdom of Dortrig has been chilling rapidly in recent years. The Roman
church of Dumnonia does not approve of the “backwards” slide to the old druid ways the current rulership of Dortrig has taken.
The Roman church has been encouraging feelings of hostility towards the old pagan ways, and so Dortrig has in turn felt more
hostile toward the Christian kingdoms.
Disposition. King Maximus (Macsen in the British tongue) of Dumnonia is a powerful warrior king who took the kingship after
his father, the former king, fell in battle with the West Saxons five years ago. Maximus is one of the most influential and
powerful of the British kings and is itching to go to war with the West Saxons to gain revenge for the death of his father. The
people and warrior leaders of Dumnonia are supportive of their king but seem more interested in picking a fight with any
neighbor than specifically with the Saxons. The people here remain aggressive.

Glastening (This kingdom is suitable for Heroes to run)
Population/Wealth levels. 4/4
Inhabitants. The people of Glastening are largely of British stock. However, there are some Saxons who have managed to
settle here in spite of the hostility harbored by the Romano-British against them. In addition, a few giants are said to roam the
wilder areas between settlements.
Adventure hook. Heroes might be asked by Duke Camulorix to complete a special quest to the Otherworld. Avalon might be
used as a gateway, with a little help from the priestesses there. The Heroes might also be called upon to mediate a dispute
between the Christians and the pagans at Glastonbury Tor, perhaps having a hand in a new bargain between the two groups.
Notable topography. Fertile plains are the dominant feature of central Glastening, making this a popular area to settle. There
is a great old hill fort called Cadbury (which means battle-fort) once built to protect the area, but this venerable stronghold has
fallen into disrepair since the Dukes of Glastening have chosen to put resources into protecting Glastonbury (which means fort
of glass) instead. It would not be terribly difficult for a more wealthy ruler to reoccupy the fort and make it serviceable once
more.
The Exmoor stretches into the western portion of Glastening, eventually giving way to rolling hills covered with light forest. A
few giants and hill goblins have been spotted in this area. The hill fort known as Caer Ddraitou is positioned to watch over
these wild lands.
Hilly lands once again appear in the east, sheltering the kingdom somewhat from the Saxons.
The wetlands in the north central area of the kingdom surrender to a shallow lake surrounding a tall hill called Glastonbury
Tor, known to the druids as Avalon, place of apples. The name Glastonbury means castle of glass. Under either name, the
isle is strongly connected with the Otherworld and is thought to be the resting place of King Arthur.
Avalon is a place of great religious significance and men and women druids travel here often. Even the Christians respect the
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isle, preferring the name Glastonbury Tor. The Christians have been allowed to erect a monastery in the nearby town, so long
as they do not disrupt the special rites and teachings of the priestesses of the old religion. This place has long been the center
of the female side of the druidic faith and with the return of the old ways and the druids, the Christians of Glastening have had
no choice but to allow the priestesses and druids access to the place. A town, taking the name Glastonbury, has grown
considerably due to the frequent pilgrimages to Avalon, and so the Dukes of Glastening have heavily fortified the area for
protection.
Secrets of the Isle of Avalon. The Lady of the Lake, referring to the waters surrounding the isle, is the title of the highest
priestess of Avalon. The Lady of the Lake has authority over all the women bards, poets, and priestesses of the Celtic religion.
Her power is equal to the Archdruid himself (also known as the Merlin). She and her closest advisors are sometimes referred
to as the Four Queens. The first of these priestesses is the Queen of the Fey who traditionally leads the nine maiden
priestesses who watch for the return of King Arthur. Only she, the Lady of the Lake, and the Merlin are said to know when or if
Arthur shall return. The second is called Queen of the Northgales. She commands priestess of the distant North. The third is
named Queen of the Wastelands, and it is her right to oversee the return of the Celtic religion to lands controlled by Christians
and Saxons.
Physically, the Isle of Avalon looks deceptively small. In truth, the Isle exists both in the Otherworld and in Britain at the same
time. The Isle stretches for many more miles than it would seem. This size is well hidden by the nearly continual mist which
shrouds it. Indeed, the mist itself magically shields the island from unwanted approach, and it is not passable to those who are
do not have the special skill of navigating this mist (Requires the Magically Gifted Talent and Sea magic skill). On the Isle, it
never rains, snows, or hails. No wind blows here.
Languages. British is the primary language here, although the few scattered Saxon settlers speak English. Latin is the only
written language.
Trades. Agriculture and grazing comprise the primary occupations here. The lowlands are very fertile and are capable of
supporting a good variety of crops.
Allies. As a subkingdom of Dumnonia, Glastening obviously maintains close relations to the over-kingdom. Although it is in
general friendlier to Dortrig than the other kingdoms of Dumnonia, it would not be considered a real ally.
Enemies. The primary threat to this kingdom comes from the West Saxons. Numerous battles have been waged between the
Dumnonian kingdoms and the West Saxons within the borders of Glastening. Therefore, the British here harbor a deep
resentment of the Saxon people, and treat those few Saxons who dared to settle within the kingdom harshly.
The persecution does not go unnoticed by the Saxons kingdoms, however, and is often the source of much animosity
between Glastening and the West Saxons. It is commonly viewed that war with the Saxons will come again soon.
Disposition. Duke Camulorix gained his position solely by being the first born child of his father, the previous Duke. The
people of Glastening are beginning to grew weary of the constant struggles with the Saxons. There are also signs of stress
between the two religions at Glastonbury. The people of this kingdom are neutral toward the actions of their Duke.

Dortrig (This kingdom is suitable for Heroes to run.)
Population/Wealth Level. 3/4
Military Lists (maintenance cost).
1 British Heavy Cavalry (3,200 gold)
4 British Light Spear (1,000 gold)
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4 Javelin Skirmishers (740 gold)
Maintained Fortifications (level).
Caer Durnac (5)
Maintenance: 5 x 100 = 500 gold coins
Total Maintenance.
5,440 gold
(average income = 7000 gold coins)
Treasury.
9,000 gold coins
Political Structure. Dortrig is an independent kingdom controlled by a strong king who has been successful in battle. For
now, times are good.
Religion. Dortrig has experienced a resurgence in the common people’s faith in the old druid religion.
Ten years ago, a young King Cyrys was in desparate straits. The West Saxons had attacked the small kingdom, quickly
overrunning the eastern portion of Dortrig in a line roughly following the centeral spine of hills which run through the kingdom.
Cyrys’s father, King Trefor (pronounced Trevor), died only the previous winter of the white fever. It was obvious the Saxons
felt the inexperienced young man, barely 18 at the time, would quail before their onslaught.
Cyrys new he was militarily outmatched. His choice was simple; find an ally, or loose the kingdom. Dortrig’s first option was to
request intervention aid from the only nations in the area powerful enough to stand up to the West Saxons -- the Dumnonian
kingdoms. However, there were two drawbacks to this plan. First, there would almost assuredly be a protracted war between
the two greater kingdoms tearing up Dortrig and its peole. Secondly, were King Maximus of Dumnonia successful in driving
out the Saxon menace, there would be no guarantee that Maximus’s armies would leave. That could render Dortrig a
subkingdom under the authority of King Maximus, and Cyrys was proud enough to strongly oppose the notion of bowing to
another king.
King Cyrys needed another plan. commanding his skirmishers and cavalry to execute hit and run attacks in the forest and the
plains bought him time to find another way While most of Dortrig’s population sought shelter in within the massive walls of
Caer Durnac, Cyrys and two of his closest friends made a harrowing journey north to find a circle of druids sympathetic to his
cause. This rapid quest took him first to the forest near Stonehenge and then north into the secretive mounts of Craven. There
he found a group of sympathetic druids who agreed to use their power to save his kingdom. In return, Cyrys swore to uphold
the traditional laws of the Cymry (as the British call themselves) above the laws of Rome and to allow the druids to return to
Dortrig to teach the old ways again. A quick demonstration of the druids’ power was all that was necessary to convince the
young king to agree to the bargain.
When Cyrys returned with three elder druids, he quickly set about devising his counter attack. One druid had the power to
dampen the enemy Saxon Rune Master’s power. Another the ability to enchant Cyrys troops to astounding levels of frenzy.
The third could spread a thick mist across the battlefield. Thus it was that Cyrys was able to defeat a numericly superior and
more experienced foe. The resulting chaos and loss of life was once that the West Saxons have not yet forgotten.
For the King’s part, Cyrys was as good as his word. Not only did he uphold his promises, but he donated a section inside the
town of Caer Durnac itself to the druids’ use. This was an area which included an ancient sacred well. The druids have now
also grown a small oak grove around the well and teach the old ways there. Although the druid religion has not gained
widespread acceptance yet, the King himself as well as a growing group of people have been learning from the druids for the
past 10 years.
Inhabitants. This kingdom remains exclusively in the hands of the British natives.
Notable topography. The heart of this kingdom lies is forested. These woods provide some natural defense against raiders,
but can sometimes also shelter bandits. Hills near the borders also provide some tactical advantage to the king when facing
external threats.
Languages. The most common language here is British, although some Saxon is also spoken because of the influence of the
West Saxons.
Trade. Dortrig is largely and agricultural state, but also contains good resources of wood for trade and construction.
Allies. The best allies of Dortrig are the druids. The king’s strong bond with these powerful sages is the only certain ally
Dortrig has. The king hopes to begin relations with the small kingdoms of Bath and Gloui to the north, as none of them may be
able to defend itself alone against another determined Saxon incursion.
Enemies. Anglo-Saxon raiders along the coast and the West Saxons are the most obvious enemy. The Dumnonian
kingdoms, while not an enemy at this time, can not be counted as a friend, either.
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Disposition/Loyalty. Optimistic/Moderate

South Saxon
Population/Wealth Levels. 4/0
Military Lists (maintenance cost).
Cadwallon’s Liberators (Special unit, 0 gold)
Aelle’s Teeth
1 Saxon Axemen (575 gold)
1 Saxon Light Spear (400 gold)
Wulfred’s Guard
2 Medium Infantry (1,200 gold)
Woden’s Doom
1 Saxon Axemen + Rune Priests
(0 gold)
Maintained Fortifications. None
Total Maintenance.
Cadwallon’s Liberators: None
Aelle’s Teeth: 975 gold coins
Wulfred’s Guard: 1,200 gold coins
Woden’s Doom: None
Treasury.
Cadwallon: 100 gold coins
Aelle: 1,500 gold coins
Wulfred: 2000 gold coins
Woden’s Doom: 1000 gold coins
Political Structure. During the early years of the first independent Anglo-Saxon nations, this kingdom grew to great
prominence. So much so, in fact, the king of South Saxons became the foremost of the Jute, Angle and Saxon warlords. This
king, called Aelle, was able to put terrific pressure upon the British states. However, there arose a singular British warlord,
hero, and king against whom Aelle met his match. This was Arthur, warlord and King above all the British Kings. Arthur
attacked Aelle, and any other Anglo-Saxon nation which stood against the British. The effect upon the South Saxon kingdom
was devestating. So much so, the kingdom still has not recovered in one hundred years since the death of King Arthur.
Today, there is no ruler strong enough to claim the South Saxon kingdom. When the Saxons first arrived here, they had done
an admirable job of displacing or enslaving the native British population. Unfortunately for the Saxons, since the defeats
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inflicted by Arthur a few of the British have returned, and have no wish to allow a Saxon king to rise again. Four main factions
continually test one another, looking for a weakness or perhaps an easy victory.
Two royal lines currently struggle for supremacy in the portion of the kingdom south of the stretch of woods, called the Weald.
Here, the Saxon population is concentrated most strongly. These consist of the family and allies of Wulfred, whose claim
relies on the fact of his direct descent of Aelle on one side and the charismatic young warrior called Aelle, who was named
after his great grand-uncle, on the opposing side. Unfortunately, the wealth of both these would-be kings does not match their
ambitions. They are unable to outfit enough warriors to make an army of the necessary size to ensure a victory.
Two other groups roam the plains north of the Weald. One, led by a young prince from Gwynedd, seeks to provide protection
for those British who have settled back into their ancestral lands over the past century. The last group, known as Woden’s
Doom, is commanded by a trio of ruthless Rune Priests, acolytes of Mercian Rune Masters bent on the task of reverting, or
converting Saxon and British populations away from the dominant Roman Catholic church. These axemen are absolute
fanatics, worked into a frenzy and empowered with magic by the Rune Priests. These Rune Priests will often use terror, pain,
and death to convince their targets to renounce their Christian views. This tactic is frighteningly effective. Many times, it is only
young Prince Cadwallon’s bravery and quick action that could distract these barbarians from their grisly work.
Unfortunately for all concerned, the creatures of the Otherworld have also made an appearance, complicating matters futher.
An Erlking has carved out his own holdings within the Weald. His forest goblins’ natural colorings provide an excellent
camouflage here, making them extremely difficult to root out. In addition, the goblins’ numbers are thought to be unnaturally
large for such a parasitic culture. Woodsmen fear the Erlking may reside in an impregnable fortress lying outside the bounds
of this world. However, permanent portals must have certainly been created for the goblins appear to move about with
complete freedom. If this were not enough, rumor has that three dragons have taken up residence in the forest! Evidence of
this is sparce, but with the closeness of the Otherworld brought by the Erlking, it is certainly possible that these beasts may
have arrived from the Otherworld through the portals. The dangers of this forest has markedly divided the kingdom into north
and south halves. This has strongly contributed to the political disarray of South Saxon. Only fools or the bravest heroes travel
through the Weald.
This kingdom has further problems lurking just over its borders, as well. The aggressive nation of Mercia to the north west has
been hungrily eyeing the northern reaches of the realm. Meanwhile, Catholic priests from the kingdom of Kent, the most
Christian of the Anglo-Saxon nations, have been attempting to stir up resistance to the actions of Woden’s Doom. Fortunately
for the South Saxon kingdom, Mercia, with it’s immensely strong armies, has not yet dared to invade due to concern about the
reaction of the goblins and potentially any dragons. However, most view this as a temporary situation. And if Mercia decides
to mobilize, it could very well spell the end of any hope of an independent South Saxon kingdom.
Religion. Roman Catholicism, especially concentrated near the borders with Kent, vigorously competes with the Saxon pagan
religion. In fact, the Archbishop of Canterbury is very concerned and has commissioned a missionary to evangelise the South
Saxons and oppose the moves of the Rune Priests. This is a dangerous task, but the Archbishop has found a priest with most
effective war experience and has surrounded the priest with a circle of six highly skilled warriors faithful to the cause. Father
Tigerni was an Ealdorman of exceptional skilled during his career with the West Saxons, and since he has found God and
taken up the missionary robes, he has proven a most able man.
Father Tigerni’s piety and resourcefulness has inspired Saxons south of the Weald, and he now makes ready to travel to the
northern reaches to evangelize the people there, including the British settlers. Father Tigerni is wary of the evil mystic power
of the Rune Priests, but as he often likes to observe, a blade in his belly will crimp any witch’s style.
The Rune Masters of Mercia have other plans for this kingdom. They were very put out when the king of Kent allowed himself
to become converted, and they were outraged when he built them churches and Abbeys. Backed by the considerable
resources of King Penda of Mercia, the Rune Masters have sent three of their best students of runecraft accompanied by one
single warband of axemen (Woden’s Doom). The challenge is twofold: 1) to revert the Saxons to the old ways and destroy any
opposition, and 2) the priests must prove their power to their masters. Failure will be punished with death, and the Masters will
simply deploy more priests and perhaps more warbands to continue the work.
Inhabitants. A large number of Saxons dominate the area south of the Weald. A smaller number inhabit the area north of the
Weald. British settlers have reclaimed some portions of the northern lands, but are badly set upon by Woden’s Doom. Fey
creatures inhabit the Weald.
Adventure hook. The dragons may indeed be a very real danger! Heroes wishing to make a name for themselves could gain
instant fame by defeating one. This adventure would be fairly straightforward in theory, but the journey to the Weald may be
fraught with all kinds of dangers including goblins and other fairy monsters. Keeping out the way of the numerous warring
factions can also be a challenge.
Adventure hook. The goblins of the Weald have stolen a king’s new-born child. A desparate and grieved king may ask or
command the Heroes to return the child.
Adventure hook. The Heroes may learn of an impending invasion on the part of Mercia or even Kent. British Heroes may wish
to team up with Prince Cadwallon in an effort to thwart plans for invasion.
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Adventure hook. Hero religious leaders may take up arms in a religious war to drive out one religion or the other.
Notable topography. The Weald is the most striking feature of this kingdom. This dark forest is rumored to be haunted by
ghosts and called home by goblins, dragons and other monsters. In the southern portion of the kingdom, an old ruined fort by
the name of Caer Anderida lies abandoned. Small villages sporadically dot the landscape, but most folks just try to eke out a
living on scattered farms.
Language. Although some British is spoken here, most people speak the Saxon dialect, at least as a second language, if not
a first language.
Trade. Agriculture.
Allies. None.
Enemies. Kent and especially Mercia. These expansionist kingdoms are interested in taking control of the population,
agriculture, and if they can, the forest.
Disposition/Loyalty. Devisive/Rebellious.
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MILITARY UNITS OF
BRITAIN
Key:
R = Range in meter/yards.
Evade: #/# = First number is without a shield, second number is with a shield.
Scaled Hits: #/# = First number is the total hits, second number is one half hits.
Medium Infantry (38)
Move: 4
Melee: 7
Spear: 5D6 + 25
Defense: 6
Evade: 8
Scaled Hits: 45/23
CBR: 10+
Resistance: 22
War Hits: 3
Special Attack: Set for +1D6/5 hexes the attacker charged, but may not move.
Muster Cost: 2,400 gold
Maintenance Cost: 600 gold
Time to Muster: 3 months
Heavy Infantry (32)
Move: 4
Melee: 10
Long Spear: 6D6 + 25
Defense: 12
Evade: 11
Scaled Hits: 50/25
CBR: 9+
Resistance: 25
War Hits: 3
Special Attack: Set for +1D6/5 hexes the attacker charged, but may not move. Unlike normal Spear attacks, this
attack occurs simultaneously with charge attacks.
Muster Cost: 10,800 gold
Maintenance Cost: 2,700 gold
Time to Muster: 14 months
Javelin Skirmishers (35)
Move: 5
Missile: 7 (R=15)
Defense: 0
Melee: 7
CBR: 11+
Evade: 8
Resistance: 22
Muster Cost: 1,000 gold
Maintenance Cost: 250 gold
Time to Muster: 2 months
Sling Skirmishers (35)
Move: 3
Defense: 0
CBR: 11+

Javelin: 3D6 +25
Short Sword: 3d6 +25
Scaled Hits: 40/20
War Hits: 2

Missile: 7 (R=60)
Melee: 7
Evade: 9
Resistance: 22

Sling: 2D6 +25
Dagger: 2d6 +25
Scaled Hits: 40/20
War Hits: 2

Muster Cost: 500 gold
Maintenance Cost: 125 gold
Time to Muster: 1 month
British Heavy Cavalry (17)
Move: 8
Defense: 12
CBR: 10+

Charge: 10
Melee: 10
Evade: 12
Resistance: 19
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Lance: 7D6 +25
Spatha: 5D6 + 25
Scaled Hits: 60/30
War Hits: 4

7 PRE When Charging
Muster Cost: 12,900 gold.
Maintenance Cost: 3,200 gold.
Time to Muster: 16 months
British Light Spear (35)
Move: 4
Melee: 5
Spear: 4D6 +25
Defense: 0
Evade: 6/9
Scaled Hits: 40/20
CBR: 12+
Resistance: 22
War Hits: 2
Removing the shield allows the warrior to use the Spear with both hands for +1D6. May also set for +1D6/5
hexes the attacker charged, but may not move.
Muster Cost: 1,000 gold
Maintenance Cost: 250 gold
Time to Muster: 2 months
British Archers (35)
Move: 4
Defense: 0
CBR: 11+

Missile: 8 (R=80)
Melee: 7

Comp. Bow: 3D6 +25
Short Sword: 3D6 +25

Evade: 6
Resistance: 22

Scaled Hits: 40/20
War Hits: 2

Muster Cost: 700 gold
Maintenance Cost: 185 gold
Time to Muster: 1 month
Saxon Light Cavalry (16)
Move: 12
Charge: 8
Defense: 6
Melee: 9
CBR: 11+
Evade: 9
Resistance: 19
7 PRE When Charging
Muster Cost: 3,200 gold
Maintenance Cost: 800 gold
Time to Muster: 4 months

Lt. Lance: 5D6 +20
Saxon Sword: 4D6 + 20
Scaled Hits: 50/25
War Hits: 3

Saxon Light Spear (38)
Move: 3
Melee: 6
Spear: 5D6 +25
Defense: 6
Evade: 7/9
Scaled Hits: 45/23
CBR: 11+
Resistance: 22
War Hits: 3
Removing the shield allows the warrior to use the Spear with both hands for +1D6. May also set for +1D6/5
hexes the attacker charged, but may not move.
Muster Cost: 1,600 gold
Maintenance Cost: 400 gold
Time to Muster: 2 months
Saxon Axemen (38)
Move: 4
Defense: 6
CBR: 11+

Missile: 7* (R=20)
Francesca: 4D6 +25
Melee: 6
Battle Axe: 6d6 +25
Evade: 7
Scaled Hits: 45/23
Resistance: 22
War Hits: 3
*Upon entering their first melee of the battle, these Saxons throw their Franciscas during the Charges phase
and do their normal Battle Axe attack in the Melee phase.
Muster Cost: 2,300 gold
Maintenance Cost: 575 gold
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Time to Muster: 3 months
Saxon Swordsmen (38)
Move: 3
Melee: 10
Defense: 10
Evade: 12
CBR: 9+
Resistance: 22
Muster Cost: 12,200 gold
Maintenance Cost: 3,050 gold
Time to Muster: 16 months

Saxon Sword: 4D6 +25
Scaled Hits: 45/23
War Hits: 3

Pict Swordsmen (38)
Move: 4
Melee: 7
Defense: 0
Evade: 10
CBR: 11+
Resistance: 22
Muster Cost: 1,200 gold
Maintenance Cost: 300 gold
Time to Muster: 2 months

Spatha: 4D6 +25
Scaled Hits: 45/23
War Hits: 3

Pict Main Battle Block (35)
Move: 4
Melee: 6
Long Spear: 5D6 +25
Defense: 0
Evade: 7/9
Scaled Hits: 45/23
CBR: 12+
Resistance: 22
War Hits: 3
Removing the shield allows the warrior to use the Spear with both hands for +1D6. May also set for +1D6/5
hexes the attacker charged, but may not move. Since this unit uses Long Spears, the Melee attack is moved to
the Charge attack phase when being charged by mounted attacks, so long as a Set meneuver was first
instantiated.
Muster Cost: 1,000 gold
Maintenance Cost: 250 gold
Time to Muster: 2 months
Pict Axemen (38)
Move: 4
Melee: 6
Defense: 0
Evade: 7
CBR: 11+
Resistance: 22
Muster Cost: 800 gold
Maintenance Cost: 200 gold
Time to Muster: 1 month

Battle Axe: 6D6 +25
Scaled Hits: 45/23
War Hits: 3

Pict Crossbows (35)
Move: 4
Defense: 0
CBR: 12+

Missile: 7 (R=200)
Crossbow: 3D6 +25*
Melee: 7
Short Sword: 4d6 +25
Evade: 6
Scaled Hits: 45/23
Resistance: 22
War Hits: 3
*Armor Piercing attack. Divide the target’s Defense by half before applying damage.
Muster Cost: 1,100 gold
Maintenance Cost: 275 gold
Time to Muster: 2 months
Pict War Dogs (25)
Move: 5
Melee: 9
Bite: 3D6 + 23
Defense: 2
Evade: 9
Scaled Hits: 53/27
CBR: 12+
Resistance: 18
War Hits: 3
Special attack: The War Dogs may make a Presence attack during the Magic phase before combat at 7D6 + 12
versus the target unit’s Resistance. This is in addition to a normal melee attack.
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Muster Cost: 750 gold
Maintenance Cost: 188 gold
Time to Muster: 1 month

Mercenary Units (Optional)
Irish Mercenaries(33)
Move: 4
Defense: 0
CBR: 11+

Melee: 6
Missile: 7 (R=15)
Evade: 6/8
Resistance: 25
Mercenary Cost/Maintenance: 300 gold
Saxon Mercenaries(33)
Move: 4
Melee: 6
Defense: 5
Evade: 9
CBR: 11+
Resistance: 25
Mercenary Cost/Maintenance: 525 gold

Spear: 4D6 + 25
Javelins(3): 3D6 +25
Hits: 40/20
War Hits: 2

Spear: 4D6 + 25
Hits: 40/20
War Hits: 2

British Mercenaries(38)
Move: 4
Melee: 7
Spear: 5D6 + 25
Defense: 6
Evade: 8
Scaled Hits: 45/23
CBR: 10+
Resistance: 22
War Hits: 3
Special Attack: Set for +1D6/5 hexes the attacker charged, but may not move.
Mercenary Cost/Maintenance: 900 gold

Non-Human Units
Non-human units are not Mustered and Maintained like normal units. Instead, observe the rules given with the description of
the kingdom or organization they belong to. Muster and Maintence costs given below are provided to the GM strictly as a
basis of comparison to other units.
Dwarf Infantry (25)
Move: 3
Melee: 10
Defense: 12
Evade: 9/10
CBR: 10+
Resistance: 24
Muster Cost: 10,025 gold
Maintenance Cost: 2,506 gold
Time to Muster: Special

Axe: 7D6 + 23
Scaled Hits: 53/27
War Hits: 3

Dwarf Crossbowmen (25)
Move: 3
Defense: 12
CBR: 10+

Missile: 10 (R=200)
X-bow: 3D6 + 23*
Melee: 7
Axe: 7D6 + 23
Evade: 9
Scaled Hits: 53/27
Resistance: 24
War Hits: 3
*Armor Piercing attack. Divide the target’s Defense by half before applying damage.
Muster Cost: 10,525 gold
Maintenance Cost: 2,630 gold
Time to Muster: Special
Goblin Warband (20)
Move: 4
Defense: 6
CBR: 11+

Missile: 8 (R=60)
Melee: 9
Evade: 10
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Bow: 3D6 + 20
Spear: 7D6 + 20
Scaled Hits: 45/23

Resistance: 22
Set for +1D6/5 hexes the attacker charged, but may not move.
Muster Cost: 820 gold
Maintenance Cost: 205 gold
Time to Muster: Special

War Hits: 2

Military Units of Britain Summary
Allowed Nationality: Unit Name
Muster Cost Maint. Cost War Hits
Any
Javelin Skirmishers
1,000
250
2
Heavy Infantry
10,800
2,700
3
Medium Infantry
2,400
600
3
Sling Skirmishers
500
125
2
British
British Archers
700
185
2
British Light Spear
1,000
250
2
British Heavy Cavalry
12,900
3,200
4
Anglo-Saxon
Saxon Axemen
2,300
575
3
Saxon Light Cavalry
3,200
800
3

Pict

Mercenary

Non-Human

Saxon Light Spear
Saxon Swordsmen
Pict Axemen
Pict Crossbows
Pict Main Battle Block
Pict Swordsmen
Pict War Dogs
Irish
Saxon
British
Dwarf Infantry
Dwarf Crossbowmen
Goblin

1,600
12,200
800
1,100
1,000
1,200
750
300
525
900
10,025
10,525
810

400
3,050
200
275
250
300
188
300
525
900
2,506
2,630
205
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
2

Damage
3D6+25
6D6+25
5D6+25
3D6+25
3D6+25
4D6+25
7D6+20 AP/5D6+20
4D6+25/6D6+25
5D6+20/4D6+20
5D6+25
4D6+25
6D6+25
3D6+25 AP/4D6+25
5D6+25
4D6+25
3D6+23
4D6+25/3D6+25
4D6+25
5D6+25
7D6+23
3D6+23 AP/7D6+23
3D6+20 / 7D6+20

Main Page
Avanc
Banshee
Bear
Boar
Cat, Hunting
Cu Sith (Cooshee)
Deer
Pict War Dog
Dragon
Dwarf
Each Uisge
Fairies
Water Fairy
Wood Fairy
Giant Eagle
Giants
Half Giant
Lesser Giant
Giant
Goblins
Forest Goblin
Erlking
Hawk
Horses
Riding Horse
War Horse
Kelpie
Knocker
Warg
Wolf
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BESTIARY
This section details some of the creatures that may inhabit your Dawn of Legends campaign. Feel free to modify them to suit
your game.

Key:
INT = Intelligence
WILL = Willpower
PRE = Presence
TEC = Technique
REF = Reflexes
DEX = Dexterity
CON = Constitution
STR = Strength
BOD= Body
MOV = Movement
RES = Resistance
LUCK = Luck (Note that most monster shouldn’t use luck unles they are special. Use GM discretion.)
SPD = Speed
END = Endurance
SD = Stun Defense
REC = Recovery
STUN = Stun
HITS = Hits
RUN = RUN
SPRINT = SPRINT
SWIM = SWIM
LEAP = LEAP
Instant Stats:
Mental = Average of INT, WIL, and PRE
Combat = Average of TEC, REF, and DEX
Physical = Average of CON, STR, and BOD
Move = MOVE
Instant Stats can be useful when you are dealing with a large number of generic creatures in an encounter since it simplifies
the number of stats you have to keep track of.
Listed skills contain the minimum usual number of points for the adult of a creature. Add this number to a Characteristic to
find the Action Value to use with a dice roll.
Abilities list the natural (or unnatural!) talents a creature may have. Deadly Damage refers to damage that does both Hits and
Stun and which requires Armor as defense. Knockout Damage refers to damage that does Stun and requires either Stun
Defense or Armor as defense.
Reduced Penetration attacks are less effective against armor. Apply the damage inflicted in Stun as normal, but multiply the
armor’s rating by 2 before finding the damage to Hits. For instance, if a bear attacked an armored man with a massive paw, it
will do 8D6 of damage. In this case we roll the dice and find the total damage to be 30 points. The man is wearing armor worth
10 points. Thus we can find the amount of Stun taken as usual, 30 - 10 = 20 Stun. To find the amount of Hits taken we take
the 10 Armor x 2 and subtract it from 30. Thus the man takes only 10 Hits. He will likely be badly stunned by the attack, but
still alive.
Complications list the weaknesses of the creature.
Description both describes the creature and lists habits and other important things of note.
Location lists where the crature may most often be found.
Offensive X and Defensive X are given for your reference as an overall power level of the crature. The GM can then better.
guage the creature’s power compared to the Heroes’.

Avanc
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INT 2
TEC 4
CON 6
MOV 3

WIL 2
REF 7
STR 11
RUN 3

PRE 7
DEX 6
BOD 8
SPRINT 9

RES 6
END 60
STUN 40
SWIM 13

LUCK 9
REC 17
HITS 60
LEAP 3

SD 18

Instant: Mental 4, Combat 6, Physical 8, Move 3.
Skills: Hand to Hand 4 (REF), Evade 4 (DEX), Perception 4 (INT), Concealment 3 (INT).
Abilities:
• Bite for 8D6 Deadly Damage.
• Maul for 11D6 Knockout Damage.
• Good Swimmer (note the improved SWIM stat)
• Extra thick fur (noted in the improved SD stat)
• Tough to kill (extra Hits noted in the improved HITS stat)
• Natural 25 Armor.
Complications: Frequently Hungry (-10), No Fine Manipulation (-15).
Description: Few are sure what it looks like as few encounters result in survivors. It is suspected that it looks something similar
to a giant beaver, but as large as a bull!
Location: This fearsome beast lurks in or near secluded lakes and rivers.
Offensive X: 22
Defensive X: 26

Banshee
INT 3
TEC 4
CON 5
MOV 4

WIL 6
REF 4
STR 7
RUN 8

PRE 8
DEX 4
BOD 10
SPRINT 12

RES 18
END 50
STUN 50
SWIM 4

LUCK 7
REC 12
HITS 50
LEAP 4

SD 10

Instant: Mental 6, Combat 4, Physical 7, Move 4.
Skills: none.
Abilities:
• Can not be harmed by any non-magical physical attack.
• Flies at RUN speed in meter/yards.
• May remain invisible at will (although a Banshee is always visible to full blooded Fey creatures).
• A Banshee has a natural ability to know when someone is about to die, usually becoming visible at this time and weeping for
the one who is to die.
Note that a Banshee has no particular ability to fight.
Complications: none.
Description: A Banshee most often appears as a beautiful, weeping woman dressed all in white. Some tales say that a
Banshee can also appear as a horrible old hag also dressed in white. When she is seen, onlookers may notice her eyes have
become fiery red from weeping.
Locations: Ireland and the kingdom of Dal Riada, the Isle of Man and Britain. In Britain, she often avoids being seen but can
still be heard weeping for the dead. A Banshee in Britain may also weep at the home of someone who has died abroad.
Sometimes, a group of Banshees may weep together, foretelling the impending doom of an important noble or hero. Often, it
is seen as a sign of high station if a Banshee is known to give a particular family attention consistently.
Offensive X: 11
Defensive X: 16

Bear
INT 2

WIL 2

PRE 10

RES 6
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LUCK 9

TEC 4
CON 5
MOV 3

REF 7
STR 11
RUN 6

DEX 7
BOD 7
SPRINT 9

END 50
STUN 35
SWIM 3

REC 14
HITS 35
LEAP 3

SD 11

Instant: Mental 5, Combat 7, Physical 8, Move 3.
Skills: Hand to Hand 4 (REF), Climbing 3 (STR), Concealment 3 (INT), Evade 4 (DEX).
Abilities:
• A bear may bite for 6D6 Deadly damage or claw for 11D6 Reduced Penetration Deadly damage.
• A bear’s natural hide is worth 8 KD (for the bear, only!).
• If the bear wishes to intimidate someone, it may roar, adding +3 to its PRE in a Presence attack.
• The bear’s acute senses give it a +1 to all Perception checks.
Complications: No Fine Manipulation (-15), Frequently Hungry (- 10).
Description: This is a fearsome large brown bear. It still manages to survive in the wilds and has seen a bit of a come back
since the departure of Rome a couple centuries ago.
Location: Any remote wilderness.
Offensive X: 22
Defensive X: 20

Boar
INT 2
TEC 4
CON 3
MOV 9

WIL 2
REF 6
STR 4
RUN 18

PRE 5
DEX 6
BOD 6
SPRINT 27

RES 6
END 30
STUN 30
SWIM 9

LUCK 8
REC 7
HITS 30
LEAP 9

SD 6

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 5, Physical 4, Move 9.
Skills: Hand to Hand 6 (REF), Melee Evade 6 (DEX), Concealment 5 (INT).
Abilities:
• 4D6 Reduced Penetration gore attack.
• Natural hide of 4 KD.
• +2 PRE while charging and only for use in a Presence Attack.
• +4 on all Hearing and Smell Perception rolls.
Complications: No Fine Manipulation (-15), Physical Limitation: Poor sight gives a -3 to Sight Perception rolls (-5), Bad
Temper (-10).
Description: An ill-tempered creature if ever there was one, a wild boar is a dangerous quarry. The challenges involved in
locating and spearing this beast makes the hunt still an important one to young nobles who must earn their manhood by
hunting and killing a wild boar.
Location: Wooded areas in any of the British Isles.
Offensive X: 16
Defensive X: 19

Cat, Large Hunting
INT 2

TEC 4
CON 5
MOV 7

WIL 2
REF 7
STR 8
RUN 14

PRE 7
DEX 6
BOD 7
SPRINT 21

RES 6
END 50
HITS 35
SWIM 7

Instant: Mental 4, Combat 6, Physical 7, Move 7
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LUCK 9
REC 12
STUN 35
LEAP 7

SD 10

Skills: Climbing 3 (STR), Concealment 4 (INT), Stealth 3 (DEX), Hand to Hand 5 (REF), Evade (DEX) 5.
Abilities:
• Large and heavy: add +2 to BOD when calculating Knockback or Knockdown.
• Claws (8D6 Reduced Penetration).
• Bite (2D6 Killing Attack)
• +5 PRE to create Fear, but only when the Cat is roaring.
• Natural hide provinding 2 Armor
• Tracking Scent
• Perception 4, +3 for Smell and Hearing
• Night Vision
Description: This is a large hunting cat that is quite rarely found, if ever found in Europe at this time. However, the Otherworld
has a tendency to send people to strange faraway lands.
Location: Remote areas.
Offensive X: 20
Defensive X: 18

Cu Sith [Cooshee]
INT 2
TEC 3
CON 3
MOV 7

WIL 2
REF 8
STR 5
RUN 14

PRE 6
DEX 6
BOD 10
SPRINT 21

RES 6
END 30
STUN 50
SWIM 7

LUCK 10
REC 8
HITS 50
LEAP 7

SD 6

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 6, Physical 6, Move 7.
Skills: Stealth 8 (DEX), Perception 11 (INT), Hand to Hand 3 (REF), Evade 3 (DEX).
Abilities:
• This animal can track by scent, like a normal dog.
• It has a bite capable of doing 4D6 Deadly damage.
• The cu sith can hear ultrasonic frequencies.
• Sees well at night (similar effect as the Night Vision Talent).
• Cu sith can track by scent and also gain a +3 to all Smell and Hearing Perception rolls.
Complications: No Fine Manipulation (-15).
Description: A Cu Sith is a faerie dog the size of a year old calf and with green fur. Befriending and domesticating such an
animal can be as rewarding as it is dangerous.
Location: The Otherworld, sometimes also seen as companions to Fey Lords.
Offensive X: 15
Defensive X: 20

Deer
INT 2
TEC 4
CON 2
MOV 8

WIL 2
REF 6
STR 3
RUN 16

PRE 3
DEX 6
BOD 5
SPRINT 24

RES 6
END 20
STUN 25
SWIM 8

LUCK 8
REC 5
HITS 25
LEAP 8

Instant: Mental 2, Combat 5, Physical 3, Move 8.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Hand to Hand 3 (REF), Melee Evade 3 (DEX), Ranged Evade 3 (DEX).
Abilities:
• Heightened Senses (+2 on all Perception rolls).
• Acute Hearing & Smell (+2 on Hearing and Smell Perception rolls).
• Horns — 4D6 Deadly damage, Reduced Penetration.
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SD 10

• Bite — 2D6 Deadly damage.
• Kick — 6D6 Knockout damage attack.
Complications: No Fine Manipulatio (-15), Timid (-10).
Description: This is a normal deer. Only adult males will have horns.
Location: Any.
Offensive X: 12
Defensive X: 16

Pict War Dog
INT 2
TEC 4
CON 3
MOV 5

WIL 2
REF 6
STR 4
RUN 10

PRE 4
DEX 6
BOD 6
SPRINT 15

RES 6
END 30
STUN 30
SWIM 5

LUCK 8
REC 7
HITS 30
LEAP 5

SD 6

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 5, Physical 4, Move 5.
Skills: Hand to Hand 3 (REF), Evade 3 (DEX), Perception 2 (INT).
Abilities:
• This animal has the equivalent of the Light Sleeper Talent.
• The bite does 4D6 Deadly damage.
• The tough hide of the animal provides 4 KD of protection.
• If the dog growls while performing a Presence attack, add +3 to the effective Presence.
• The dog can hear ultrasonic frequencies, and sees well at night (similar effect as the Night Vision Talent).
• War dogs can track by scent and also gain a +3 to all Smell and Hearing Perception rolls.
Complications: No Fine Manipulation (-15).
Description: These large fighting mastiffs are often trained for war by the Pict people. They are also used as guard dogs by
noble families throughout Britain.
Location: Any.
Offensive X: 13
Defensive X: 16

Dragon
INT 6
TEC 6
CON 6
MOV 8

WIL 5
REF 6
STR 13
RUN 16

PRE 13
DEX 6
BOD 15
SPRINT 24

RES 15
END 60
STUN 80
LEAP 8

LUCK 12
REC 19
HITS 80
SWIM 8

SD 12

Instant: Mental 8, Combat 6, Physical 11, Move 8.
Skills: Hand to Hand 3 (REF), Evade 3 (DEX), Perception 2 (INT).
Abilities:
• A dragon can attack with its mighty claws, inflicting 13D6 of Reduced Penetration Deadly damage.
• Bite -- 6D6 Reduced Penetration Deadly damage.
• Thick scales cover the animal providing 18 KD of armor.
• Night Vision.
• All dragons receive a +2 on Perception rolls.
Dragons have a multitude of abilities and even the Characteristics given above can vary widely depending on the size of the
dragon. The one listed here is a very large one. At your option, you may choose to give your individual dragon any of the
following additional abilities:
• 7D6 Deadly damage Fire Breath which can reach up to 18 m/yds in a cone (the widest point part of the cone should also be
18 m/yds in diameter).
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• 11D6 Deadly damage Poison Spit with a range of 110 m/yds (the caustic material eats into the victim on impact).
• Protection against Fire (reduce all damage done by fire based attacks by 50% after armor).
• Flying at 30 m/yds per round (with wings).
• Shapeshifting ability to become the same size and shape as a human.
• able to Regenerate up to 10 Hits per turn.
Complications: none.
Description: These large reptillian creatures may appear in almost any color including red, white, green, or black. A large
creature such as this can easily reach over 10 m/yds long and weighs in at well over 20 tons. It usually has two hind legs and
two fore legs, although the winged variety may not have fore legs. It’s said that the creature may cross have crossed over
from the Otherworld. For its size, a dragon has surprising agility and speed. Dragons are quite intelligent and may pick up
various languages from time to time. They sometimes also, know a form of draconic magic. Both smaller and larger dragons
have been encountered. Simply adjust the Strength, Body, Armor, and amount of damage done to match the size of dragon
encountered.
Location: Occasionally found in Britain, but more often in the Otherworld. Shapeshifted dragons have been known to move
among human populations.
Offensive X: 21
Defensive X: 27

Dwarf
INT 4
TEC 4
CON 6
MOV 3

WIL 4
REF 5
STR 6
RUN 6

PRE 4
DEX 4
BOD 6
SPRINT 9

RES 12
END 60
STUN 30
LEAP 3

LUCK 9
REC 12
HITS 30
SWIM 3

SD 12

Instant: Mental 4, Combat 4, Physical 6, Move 3.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Concealment 3 (INT), Local Expert - Home 3 (INT), Professional 3 (TECH), Artisan (pick one) 3
(TECH), Native Language - Dwarven 3 (INT), Axes or Hammers 5 (REF), Melee Evade 5 (DEX).
Abilities:
• Night Vision Eyes.
• Resistance to Heat and Cold (+8 SD versus cold and heat).
Complications: Distinctive Features - short burly humanoid (- 10).
Description: Dwarves are small people, nearly as wide as they are tall, who are noted for their craftsmanship. Some may be
warriors, dressed in any manner of metal armor, and may be proficient in crossbows as well as axes or hammers. They are
not known to be actual fey creatures, but have occassionally been known to journey to the Otherworld on a quest to deliver
some specially made item to a faerie lord. They have a particular affinity for mechanical tools, and it is thought that the light
but powerful crossbows they use were taken from old Roman designs, as were the Pict variety.
Locations: They tend to live in small communities hidden in or near mountains.
Offensive X: 16
Defensive X: 17

Each Uisge
[Ek Wisky] (Water Horse)
INT 3
TEC 5
CON 3
MOV 9

WIL 3
REF 7
STR 9
RUN 18

PRE 3
DEX 5
BOD 6
SPRINT 27

RES 9
END 30
STUN 30
SWIM 9

LUCK 10
REC 12
HITS 30
LEAP 9

SD 6

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 6, Physical 6, Move 9.
Skills: Perception: Hearing and Smell 4 (INT), Perception: Sight 2 (INT), Concealment 6 (INT), Stealth 3 (DEX), Hand to Hand
4 (REF), Evade 4 (DEX).
Abilities:
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• Can Breathe in Water as if it was air.
• Bite - 4D6 Deadly damage.
• Kick - 12D6 Knockout damage (including +3D6 bonus for very hard hooves).
• Thick Hide - 6 Armor.
• Adhesive Hide - Once a character has mounted the horse, she is stuck there until the creature is killed or the rider is dead!
Optional Abilities:
• Shapeshift to the form of a giant eagle. This grants the appearance of a giant eagle and ability to fly at a rate of 30 m/yds per
round. 45 m/yds per round can be achieved by an all-out “sprint”.
• Shapeshift to the form of a Handsome Man with seaweed in his hair. The Each Uisge does not retain the biting and kicking
abilities as a man, but may have social skills instead. This form enables the Each Uisge to lure a woman to him, which he will
attempt to take to the sea or salt water lake. The he drowns them and gobbles them up.
Complications: Vicious and Carnivorous (will drown any would-be riders and eat them -- except for their livers) (-20). This
behavior triggers only when it comes within site of salt water sea or lakes.
Location: Frequently near salt water, but may venture onto land for extended periods.
Offensive X: 20
Defensive X: 16

Fairies
Water Fairy
INT 4

WIL 5

PRE 6

RES 15

LUCK 10

TEC 5
CON 2
MOV 4

REF 6
STR 3
RUN 8

DEX 6
BOD 5
SPRINT 12

END 20
STUN 25
SWIM 24

REC 5
HITS 25
LEAP 4

SD 4

Instant: Mental 5, Combat 6, Physical 3, Move 4.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Concealment 6 (INT), Local Expert - Home 5 (INT), Singing 3 (PRE), Dance 3 (DEX), Expert Healing 3 (INT), First Aid 3 (TECH), Native Language - British 3 (INT), Expert - current hobby 3 (INT), Seduction 6 (PRE),
Stealth 5 (DEX), Climbing 2 (STR), Conversation 2 (PRE), Hand to Hand 3 (REF), Spears 3 (REF), Swords 3 (REF), Evade 3
(DEX).
Abilities:
• Breathe under water.
• Does not age.
• Not susceptible to disease.
• Water animal control (roll 4D6 vs. creatures RES success means the creature will do as the fairy asks) — one command per
round.
• Otherworld Gate — the water fairy can transport herself and one other person instantly back to the Otherworld.
• Water fairies can speak telepathically to any other water animal.
• She can also telepathically speak to water plants with 5 minutes of concentration and 4 END.
• She can become invisible at will while under water although other fey creatures can still see her.
• With 5 minutes of concentration and 4 END she can sometimes (GM discretion) know the future in the form of a prophecy.
• Healing — she can heal someone 1D6 Hits per round by concentrating and spending 1 END per round.
• Water fairies can shapeshift into any one favorite water animal.
• Night Vision.
• Beautiful +1.
• Enhanced Perception while under water — +4 to applicable Perception rolls.
Complications: Very protective of home waters (-20), Vulnerable to iron — takes 2x damage (-15), Mischevious (-8).
Description: These beautiful fey creatures appear as beautiful women with golden or blue hair. They are usually alone. Some
may have the ability to make enchanted items, others may know powerful magic.
Location: In Britain, any water. Also found in underwater Otherworld kingdoms.
Offensive X: 12
Defensive X: 15
Wood Fairy
INT 4
TEC 5

WIL 5
REF 6

PRE 6
DEX 6

RES 15
END 20
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LUCK 10
REC 5

SD 4

CON 2
MOV 6

STR 3
RUN 12

BOD 5
SPRINT 18

STUN 25
SWIM 6

HITS 25
LEAP 6

Instant: Mental 5, Combat 6, Physical 3, Move 6.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Ceoncealment 6 (INT), Local Experte - Home 5 (INT), Dance 3 (DEX), Expert - Healing 3 (INT),
First Aid 3 (TECH), Language - British 3 (INT), Expert - current hobby 3 (INT), Seduction 6 (PRE), Stealth 5 (DEX), Climbing 2
(STR), Conversation 2 (PRE), Hand to Hand 3 (REF), Swords 3 (REF), Spears 3 (REF), Archery 3 (REF), Evade 3 (DEX).
Abilities:
• Does not age.
• Not susceptible to disease.
• Land animal control (roll 4D6 vs. creatures RES success means the creature will do as the fairy asks) — one command per
round.
• Wood fairies can speak telepathically to any other land animal.
• Night Vision.
• Enhanced Perception in wooded areas — +4 to applicable Perception rolls.
• Shapeshift into one familiar land animal,
• Healing — she can heal someone 1D6 Hits per round by concentrating and spending 1 END per round.
• She can become invisible at will although other fey creatures can still see her.
• With 5 minutes of concentration and 4 END she can sometimes (GM discretion) know the future in the form of a prophecy.
• Otherworld Gate — the water fairy can transport herself and one other person instantly back to the Otherworld usually
through a tree or rock.
• Beautiful +1.
Complications: Very protective of home forest (-20), Vulnerable to iron weapons - 2x damage (-15), Mischevious (-8).
Description: The wood fairy appears most often as a tanned, beautiful woman. Like the water fairy, a wood fairy can
sometimes have powers beyond those listed above. As with all fey creatures, the GM should feel free to change or add to the
listed abilities.
Location: Woods or mountains.
Offensive X: 12
Defensive X: 15

Giant Eagle
INT 2
TEC 4
CON 3
MOV 1

WIL 2
REF 6
STR 8
RUN 2

PRE 5
DEX 6
BOD 6
SPRINT 3

RES 6
END 30
STUN 30
SWIM 1

LUCK 8
REC 11
HITS 30
LEAP 1

SD 6

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 5, Physical 6, Move 1.
Skills: Perception 3 (INT), Hand to Hand 5 (REF), Evade 3 (DEX).
Abilities:
• Beak — 4D6 Reduced Penetration Deadly attack.
• Claws — 8D6 Reduced Penetration Deadly attack.
• Fly at 38 m/yds per round but pay 2 END each round while flying.
• Enhanced Sight - - +4 to Perception rolls to offset range penalties.
Complications: No Fine Manipulation (-15).
Description: This is a huge version of the eagle. It measure about 3 m/yds from head to tail and has a 7 m/yds wingspan.
Location: This bird is extremely rare to find in any of the British Isles. It can be found in mountainous areas of Otherworld
kingdoms, however. Sometimes it is used as a mount by fey lords.
Offensive X: 19
Defensive X: 16

Giants
Half Giant
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INT 3
TEC 3
CON 7
MOV 5

WIL 3
REF 4
STR 8
RUN 10

PRE 4
DEX 4
BOD 8
SPRINT 15

RES 9
END 70
STUN 45
SWIM 5

LUCK 7
REC 15
HITS 45
LEAP 5

SD 14

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 4, Physical 8, Move 5.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Any one Melee skill 3 (REF), Melee Evade 3 (DEX), Native Language - British 2 (INT).
Abilities: Acute Sense - Smell.
Complications: Large Size and Weight (-10).
Description: Half Giants are the smallest of the breeds of giants, standing at around 2.6 m/yds tall and weighing 200 kg
(around 440 lbs). They can be found using almost any kind of giant sized weapons, although they favor large spears. They
can use long spears with only one hand, enabling them to easily heft a large shield in the other. They favor leather armors, but
half giant heroes can sometimes be seen wearing the fearsome looking bone armor.
Location: Britain. These giants are rarely found in the Otherworld, and thus usually have few fey abilities, if any. They tend to
travel alone or in small groups. Half giants like to keep to remote areas as they tend to be favorite targets of young would-be
heroes looking to make a name for themselves.
Offensive X: 15
Defensive X: 18
Lesser Giant
INT 3
TEC 4
CON 7
MOV 7

WIL 4
REF 5
STR 13
RUN 14

PRE 7
DEX 5
BOD 12
SPRINT 21

RES 12
END 70
STUN 65
SWIM 7

LUCK 8
REC 20
HITS 65
LEAP 7

SD 14

Instant: Mental 5, Combat 5, Physical 11, Move 7.
Skills: Perception (INT), Hand to Hand 3 (REF), Great Clubs 3 (REF), Melee Evade 3 (DEX).
Abilities:
• Tough skin gives them effectively 4 KD.
• They can wield any normally two-handed weapon with only one hand.
Complications: Distinctive Features - Massive Size (-15), Clumsy (-10).
Description: These huge men average 4 m/yds tall and weigh around 800 kg (1760 lbs). At this size they are quite dangerous
and can do terrific damage to stone structures as well as creatures if it chooses. Given its clumsy nature, this happens more
often than anyone likes. They are termed “lesser” not due to any reference to size, but rather because they tend to have few
fey abilities.
Location: Lesser Giants like to roam the high moors and mountains of Britain and Ireland. They are occassionally seen as
residentsof the Otherworld.
Offensive X: 21
Defensive X: 23
Giant
INT 3
TEC 4
CON 7
MOV 7

WIL 4
REF 5
STR 17
RUN 14

PRE 10
DEX 5
BOD 13
SPRINT 21

RES 12
END 70
STUN 65
SWIM 7

LUCK 8
REC 24
HITS 65
LEAP 7

Instant: Mental 6, Combat 5, Physical 12, Move 7.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Hand to Hand 3 (REF), Great Clubs 3 (REF), Melee Evade 3 (DEX).
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SD 14

Abilities:
•Tough skin giving 4 KD.
• They can wield any normally two-handed weapon with only one hand.
Choose from the following giant fey abilities:
• Fire Resistance - reduce damage from fire based attacks by 75% after armor.
• Cold Resistance - reduce damage from cold based attacks by 50% after armor.
• Night Vision.
• +4 KD extra tough skin.
• Lightning Spears - can through bolts of lightning up to 100 m/yds for 10D6 of Knockout damage. The giant pays 5 END each
round he throws a bolt.
• Weather Control - can summon mist or fog to envelop a 32 m/yd radius giving a -5 to all Perception rolls made within the
area of effect. The giant pays 3 END each round this ability is used.
• Cloud Walking - the giant can literally walk on air at his normal Move, Run or Sprint rates.
Complications: Distinctive Feature - Large Size and Weight (-25).
Description: Giants range from 4 to 6 m/yds tall and 1,600 to 6,400 kg. The STR and BODY listed above represents a fairly
large giant, smaller or young giants may have considerably less. Their appearance will generally match the abilities they have.
For instance a giant with resistance to Cold may appear very pale and have white hair. They will only very rarely band
together, usually just to raise a family.
Location: Very remote areas. They are more common in various kingdoms of the Otherworld.
Offensive X: 25
Defensive X: 24

Goblin
Forest Goblin
INT 4
TEC 5
CON 6
MOV 4

WIL 4
REF 5
STR 5
RUN 8

PRE 3
DEX 6
BOD 5
SPRINT 12

RES 12
END 60
STUN 25
SWIM 4

LUCK 9
REC 11
HITS 25
LEAP 4

SD 12

Instant: Mental 4, Combat 5, Physical 5, Move 4.
Skills: Perception 4 (INT), Concealment 4 (INT), Professional - Bandit 2 (INT), Melee Weapon 4 (REF), Archery 3 (REF),
Melee Evade 4 (DEX), Ranged Evade 3 (DEX), Native Language - Goblin 3 (INT), Language - British or Saxon 2 (INT).
Abilities:
• Direction Sense.
• Infravision - allows the forest goblin to “see” heat sources in the dark.
Complications: Distinctive Features - mottled greenish skin (- 15).
Description: These creatures are twisted versions of humans with mottled greenish skins, spindly limbs and ape-shaped
heads with heavy brows and jaws. Forest goblins are men and women who have been cursed by an Erlking, although local
superstition may mistake it for a curse by the gods. Typically, they are human babies who were stolen as a baby by goblins
and taken to their Erlking. The Erlking uses his power to warp the children into his own preferred image — that of a forest
goblin. Such a curse is quite permanent. Goblins tend to avoid people and retreat to areas where they can hide. Usually this is
the deep forests but sometimes also abandoned mines. Here they band together into large groups and villages for protection
and strength. Goblins are so repugnant even to each other, that they reproduce naturally only very slowly. They therefore rely
on kidnapping human children and turning them into goblins to replenish their numbers. Because their appearence
immediately alarms other folk, the goblins take to moving about at night, when their skin and features give them away less
easily. The largest and most skilled goblins usually serve as the Erlking’s bodyguard and lieutenants.
Goblins tend to be fiercely loyal to the Erlking. They have completely accepted their fate and believe that to serve their
powerful lord is a far better thing than to follow any lowly mortal.
Goblins favor leather and bone armor, but may use any kind of melee and ranged weapon.
Location: Deep, dark forests or anywhere the Erlking resides.
Offensive X: 15
Defensive X: 17
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Erlking
INT 4
TEC 5
CON 6
MOV 7

WIL 4
REF 7
STR 8
RUN 14

PRE 6
DEX 7
BOD 8
SPRINT 21

RES 12
END 60
STUN 40
SWIM 7

LUCK 10
REC 14
HITS 40
LEAP 7

SD 12

Instant: Mental 4, Combat 6, Physical 7, Move 7.
Skills: Perception 4 (INT), Concealment 4 (INT), Professional - Bandit 2 (INT), Melee Weapon 6 (REF), Melee Evade 5 (DEX),
Ranged Evade 5 (DEX), Native Language - Goblin 3 (INT), Language - British or Saxon 2 (INT), Singing 3 (PRE), Seduction 6
(PRE), Oratory 3 (PRE).
Abilities:
• Direction Sense.
• Infravision - allows the Erlking to “see” heat sources in the dark.
• Beautiful or Handsome + 2 levels.
• Erlkings do not age.
• Nor are they susceptible to disease.
• Fey Powers including but not necessarily limited to:
• Gobin Curse - this curse can be performed only once per month, at midnight of the night of the new moon. Most Erlkings like
to make it a great ritual celebration welcoming the new child goblin into its new life.
• Create Otherworld Gate - creates an opening between the Otherworld and the real world that lasts for one night. This power
requires undisturbed concentration for one turn.
• Create Illusions - the Erlking can create illusions in an area of up to 32 m/yds radius. The power is so strong that it requires a
subject to make a Concentration roll versus a Heroic difficulty (DV 22) to realize it is an illusion. Even then, the subject must
have a valid reason he is attemption to resist the illusion. The Erlking must spend 3 END every round the illusion is kept up.
Complications: none.
Description: The Erlking is a striking and unusual looking fey creature whose features vary depending upon the individual
Erlking. They tend to appear as a very beautiful or handsome human with perfect skin. Eye color ranges between blue, green
and yellow depending on its mood. Its fey powers bely its Otherworldly origins. The Erlking is a vain creature who enjoys
creating goblins from humans and making them serve and worship it. This the goblins do willingly, as they have a natural
tendency to bask in the beauty of others — it makes them forget their own imperfection.
Erlkings are highly individualist creatures. Their armor and weapons, should they choose to use them, are highly ornate. The
GM is encouraged to give each Erlking their own special armament and skills to use them.
Location: Remote forest areas or other hidden places. An Erlking may have its own small Otherworldly kingdom and use its
Otherworld Gate power to allow its minions travel to the British Isles. The British sometime refer to this creature as the Goblin
King or Goblin Queen.
Offensive X: 21
Defensive X: 22

Hawk
INT 2
TEC 4
CON 1
MOV 1

WIL 2
REF 7
STR 1
RUN 2

PRE 3
DEX 9
BOD 2
SPRINT 3

RES 6
END 10
STUN 10
SWIM 1

LUCK 9
REC 2
HITS 10
LEAP 1

SD 2

Instant: Mental 2, Combat 7, Physical 1, Move 1.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Hand to Hand 7 (REF), Hand to Hand Evade 3 (DEX), Ranged Evade 3 (DEX).
Abilities:
• Beak — 1D6 Reduced Penetration Deadly attack.
• Claws — 2D6 Reduced Penetration Deadly attack.
• Flies at 50 m/yds per round at a cost of 2 END.
• Enhance Sight — +4 versus range penalties for sight based Perception rolls.
Complications: No Fine Manipulation (-15).
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Description: A small predatory bird.
Location: Any.
Offensive X: 15
Defensive X: 14

Horse
Riding Horse
INT 1
TEC 3
CON 4
MOV 12

WIL 2
REF 5
STR 8
RUN 24

PRE 5
DEX 3
BOD 6
SPRINT 36

RES 6
END 40
STUN 33
SWIM 12

LUCK 6
REC 12
HITS 33
LEAP 12

SD 8

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 4, Physical 6, Move 12.
Skills: Hand to Hand 3 (REF), Evade 3 (DEX).
Abilities:
• Hide worth 2 KD.
• Enhanced Hearing — +4 to all Hearing Perception rolls.
• Bite — 2D6 Deadly damage.
• Kick 11D6 Knockout damage attack.
Complications: No Fine Manipulation (-15), Fear of Combat and Loud Noises (-15).
Description: This is a typical horse, bred and trained for riding. It comes in a number of colors, brown being the most common.
This animal, while good for the long journey, is not trained for combat and will attempt to flee at a full sprint at the first scent of
blood. It will likely rear and run when shouted at or hit. It may attack when cornered.
Location: Few, if any horses run wild in Dawn of Legends.
Offensive X: 19
Defensive X: 14
War Horse
INT 2
TEC 4
CON 4
MOV 8

WIL 3
REF 6
STR 10
RUN 16

PRE 5
DEX 4
BOD 7
SPRINT 24

RES 9
END 40
STUN 50
SWIM 8

LUCK 8
REC 14
HITS 50
LEAP 8

SD 8

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 5, Physical 7, Move 8.
Skills: Hand to Hand 3 (REF), Melee Evade 3 (DEX), Tactics 1 (INT), Language of Trainer — commands only 1 (INT).
Abilities:
• Hide worth 2 KD
• Enhanced Hearing — +4 to all Hearing Perception rolls.
• Bite -- 2D6 Deadly damage.
• kick — 13D6 normal attack.
Complications: No Fine Manipulation (-15).
Description: These are larger and more powerful horses. They are not as fast as riding horses, but thye make up for it in
intelligence and a will to fight. A properly trained war horse can react to simple one-word commands by a rider.
Location: The horses are strictly the pervue of the British horse lords and nobility. Commoners are not permitted to own such
a magnificent animal. Saxons have limited stocks of these types of horses, and have not yet learned the secret of training
them for war.
Offensive X: 22
Defensive X: 16
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Kelpie
INT 3
TEC 5
CON 3
MOV 9

WIL 3
REF 7
STR 9
RUN 18

PRE 3
DEX 7
BOD 6
SPRINT 27

RES 9
END 30
STUN 30
SWIM 9

LUCK 10
REC 12
HITS 30
LEAP 9

SD 6

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 6, Physical 6, Move 9.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Concealment 6 (INT), Riding 5 (REF), Stealth 3 (DEX), Hand to Hand 4 (REF), Evade 2 (DEX),
Climbing 2 (STR).
Abilities:
• Bite — 2D6 Deadly damage.
• Kick — 12D6 Knockout damage.
• Tough hide provides 6 KD.
• Can breathe normally under water.
• Ability to shapeshift into a shaggy humanoid form with a featureless face and black eyes.
• Enhanced Hearing and Smell — +3 to applicable Perception rolls.
• Bind Rider — anyone climbing onto the back of a kelpie is stuck there unless he can tear himself free by making a Strength
check versus the kelpie’s Strength.
Complications: No Fine Manipulation (-15), Temporary Steed (- 10), Wails before Storms (-15), Bad Reputation (-10).
Description: This is a fairy water-horse that can also appear as a human. The creature likes to appear as a handsome steed
and entice a victim to ride it. It then proceeds to charge to the nearest water and drown the victim, sometimes even devouring
the hapless fellow. Other times, the kelpie can appear in human form. In this form, it has been known to jump riders, gripping
them and tearing them to pieces. As a fairy creature, often this creature has some weakness that may be exploited. This can
even result in the kelpie serving a master for a short period of time.
Location: Any freshwater.
Offensive X: 24
Defensive X: 16

Knocker (also known as a Coblyn)
INT 3
TEC 4
CON 2
MOV 4

WIL 3
REF 4
STR 5
RUN 8

PRE 3
DEX 7
BOD 6
SPRINT 12

RES 9
END 20
STUN 30
SWIM 4

LUCK 7
REC 7
HITS 30
LEAP 4

SD 4

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 5, Physical 4, Move 4.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Climbing 3 (STR), Expert - sapping 5 (INT), Local Expert - Home Area 3 (INT), Expert - Tunnels &
Underground 3 (INT), Expert - Mining/minerals 4 (INT), Stealth 3 (DEX), Axes 3 (REF), Hammers 3 (REF), Language knocking 2 (INT).
Abilities:
• Can become invisible at will although fey creatures can still see it as well as those with an appropriate spell or ability.
• This creature can see through earth and stone to spot valuable minerals and crystals at will and it gains a +3 to Perception
rolls to spot such things using this ability.
• It is also capable of tunneling through earth and stone at great speed, although the tunnel it builds is only big enough for a
creature of its minute size to move through.
• They do not age, and
• are immune to disease.
Complications: Distinctive Features (-10), Seclusive (-20), Susceptibility — 1D6/minute when not underground (-5).
Description: These small fey creatures stand a mere 18 inches tall. They are usually thought of as helpful creatures as they
can guide miners to rich ores. They have occassionally be known to rescue lost miners.
Location: Mines.
Offensive X: 12
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Defensive X: 14

Nameless Horror
INT 1
TEC 2
CON 4
MOV 4

WIL 6
REF 4
STR 8
RUN 8

PRE 17
DEX 2
BOD 12
SPRINT 12

RES 18
END 40
STUN 60
SWIM 4

LUCK 5
REC 9
HITS 60
LEAP 4

SD 8

Instant: Mental 8, Combat 3, Physical 8, Move 4.
Skills: Hand to Hand 6 (REF), Evade 3 (REF).
Abilities:
• Blood tentacles: 2-12, roll 2d6 to determine the active number of tentacles the creature has available to attack with. The
creature may use the tentacles in the following ways:
●

Bash. Strength damage of the creature upon the a separate victim.

●

Grasping Attacks. Any of the tentacles can be used to Grab its victim. On a successful Hand to Hand attack, instead
of doing damage, the creature can grasp someone with a death grip. The only way a victim can escape the grasp is to
break the tentacles. They each have 8 Armor and 15 Hits (independent of the creature's Hits).

• Very tough. This creature's hide is considered to have an equivalent Armor rating of 8.
•

Warg (Werewolf)
INT 3
TEC 4
CON 3
MOV 5

WIL 3
REF 6
STR 5
RUN 10

PRE 7
DEX 6
BOD 6
SPRINT 15

RES 9
END 30
STUN 30
SWIM 5

LUCK 9
REC 8
HITS 30
LEAP 5

SD 6

Instant: Mental 4, Combat 5, Physical 5, Move 5.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Concealment 4 (INT), Tactics 3 (INT), Hand to Hand 4 (REF), Evade 2 (DEX).
Abilities:
• Animal Empathy with wolves.
• Acute Perception — +1 on all Perception rolls.
• Acute Smell and Hearing — additional +2 to related Perception rolls.
• Claws which can rend for 10D6 Reduced Penetration Deadly damage.
• Bite which can do 4D6 Deadly damage and lock on to a target — this means no further rolls to hit are necessary.
• Naturally tough skin provides 6 KD
• The creature is tough to kill — all damage except that from silver or fire is reduced by 75% after armor.
• It can track by scent.
• It has Night Vision.
• Shapeshift into the man the creature once was complete with the original set of Characteristics — this takes a full round.
Complications: Distinctive Features (-20), Berserk on a roll of 8+ at the beginning of combat, roll an 11+ to break out of it (25), No Fine Manipulation (-15), Limited memory of human life (- 10).
Description: The above describes a warg in his half-man, half- wolf shape. In human form, the creature resembles the person
it was. However, he can not retain his human shape when the moon rises into the sky, and can not control how long he
remains in the beastial shape. Often a warg will control a pack of normal wolves as their leader. He will hunt and kill anything
that crosses his path, possibly even friends and family of his former life.
A warg was once a human, but was transformed into this menacing shapeshifter by the power of a Rune Priest’s curse. As a
result, the creature’s first impulse is to flee from the Priest and his kind for fear something even worse might befall him.
Location: Any non-settled area with game or livestock.
Offensive X: 20
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Defensive X: 21

Wolf
INT 2
TEC 4
CON 3
MOV 5

WIL 2
REF 6
STR 3
RUN 10

PRE 5
DEX 6
BOD 5
SPRINT 15

RES 6
END 30
STUN 25
SWIM 5

LUCK 8
REC 6
HITS 25
LEAP 5

SD 6

Instant: Mental 3, Combat 5, Physical 4, Move 5.
Skills: Perception 2 (INT), Hand to Hand 4 (REF), Evade 4 (DEX), Tactics - pack 3 (INT), Concealment 4 (INT).
Abilities:
• Acute Hearing and Smell — +4 on applicable Perception rolls.
• Night Vision.
• Track by scent.
• Tough hide worth 2 KD.
• Bite for 2D6 Reduced Penetration Deadly damage.
Complications: No Fine Manipulation (-15), Loyal to Pack (-15).
Description: Furry ancestor to the dog. A pack hunter that is especially dangerous in winter.
Location: Remote Wilderness.
Offensive X: 13
Defensive X: 16
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